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GREAT TR.ADITION, LITTLE TRADITION, AND FORMAL EDUCATION

Murray and Rosalie Wax

From a comparative and historical perspective, the vast body of research

literature on schools and education appears both psuedo-empirical and psuedo-

theoretical. Researchers' have been administering hundreds of tests to thou-

sands of pupils. Meantime, intellectual critics have devoted countless pages

to the criticism of textbooks and other curricular materials. Yet, the bulk

of their efforts contrasts markedly with its quality and its impact, because

their vision has been constricted by an interlocking chain of assumptions:

that schools are primarily, and exclusively agencies of formal education (rath-.

er than being social institutions); that pupils are isolated individuals

(rather than social beings who participate in the life of peer societies,

ethnic. groups, and the like); that formal education is synonomous with educa-

tion; 'and that the. principal task of the teacher is to educate. Thus, in-

stead of inquiring what sort of social processes are occurring in -- and in

relation. to -- the schools, researchers and critics have defined their prob-

lem as being one of discovering how to make the schools teach their individual

ptipil6 more, better, and faster. Only a fewl of the many' researchers and

critics have had the patience, fortified by the faith in ethnographic empir-

icism, to observe the social processes actually occurring in relation to the

schools: among the pupils, among the teachers, within the classrooms, be-

tween the pupils and their parental elders, and so on.

Teachers and pupils being docile and available, it has been far easier

and far more pretentiously scientific (while less threatening to the local

power structure) to administer reams of tests that are then S'cared.mechani-

caliy. As a result, the research literature lacks a solid body of data on

the ethnography of schools.



. Seemingly, the theoretical literature on education would be far superior.

The intellectual critics number some of the most formidably trained scholars

in the country, as well as some of the most irate journalists and pontifical

classicists. Unfortunately, most seem to lack that sense of history-and

feeling for comparison that the True Curriculum is presumed to produce. As

but a small instance, consider that most of the classically trained critics

laud. the Hellenic system of education and, from that vantage point, denounce

as trivial and unworthy of our schools such courses as Driver Training. Yet,

it is surely .arguable that being able to drive an automobile courteously,

deftly, and responsibly, restraining aggressive impulses, and focussing at-

tention upon the task, is a sign of good citizenship and moral excellence.

A really good training in driving an automobile would merit as much approba-

tion as the Helleniccult of body culture. If the invidious slur on Driver

Training is typical of the logic of the critics and we take it to be so)

then they are sadly deficient in the perspective and knowledge requisite for

evaluating modern schools.

Asking the 'right questions is the path to acquiring, wisdom,- but to aek-

good questions, rather than trivial ones, the investigator has to break. out

of conventional frameworks. In the early part of this essay we proceed auto-

biographically, outlining how this happened to-us so that ye .came to perceive

freshly some of what is going on in relation to the schools.. Later in the

essay, we build on these experiences.and.elaborate.a more theoretical argu-

mentWhich, in turn, leads to a series of research-questions for the study

of the culture of schools.

The ,School and the Little Community

We begin in traditional anthropological fashion by sketching some of

What we-learned about the educational problems of the Oglala Sioux on the
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Pine Ridge Reservation. The patient reader will find that this is not simply

an ethnographic excursion but leads to a consideration of the nature of educa-

tion in a modcrn'industrial society.

Our interest in Indian education developed during the several years in

which we directed the Workshops for American Indian college students held

during the summer on the campus of the University of Colorado. nese-work-

shops had been designed to provide young Indians with a broad perspective

about Indian affairs, so that they could serve their communities as advisors

and leaders, 'As we-worked with these young people, we were appalled. Sup-

posedly the cream of the Indian populatical'they were so provincial in the

knowledge of:tne U.8: and so ignorant of Indian history and current affairi

as to make us doubt their rank as college students. Yet, at the same time,

most of them could be turned on, and to-an intense glow, by lectuXes on

Indian history, or Indian religious cults or social organization, in which

we-treated these phenomena as worthy of serious intellectual attention.

Judging by their responsedlsnone had ever participated in a discussion that

treated Indian religious cults-as vital and meaningful (rather. than as super-

Otitious, primitive, or archaic). Accordingly, we developed 4 critical curi-

osity about the-nature of the educational'system wherein these students had

been schooled; and we deliberately decided to study an Indian population

(the Pine Ridge Sioux) that had for some yeaxs been subjected to federal

programs for education and assimilation.

.e

At the time we designed the study, we envisioned the school as a bat-

tleground: on, the one band, the educators -- flanked by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs, the mission churches, and .kindred agencies -- would be fighting to

pull the children out of Indian society, while, on the other hand, the Indian
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elders would be clinging desperately to their young, trying to hold them

within their traditional society. Indeed, this was exactly the picture

drawn for us by a high BIA official on our first day on the reservation,

except that, instead of the Indian elders,'he blamed "grandma," who craftily

lured her grandchildren "back to the blanket."

Our hypothesis about battlegrounds-was to prove as inaccurate as his

. about grandmas and blankets. Nevertheless, it turned out to be extremely

advantageous, for it predisposed us to approach the Sioux pupils, their

teachers, afithe addliniaration, as living members of social groups rather

than as isolated respondeati to questionnaires administered from a distance.

,

Thus, we were obligeCto sit' for weeks and months in classrooms, watching

What was going on and, in like manner, to talk not only to administiators

and educational experts but to Indian parents and to tie children them-

selves. In due time we realized that the educators and Indian elders were

not locked in battle for the soul of the Indian Child, because the Sioux

elders, faced with the power of the educational establishment, simply with-

drew. In this.tactic they were encouraged. by the educational administrators

who exhOrted them: .just send your children to school every day and we will

educate *them; The educators found. the absence of the parents convenient

and proper, since the parents would. have had no background for understand-

ing the operations of the school and could only have interfered. Yet, here,

. the educators wereoer-confident,.for within the schoolrooms they were

confronting children who were alien and who could elude their ministrations.

Issuing from small local .cammunities of kith and kin, and sharing a common'

set of values and understandings, as well as.a language (Lakota) that was

unknown to most teachers, the Sioux children'could and did create within



the formal structure of the educational institution, a highly cohesive.

.society of, their own. As the children matured, their society of peers..

became ever more solidary, and the teacher confronting them was reduced

to operating at the level-they would permit. While an occasional teacher

might gain the approval of this peer society, most of them found. thedselves

talking to a wall of apparent indifference and assumed incompetence. Inter-

estingly, many teachers remarked that after the sixth or seventh grade their

pupils became more "withdrawn" or "apathetic" every year, but not one real-

I

ized that the wall was the outward. manifestation of 'a subtle and highly

organized rejection. %he withdrawal remained (a mystery to the educators.

In another respect, the design of our study differed frbm the more cOn-

ventional ethnographic or social anthropological investigations, for we com-

mitted ourselves to a study of the Indian children in the schools. This

meant that we were obliged to consider and try to understand not only Sioux

society or culture, but the reservation system (teachers arid administrators),

and how the Indians related generally to the agencies of the greater society.

This committment helped us to perceive very early-that the administrators,

and most of the teachers lOoked upon the Sioux children not. as members of a

different or exotic culture but as meMbers of an ethnic and inferior caste.

Their task, as they saw it, was to help their pupils become members. of the

superior caste.

The status of the Sioux as being lower caste was so conspicuously vis-

ible among the educators that we singled out one of its manifestations for

analysis under the label of "The Vacuum Ideology." -The reference is to the

experiential background of the Sioux child, tor the educators,. especially

the administrators, did not regard this child as participating in a dis-

tinctive culture and society but, instead, as lacking in those preschool
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experiences which'distinguish the desimble kind of pupil. Judging by the.

experiences that were listed, the ideal pupil would have been of urban

middle-class, Protestant (w _d Mite) background, and, insofar as the Sioux

pupil lacked those particular experiences, it was not that he had had others

but that he was deficient. Since his parents had not read Peter Rabbit to

him, he lacked familiarity with stories; and since they did not sing Anglo-

Saxon lullabies to him, he lacked familiarity with music. The same ideology

is also prevalerit among educators confronting children of urban lower-class

and ethnic backgrounds.t

Subsequent experience has convinced us that molly educators are pas!.

.siOntitely attached to the notion that their disprivileged or'poor pupils

come to them wits empty minds which must be filled before they can compete

with youngsters from "the usual middle-claSs home." Nevertheless, they

withdraw in horror from the suggestion that a denial of experience con-

stitutes a denial of socialization or human development. That a little

child might not respond warmly to a teacher who sees him and his folks as

empty vessels does not occur to them.

Almost in spite of.tourselves, we have been led to the conclusion :that

some of our most important general educational goals.constitute ruthless

attacks on the solidarity and self-respect of.the ethnic and lower-class

communities, and, indeed, on their very existence: The Vacuum Ideol6gy

. is only one of the more recent tactical offenses. ,mother ,is the goal of

individualistic achievement.

The modern school system is premised on the. notion_ that .its population

is an aggregate of social atoms, among whom there are no significant or
.

permanent linkages. in the ideology of the'educators, these social atoms.



begin at the same starting line and then' move onward in haphazard clumps,

each atom achieving independently of the others and according to its own

inner strengths and motives. What an individual does in *School, and later,

in his vocation, is an adhidvement -- his individual .achievement deriv-

ing from his own initiative and effort, and of benefit only to himself and.

his immediate family. Contrary to this ideology is the normative system of

a folk community which confronts an alien society. For in this system the

-individual may excel only when his excellence enhances the position of

his brethren,. If this achievement were to derogate them before others,

then it would be incumbent on hiM to conceal hiS talents. Thus, in the

:schools on Pine Bidge,-ourstaff Observed classrooms where', when the teacher

called.upon-a. pupil to recite be would become the target for jibed and jokes,

whispered in Lakota and unperceived by'the teacher, with the result that he

would stand or sit paralyzed and unable to respond.; meanwhile, the teacher,

being oblivious to the secret life of the classroom, would be perplexed and .

distressed at her inability to secure responses indicating that she had

Covered-the day's leison. In like nanner, there are the observations of

Harry Wolcott who, for his doctoral dissertation taught in a one-room school

among Indians on an island off the Ncrthwest Coast.. Wolcott reports that,

although he taught or a full year, living among the community, he was never

able to learn just how much or how little most of his pupils knew, because,

no matter what the nature of the classwork -- whether test or seatwork or

whathavOou no one could be induced to work solely for himself.

The fact that the educators thems:z1lves seem unaware that individual-

istic achievement as they .define it is considered grossly immoral behavior :.'

by the children they are trying to instruct is an obvious case of selective

inattention. But the fact that social researchers are so often indifferent
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to this type of conflict and to its implications is more surprising and

puzzling. This brings us to the second part of this paper: a consideration

Of the inadequacy of past and current research on schools and education.

Psuedo-EMpirical Research on Education

Because of the fundamental orientation of their research, most inves.:

tigators have managed to avoid looking at what 'actually occurs within

schools. Since they collect much data, their research appears to beem-

pirical, but in actuality they have been selectively inattentive to tgpar-
.

tant classes of phenomena. Educational.psychologists, for example, convert

the society of pupils into an aggregate of individual animals, each of whom
. .

must be trained to perform certain tasks established by the curriculum.

Discovering what the pupils are actually engaged in doing and experiencing

is irrelevant to the job which the psychologist has defined for himself,

naively structuring the school situation so that each of the human animals

is made to leatn more and to learn faster. The educational psychologist

thus comes to function like the industrial psychologist whose role it.is
.

to help increase production. For both, the fundamental tasks are estab-

lished by the bureaucratically given structure, and the researcher accepts

as his goal the devising of ways to accomplish those tasks most expeditiously.

Whatever else may be going on within the school, or however else the child

maybe being educated, becomes relevant for the researcher only insofar as

it clearly affects the performance of the curricularly given tasks.

In.like manner, structural-functionalists among sociologists have

:tended to orient.themselVes by defining their discipline as "the sociology

of education" and by assuming that the school is that institution having

education as its primary function. In effect, these plausible assumptions



serve to transform the scientific problem of the nature of the school (and

.itsrclationship to other social activities) into the problem of evaluating

the school in terms of the extent to which it performs a particular educa-

tional function ( f Brotz, 1961). If further, the sociologist reliei prin-

.cipally upon survey procedures, with rigid schedules administered to large

numbers of pupils, then he has thoroughly inhibited himself from the obser-

vation of the school as a species of social organization. The pupils are

perceived as social atoms, differing from each other in terms of their

ethnic-religious and social-class backgrounds, but the school: is rarely

studied as a society or social system which is more than an arena for the

movement of these atoms.

Lest we be misunderstood, we should like to emphasize that the issue

is not the learning theory of some psychologists nor the structural-

functionalism of some sociologists. 'Either theory and discipline could

be uAized in the empirical study of schools, but in fact they seldom haveA

'been, and the research which is done has a flavor that is tragi-comic.

For example, investigators known to us are now engaged in 'elaborate inves-

tigations involving, on the one hand, the administration of large batteries

of tests to hundreds of Indian and White pupils, and, on the other hand,

the .observation in detail of the relationships between Indian mothers and

their children. The hypothesis informing the research is that the progres-

.

sive "withdrawal" characteristic of Indian pupils in schools. is the out-

come of a' psychic inadequacy related to their upbringing. Were these in-

vestigators to perform some elementary ethnography, inquiring as to hOw

the Indians perceive their community situation 'and the role of the schools,

and if they were then to observe classroom interactions, their comprehension

of what they presume to be a psychic inadequacy might be thoroughly trans-
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formed. But for this to occur, they would have to be prepared to examine

the school as a real institution affecting a real inter-ethnic community

of Indians and Whites, instead of reducing the'school to an educational

function and dissolving the Sioux child out of his communIty and his lower-

caste situation.

On the other hand) research conducted:along Community Study lines has

often contribUted a great deal to the understanding of the schools (whether

or not the research has utilized a structural-functionalist or learning

theory conceptualization). The major endeavors (ffollingshead, Havighurst,

Wylie, etc.) which have had the school as the focus of the community study,

are well recognized, 'but -it is important to'note'that almost any thorough

study of a geographic community can contribute to our knowledge of the
-

schools. In Whyte's study of Cornerville, it is necessary ,to read between

the lines to learn about the 'schools, but in Gans' later study of an eth-

nically similar community, much can be gained from'the brief pages on the

topic (1965:129-136). Similar value can be found in the pages relating to

the schools in the studies by.Withers (1945, ) Vididh and Bensman (1960),

the Iynds, Hughes (1963), Warner and associates (1949),et al. Indeed, the

fact ,that these studies are not .focussed on the schools has a certain ad-

vantage, for the educationally focussed studies allow their research to be

oriented overly much by the ideology of the schools, and so they spend too

many pages in demonstrating that the schools do not provide equal oppor-

tunity.for achievement and too few pages to describing what the schools

actually are doing.

In contrast to these contemporaneous varieties of social research on

education is a study so old as to be dated, having been published over

thirty years ago. Yet this study, which, to our knowledge, had had no



successor, is the onlyone which comes close, to describing the school as an

institution. We have in mind Mhller's The Sociology of Teaching. His re-
.

search procedures appear to have been informal, and he seems to have relied

mainly upon his own experiences and the reports and diaries of teachers who

were students of his, yet, nonetheless, he systematically reviewed the major

sorts of interactions associated with being a teacher. As compared with the

several, methodologically - sophisticated readers in the sociology of education

now on the market, his is the only book that discusses such significant top-

ics as elementary forMs of collective behavior within the classroom or the

role of ceremonies in the life of the school. In a sense, Waller viewed the

school as a community, and its educators 'and. pupils as social beings partic-

ipating in the life of the community, and so he produced. a monograph that

can serve to suggest directions for research on contelnporary.schools. Sti-

mulated by his book, we would like here*to advance several questions for

research on-the schools: What kinds of social roles emerge within the

schools, among the teachers, the pupils, and the lay public associated with

the schools? What social forms emerge, within -the context of the .schools?.

Are there typical' cycles of reform associated with the school system, sim-

liar, perhaps, to the reforming movements within 'the Catholic Church, of

which some culminated in the founding of religious orders and others in

the rise of new sects? What happens to children within the schools

how are children transform d into pupils?

'A knowledgable and shrewd anthropologist can advance a number of hy

"potheses in response to the questions we have just raised. He could, for

instance point to the differences" b6tween the kind of Age-grading-that

occurs among the children of hunting peoples who 'roam in' small bands and

that which occurs within our public schools, where children are associated



with a narrow stratum of others of almost exactly the same calendrical age.

From there he could argue about the differences that would develop because

the first kind of children would have the opportunity to associate with

others much older than themselves and would have also the- association with

and responsibility for other children much younger than themselves; and,

continuing the train of logic, he could argue as to the kinds of differences

in personality that might ensue. Yet, much as we welcome such broad spedu.:.

lotion, we do wish to insist that there is much about our schools that we .

4

.
don't know 'for sure because investigators have not been looking -- they

have administered tens of thousands of tests and conducted hundreds of
.

interviews, but only a handfUl have looked systematically and diligently

and sympathetically at all phases of the school in relationship to pupils,

educators, and parents.

Just as we need to know more about how children are transformed into

pupils so we _need to know more about how young persons (usually college

students) are transformed into teachers. The research here has been limited.

and is mostly represented. by that variety in which tests or 'other fixed

schedules Of questions 'are administered to samples of teacher trainees and

veteran teachers (cf. Guba, Jackson, and Bidwell in Charters and Gage 1963:

271-286). In.accounting for the attitudes and conducti.of veteran teachers,

most critics have stressed the relationship between the teacher and the

school administration, the latter usually being bureaucratic, conservative;

and timorous. However, we would-also be inclined to suggest a. Goffmanical

posture of inquiry that would inquire as to the*effects upon- a person of

having to be on public display befOre and in constant disciplinary con-

trol of -- a large audience of alien children' for many hours per day. It

is not, we would guess, the school administration per se that develops



the ,teacher type, but the administrative requirement of facing and.- control-

ing so large a body of youngsters. We are impressed. by the fact that the

problem of maintaining discipline in the classroom is foremost among the

anxieties of the novice teacher, and also foremost among the demands made

upoh the teacher by his supervisors, and yet the literature of social re-

search on the issue is so weak and so focussed on individual children as

"disciplinary problems." We are also impressed by the fact that most novices

do manage to maintain discipline in their classes, and that critical atten-

tion is usually' directed only to the conspicuous failures of disciplinelbut

that few scholars ask how the stunt is turned. Yet the question of how

discipline is maintained throughout a school is, we suggest, a paradigm

for the question of how order is maintained in civil society.

The School and the Great. Tradition

To propose the foregoing questions how do children become pupils?

how do young people become teachers? how is discipline maintained. within

the'schoolroom? is to declare that the cross - cultural comparisons, that

anthropologists have conventionally attempted are limited in their rele-

vance to formal education. By comparing the experiences of the contem-

porary schoolchild in.the Bronx with that of a juvenile in New Guinea

thirty years ago, we can say something significant about the personality

development of the child, but we are in limbo so far as concerns much that

is ,significant about formal education:. As much is evident in terms of the

content of the readers and textbooks on anthropology and education produced

but a generation ago. The authors are well qualified., their essays are

frequently of intrinsic interest, but their pertinence to the contemporary

educational drama is negligible. For these anthropologists, trying to be



culturally relativistic, defined "educational practices" in broad terms.

Viewing cultures as separate and distinct entities that could be compared

as independent individuals, they conceived of each as having its own system

of child - rearing' and, therefore, of education. Such a procedure did have and

still has some uses, but it cannot hope to characterize the contemporary sit-

uation where education is of the order of an international mission 'activity,

being exported from the U. S. and other Western societies. Education in this

sense is avowedly intended to decrease the isolation of other ("backward")

societies.ana to alter drastically their cultural Configurations, and in its.

aggressiVe impact, this education is similar to the spread of Christianity,

Islam, Communism, or capitalistic business practices.

Indeed, the traditional anthropological procedure was not even accurate

for the history of Western society or of other civilized societies. For the

Western system of formal education is rooted in its Great Tradition (Red-

field,1956: chap. 3; Singer, 1960) and can only be understood on that basis..

Great Traditions, it will be recalled, are borne by a literate corps of

disciples, and they are in tension with the Little Traditions transmitted

informally within the little community.' Or, in the pithy language of

Bharati (1963):

what the missionary in 'a particular religion wants the.less *know-
ledgable votaries to do, defines the "big tradition," and what he
wants them to give up and to desist from in the future, defines
the "little tradition" in any religious area.-

Christianity has epitomized that tension, for on the one hand, there'

have been its dedicated disciples, oriented toward the millenial creed of

its scriptures, while, on the other hand, there have been the folk, who have

required a religion which, throUgh its values and symbols, expresied the

unity and morality of the little community. The tension has been clearly
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visible in the U. S. churches, especially of the contemporary South: for,

as its dedicated ministers affirm, the Christian message would require

thorough desegregation, since all men are brothers in Christ; yet, to the

members of the local White community, the local church embodies their moral

unity .and necessarily excludes the Negroes as alien and profane. The school

stands in a similar situation, for, on the one hand, it too, is a kind of

.
local church, embodying the sacred values of the little community. Yet, on

.

the other handl the school is connected, organizationally and ideationally,
. .

with the greater society and with the Great Traditions of the West.

In their relationship to the contemporary and actual school systems,

intellectual critics -- such as ourselves -- play somewhat the role of the

fervent religious orders within the medieval church. The critics are pain-

fully conscious of the true message; they are prepared to be tolerant of

some of .the little traditional beliefs, providing they can be incorporated

,within the body of dogma; but they are appalled. at the heresy and corruption-

within the institutional church. They debate theories of education with

their fellows; as if these weretheological creeds; and they are perturbed

. that the school as a reality bears so little a resemblance to the school

. as the gateway to salvation.

If we may be permitted to contin this metaphor, we would suggest that

Nita social scientists, especially anthropologists, could now accomplish in

their research upon education is a purification of the dogma. The world of

today is in the midst of a vast expansion and elaboration of the system of

formal education: more peoples are sending their children to school; ani,

.

once in school, more children are spending. longer periods of their lives,

This transformation is of such magnitude and abruptness as to deserve the

label of revolution, and it appears quite comparable in.scope to movements,



such as the spread. of Christianity in the ancient world., or to the Industial

Revolution. While both of these did. become worldwide; in order to do so

each has had to purify itself of much ideological *dross. Christianity did

- not become really effective in northern Europe -until its populace had eli-

minated. from the dogma many of the peculiarities distinctive to the Mediter-

ranean world. arid. reformulated it in terms of their own ethnic traditions.

The Industrial Revolution did-not begin to permeate many areas of the world,

until its dogma of Manchester Liberalism was dismembered. and replaced by

dotal or. nativistic. creeds disguising themselves behind the flexible vocab-

ularies of nationalism and socialism. Now, we should like to suggest that

our U. S. educational -system. is similarly loaded with ideological irrele-

vancies that make it unsuited to other countries (cf. Thomas, 1966:72-70

and have made it clearly unsuited to our own ethnic and lower-class popula-

tions. We would hazard that the unsuitability in other countries is, at

present disguised by the outpourings of 'financial and moral assistance from .

the West coupled with the native willingness to accept our institutional

.
complexes in the dizzy hope of becoming as prosperous and powerful as the

U. S. In about a decade, the twin impetus should have given .out, and an-

thropologists may be in a podition to observe some ihteresting attempts

to reshape the educational structure. More than this,' it should be pos-

sible for anthropologists to be of marked. assistance in the reshaping and

purification of education, providing that they are astute) critical, begin

their work in the near future, and discard the restrictive blinders of ir-

relevant or system-biased research asife noted earlier.

Let us give an *example. of an ideological tenet that), as. we. have indi-
..

cated) hampers the adjustment of some peoples to the Western system of for-

mai education. U. S. and Western schools, generally) have been organized



about the notion of individual achievement with the reward. of personal ad.--

vancement and benefit. Looking historically and comparatively, we believe

'it 'can be argued that this tenet 'may hot be essential and may' even be some-

what of a hindrance, unless suitably modified.. Great Traditions, generally,

and Western scholarship, specifically, have been borneby'associations .of

disciples) who have shared common goals and been subject to a common dis-

cipline. Anthropologists (or other social-scientists) would not accomplish

what they do, wrestling with the hardships they must face, unless sustained

.by their association of compeers. There is individualistic competition, and

it does stimulate to achievement,. but it is.a competition that is regulated.

by formal norms against deceit and plagarism and by .informal norms of courn

tesy, fellowship, and comradehood. Whenever previously, the attempt has

been made to disseminate widely Great Traditional knowledge throughout a .

popftlation, it has been associated. with a social movement having super-

personal goals. The' ews were among the first to accomplish widespread.

literacy, and it was strictly in a religious context, in order to bring.

about the salvation of Israel and the participation of the individual in

that joyous event. With Protestantism a similar movement for literacy de-

veloped., more individualistic perhaps, but nonetheless set in the .context

of a social movement :and. communal aspirations. Today, iii the U. S., we

seem to be pushing the notion of individualistic competition within the

framework of the school to an almost superhuman pitch. Yet, it is strik-

ing that real progress toward spreading literacy among lower-class or eth-

nic groups has so often occurred in the context of social movements: civil.

rights, the Mack Muslims, and, as always, the evangelistic churches.
. ..010

'Another example of an ideological teneteas hampered. the adjustment

of some peoples to the system of formal education is, we believe, the
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notion that each child must be identified with a unique nuclear family and

that the community encompassing the school is a community of nuclear families.

As anthropologists, we are bound to ask whether as efficient an educational

establishment could be fitted into a society with. extended families and elab -

orate systems of kinship? Speaking from our observations among the Sioux

(and our readings about other peoples, or even about the Hutterites and

Amish), this is no idle question. So much of the procedures of the systems

of schooling and welfare and public health are geared to the assumption that

each dhild must be part of an intact nuclear family or else he is a neglected

child, and the power of the state-and the wealth of its agencies.is thereby

used to disrupt the extended family and icement the nuclear. In the case of

the American Indian, it is not yet too- late to ask whether we should be doing

this, and we may also bear in mind that many more peoples of the world and

and will be increasingly involved with this issue.

The School and the Little Tradition

Tecause researchers have fo4ussed on curricularly given tasks (cf. sec-

tiontion 2 above) and critics have focussed on Great Taditional knowledge, no

'one has been looking systematically at the impact of formal educational in-

stitutions on little traditional processes of child rearing. Instead, there

has been recourse to the concept of "cultural deprivation," which (like the

Vacuum Ideology of Sioux educators) has enabled the theorists and adminis-

trators to ignore the culture of the impoverished and ethnic peoples, on the

ground ti.c.,t it either scarcely exists or exists in such distorted form as

test. to be suppressed. Some-social-scientists have been arguing as if these

peoples are lacking *linguistically, psychically, and culturally (Roach,

1965 and the retort by Hughes). Surely, here it is necessary to be concrete
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and ethnographic and to ask in specific detail about the experiences of the

child in various contexts. Continuing our usage of the Great/Little Tradi-
.

tional dichotomy and tension, we would suggest that the process of formal

schooling is, to a large degree, the struggle to substitute one kind of

tradition (or knowiedge).for another within the mind of the child. Where,

in a folk society, the child would have to master a great variety of

titular bits of knowledge, concerning particular persons, topographic fea-

tures, rites, skills, and so on, the archetypical urban school is oriented

toward instilling a knoKledge that is abstract, general, and in some sense,

"rational," and, thereby deracinated. In like manner, where in a: folk

society., there is .,a great stress on the function of language to promote

consensus and maintain the integrity of the community (Wright), in'the urban

middle-class world and its schools the stress is on language as a vehicle

for imparting "rational", knowledge to strangers. Within the hierarchy of

schools, it is the elite university with its graduate education that has

epitomized this type of knowledge and language dialect, but the demand now

is being made that theelemfttary schOol system participate even more in-

-14

tiMately in this effort.

But knowledge or tradition does not exist in a vacuum; it.is borne by

'individual human beings, and the demand that is being made on the schools

to rationalize their'curricula even further is, also, a demand that they

produce a certain variety of human being -- abstract, theoretical, rational,

and, hence, deracinated -- the academic man writ large. But we are suf-
.

ficiently disenchanted with our colleagues, and with the middle class of

the U. S., to ask that researchers and critics examine the issue. In making

the school more efficient in its transmission of formal knowledge, to what

extent will the reformers be helping to create human beings who are more



thoroughly dcracinated and dehumanized? Conversely, to what extent are the

current, so-called "inefficiencies" and stupidities or the school system

eally a blessing or a source of -hope, because it is in these.interstices

(and irrationalities) that the child'still has some chance of developing

as a human being? We can,, here, even ask about the Little Traditions of the

school; the lore and experience that is transmitted informally among pupils,

between teacher and pupils (and vice versa), within the school system. How

much of what it means to be a man does a boy learn from his schoolmates

(rather than from the curricular content of the school)? As reforms eat

away at irrationalities and inefficiencies of the school, will they ;like-

wise reduce.even further the opportunity to observe and experience the

meaning of manliness? The skepticaleader may counter that we are here

indulging in ethnographic nostalgia, and to be frank we are recalling the

. youthful Sioux, and their fine personal sensibility, the brilliance of their

singing, thd virility of their dancing, their exuberant vitality. Last sum-

vier, we were examining Head Start programs operated'for Indian children, and

we recall one occasion in which we stepped from a powwow, that was

distinguished by the most exciting singing and dancing, into a classroom

where some well-meaning teacher was leading children through the familiar,

dreary,. off-tune rendition of a nursery song. Later, members of this staff

were to talk with us about what they were doing for these "culturally de-

prived" children.

As we look at the youth of the ContemporaryT. S., we are not impressed

by the success of our system of education and training. So many of our

young men can perform well on the national tests of achievement and yet

they lack the pride and self - confidence in their manliness. We recognize

full well that to an audience of anthropologists and intellectuals, these



criticisms may seem overly familiar. Yet, we think someone has to raise

these questions, as research questions, and we think that this is part of

our task'as intellectuals and anthropologists, because otherwise all of us

tend to concentrate so exclusively on the issue of educational tasks

how the schools can teach better, faster, and more: how can kids be taught

Russian at three, calculus at four, and nuclear physics at five -- and

neglect to ask a fax more important.question: what is happening to our

children as human beings?

Let US summarize by using an economic model. Theoretically, it would

be possible to isolate children in an environment free of all stimulation.

Such environments, lie- would surmise, 8.re pretty rare' and would exist only

.in the most misguided and understaffed institutions. Given an actual en-

vironment, whether it be Harlem, Pine Ridge, or-Summeriield, children will

be experiencing and learning. If they are part of a folk society, they

will be learning a folk culture. If they are part of the general U. S.

middle-class, they will be learning its culture, and, if this latter, they

will be better fitted for early achievement in school.: .For example, the

child reared among the middle-class may acquire a larger vocabulary than

the child reared in the slum or the reservation. Yet, while the size of

vocabulary is predictive of early scholastic achievement, it is.not a

statement of linguistic or social maturity; for, as but one illustration,

consider that some people Of a modest vocabulary can be far more eloquent

than scholars whose vocabulary is huge. What the child experiences in home

and school is but. a selection from a vast possible range, so that, in eco-

nomic terms, if the child is having_ one kind .of. experience, then he cannot

be having another. If he is learning calculus, then he is not simultane-

ously learning to dance, powwow style. We are suggesting that most



intellectuals, including anthropologists, are so sold on the value of chil-

dren learning calculus, that they have forgotten about.the value of dancing,

and that they are made so irate by the diction of incompetent educators who

prate about the value of learning to play with others, that they have for-.

gotten the intimate relationship between play and freedom.

0
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NOTES

1. Since we do not have occasion later in our text to refer to some

of the outstanding studies of contemporary schools, we would like

here to note that Jules Henry (1963).and a number of researchers

affiliated with the Bank Street College of Education

Donald Horton, Zachary Gussow, and Eleanor Leacock Wm ON.

-- notably,

excellent and diligent observers of the school system.

have been

We should

mention, as well, Edgar Z. Friedenberg (1965), who uses questionnaire

schedules to rationalize his studies and essays, but whose shrewd

dbservations.of contemporary schools burst through his attempts to

perform a mechanical analySis of his formal data.

2. After reading this essay in manuscript, Howard S. Becker commented

that we "may have understated a little the difficulty of observing

contemporary classrooMs. It is not just the survey method of educational

testing or any of those things net keeps people from seeeing what

is going on. I think, instead. that it is first and foremost a

matter of it all being so familiar that it becomes almost impossible

'to single out events that occure in the classroom as things that have

occurred, even when they happen right in front of you. I have not

had the experience of observing in elementary and high school class-

' rooms myself, but I have in,college classrooms and it takes a tremen-

dous effort of will and imagination to stop seeing only the things

that are conventionally 'there' to be seen. I have talked to a couple

of teams of research people who have sat around in classrooms trying

to observe and it is like pulling teeth to get them to see or write

anythUg beyond what 'everyone' knows."
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Intr oducti on

As anthropologists, our talents arc best realized when we can deal with the

institutions of human societies as e-cpressions of viable communities of people

dealing with their environment. It is not with the exotic aspecti of "culture"

that we are concerned so much as with the processeS of human viability. We

are bbund to see education as pa-rt of the general human process of socialization

whereby young people- are prepa'red to fit successfully into the internal environment

of the community of their upbringing and into the external environment within

which exists the total community of human beings of which they are a part.

Schools, where they exist, we treat as a specialized institutional arrangement

designed to.acecomplish some specified part of the educational process which

relates individual humans to their communally understood environment.

Although anthropologists have sympathetically dealt with the intricate_ and

alien education given to the young of many distant societies, we still generally

deal with such communities as a: closed system e. g. with a single African

tribe, heuristically isolated. It is for this reason that so little anthropological

knowledge has been transferable to the educational problems encountered by

communities of people in the United States and by those who educate them. By

virtue of this methodology, we are seldom equipped to do more than consult on

. the degree of fit between given educational institutions and people of a given

culture. To the extent that we become able to comprehend our total national
.

society as the context wherein the life of small communities is enacted, we

find that it is not the nature of the communities encountered within it that causes

us to pause. We find that Yaqui Indians are Yaqui Indians, whether they live in

.C-Qa-liliAtflit-kv0--S44-=PtteDZM-AitMo



communities in Tucson Arizona or Potam Mexico, and Kickapoo Indians are

Kickapoo Indians whether their communities are in Jones Oklahoma or

miento Mexico. Rather, the nation-as-environment presents us with new

factors to consider. We are accustomed to dealing 'with communities where

only famine, disaase, or, perhaps, conquest constitute serious threats to

communal viability. Now, when we turn our attention homeward, we 'mist

suddenly add to this list of environmental variables those threats to survival

posed not just by urban civilization with its universal tendency towards de-

humanization and alientation, but also.by the Centralization and stratification

. of power and technology in our own national variant of urban society.
9

For the many tribal and folk -like communities in our country now,. our

national expectation of social mobility, and our imposition of education as

an instrument of mobility, are cardinal facts of the total environment. ?These

are conditions for viability demanded of such communities by the increasing

number of highly urbanized people who, as a Corporate elite, guide our
.

. national on the assumption that as individuals, tin; ugh education, we

all learn to become successful participants in a.national social system.

Within this environment, as within any other, we are only able to know

how much and in what ways individual human beings learrr by seeing how and

with what success whole communities of human beings function in context.

Only from this can we determine the effectiveness of the. educational process.

Anthropological research on schools and education is Meantngful under these

circumstances only to the extent that it is an aspect of research on the -small

community "in process". Research on the small-community in process of

dealing with a national environment is reflexive; if our studieis teach us

nothing about our national social system, then we are learning nothing about



the community, its educational'processes, or its scholastic problems. It is the

process of coming to terms with an environment that is causal of human action,

and it is defects in this process which are causal of human problems.

Indians, Folk Whites, and "The System"

Our own knowledge of Indians, and.their schools has been

gained in the Ozark area of Eastern Oklahoina. Within this area, we find all

the ingredients of the American "educational problem" as well as most of the

latest gimmicks devised to solve it.

Before 1907, this entire area was part of the Cherokee Nation. Twelve

thousand,Cherokee Indians. live within it now; 9;500 of them in traditionally-
.

structured small Cherokee-speaking settlements. The educational level of

these Cherokee Indians is one of the lowest in the United States and their drop-

out rate one of the highest. Forty percent of adult Cherokees are functionally

illiterate in English. Roughly one in three heads of Cherokee households in

country Cherokee settlements cannot speak English. Cherokees attended.their

own schools for half a century and the school system of the State of Oklahoma for

sixty years thereafter. Even so, the Cherokee communityti eastern Oklahoma is

one of the lea4 educated in our nation.

Interspersed among the Cherokees are rural communities of what we shall

611 "folk Anglo-Saxons". Elsewhe.re in the United States these people might

be called "hillbillies" or "Okies", but the terms are perjorative and do not

match the local self-image. Most of these white families moved into the Cherokee

Nation either as "intermarried whites" or as illegal intruders during the 1890's.

Tliey were the restless, rootless seekers after opportuaity who moved west from

Arkansas, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Some have "made good" as the backbone of



the local small town middlciclass. Most are "just country folk", "respectable

people" in their own eyes, but as culturally distinct from the Oklahoma middle

class as they are from Cherokee Indians. While their level of education is low

ianc their drop-out rate is high, they are slightly better educated than their
.

Cherokee neighbors.

Folk.Anglo-Saxons are very poor, and Cherokees are poorer still. Both'

populations work predominantly at unskilled jobs. Among both populations un-

employment rates are astronomical. In short, both populations rank among the

peoples Americans feel privileged to call "under-privileged". Only recently have

the poverty and lack of education of these people been officially recognized, but

already intense efforts are being made to help them to in the current idiom)

tSparticipate in the mainstream of American life."

Such solutions to the problems of these folk as are being put into practice

reflect great faith in education as a palliative. In addition to renewed state

concern with school consolidation and administrative reform, new federal

programs are being introduced: Project Head Start, an attempt to imprint

underprivileged children with the school mother-image; Neighborhood Yougi

Corps, which offers cash and the promise of a student consumption level equal

to the more privileged student body as an inducement to continuing education; and,

to be implem mted in the near future, Upward Bound for the survivors of high

school. At the same time, other new vocabulary and another new complex of

programi indicate, that local planners see a relationship between non-participation

and cultural differences. The former Cherokee Nation is coming to be identified

as a part of a newly-discovered culture area, "Ozarkia", for which a special

web of legislation is being woven. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has been



entrusted with setting up new adult education courses within Indian coxnmunities.

The leading educational establishment within the state, the University of Okla-:

homa, has joined with socially conscious state politicians to form a powerful

new organization, Oklahomans for Indian Opportunity (DIM The MO program

depends heavily on Creating a better fit between Indian communities and local

school systems by inviting selected Members of Indian Communities to attend

"leadership training seminars" at the University, and by establishing "human

relations centers" in Indian communities to promote programs of educational

encouragement. Taken together, such progranis reflect a pervasive concern

with fitting people .as individuals. (and perhaps even as communities) into a

school system. There are even some inditations, such as a propOsal by the MO

to teach educatbrs and school administrators more about Indians, that in some

instances the school system may be altered to fit people and their communities,

In eastern Oklahoma, we see the stereotype of the "educatiien problem" in

the United States'; a itxplab.Therm "problem" population low in income, education,

and social rank dealt with by an administrative elite attempting to solve problems

by acquiring power and money with which to amplify and strengthen educational

and social institutions.
'

We maintain that the problem is not in the fit of people

to their schools and institutions, as has been suggested by so

many modern academic critics of the American school, system.

It is true that if a community is facing a stable environment and

simply wants to maintain its life style, there will of course be

a yerlect "fit between school and community. However if a community

facing a'rapidly changing environment responds by wishing to train

its children to live in a different and more advantageous'way,



then members of the community will deliberately create or utilize
. .

an educational system which does not fit themselves or their

children. This was the case with immigrant communities in American

. cities in the 1900's, with Cherokee Indians who entered mission

schools in the early 1800's, and possibly is true of some West
I

African peoples today. Modern critics are convinned that the

.fit between school and community is 'a problem because. so often

they observe schools that do not "belong" to the communities they

serve. It, is the experience Uf the student for whom school is

'a daily symbolic reminder that he is an unwelcome alien in a

foreign province that makes the question of "fit" seem important,

It is not the fact that he does not fit the school that damages a

student;' it is the expectation that any "normal" student ouala

to fit, or be made to fit. So, the problem lies in who does the

fitting and why. !The
:

Ozark area of Oklahoma is of interest not so much because of the peculiar ethnicity

of its population, but because it is an area involved in .catching up with. a

"culture lag". The social change which in more urbanized parts of the United

States took place steadily since the early 1930"s is taking place in the isolated
**
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Ozarks now, at a more accellerated pace. In eastern Oklahoma we arc able

to see necapitulated the history of small communities and their school systems

throughout the United States as they were affected by the increased urbanization

and centralization of power which betokens participation in the modern American

social system. As the social system of this area has developed and become

more akin to modern middle class America, both the Cherokee and the folk

Anglo-Saxons have become casualties educationally and socially.

Increasingly, eastern Oklahoma is coming to be an integral part of the

American social systern, increasingly Cherokees and folk Anglo-Saxons are

out of it; No matter:how-greatly Cherokees and folk Anglo-Saxons differ in

the ethnographic particular, it is their common role as "out of it" communities

in the midst of an evolving and ceaselessly closing social system that is

definitive of their problems. The relationship of these communities to the

educational system which now confronts them -- their position vis-a-vis

-the schools which now serve as intermediary between individuals and the

system" -- tell us explicitly how the United *States put' together.

Administrators, educators, and a whole school of social scientists see

such communities as aggregates of underpriviliged individuals. Lacking, it

seems, the ability to perceive a functioning community in the first place, they

perceive the problems of such communities as caused by an unsatisfactory

relationship between individuals and "Society". Given this perception of

t

causality, a .solution based on giving more power to institutions (such as schools)

on the assumption that deprived individuals can be encouraged -to participate in

them folloWs logically enough. In this paper, we assert that this very set of

perceptions, assumptions, and power relationships is the cause of the problem.

When scholars and administrators can gather in Denver, Colorado to discuss
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the "Indian problem" in
r
Oklahoma, that is an Indian problem. Human

hrI6Vd
beings exist within systems ofArelationships. Human communities exist within

the broader reaches of these same systems of relationships. Their problems,

as communities of people, are caused by`the relationship of community and

social system.

'It takes' no great sociological insight to see that this is the case. Even a

very brief historical sketch of the relationship between Cherokees and their

schools demonstrates' that when the Cherokees as an on-going people realized

that they ncz:ded education in order to deal with the conditions that confronted them,

they gradually developed for themselves a means of education which, of course,

being of the community fit the community. Whenever the relationship of Cherokees

to their environment was disrupted and traumatic events left the Cherokees

incapacitated, their school system, in the allsence of conditions which demonstrated

its utility, then suffered precisely the problems (lack of fit and alienation from

community) which now beset it and other contemporary American school systems./
Cherokees
er/Wlillawcand their schools

Throughout the entirety ea their known history, the Cherokees have been a

populous, classically "tribal", conservative, but astoundingly pragmatic (people.

In the past four hundred years, the Cherokees have faced a continual procession

of dramatic, complex and traumatic occurrences. As a tribe, they weathered

these, and learned. They were never smashed to the earth and disintegrated;

as were many tribes. When, like the mink, their foot was caught in a 'trap,
/We

they gnawed it off; when for their protection they needed E-9=6 with the knowledge .

and cunning of white men, they "farmed out" their own sons and let them scout the

destiny of the tribe; and when these sons worked against their fathers and brothers,

they cut them adrift, drawing the ranks of the tribe closp against their influence
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and leaving the cast offs to marry whites and become a part of the society that

had so turned their heads.

The model ii Cherokee community participates in a way of life that has been

consistent inform and directioi, since before the.coming of white men. In the

1700's, Cherokees lived in small settlements, each consisting of a single group

70a..

of kinsmen, clustered around larger' "mother towns". Periodically, kinsmen from

smaller settlements joined with relatives in the mother towns to enact together

the sacred ceremonial events which assure the whole people of a healthy, prosperous
. .

and satisfying existence. These meetings of the people at their seven major

ceremonies were periods of mutual deliberation. Life in a household is no more

rewarding than a mother-in-law will allow it to be, and no mother-in-law is.
ideeteeeftsr

aiazsatisfied with witless, routinized, propitiatiAon. .."e man takes his mother-

\.. in-law problem to his father, where n the shade of a tree an old man can be
.

MIA
listened to ar,--(1._ even argued with So it is with a people. Even in times of peace

and security, it takes the resources of all to adjust the intricate mechanisms of

a shared life. Four hundred.ye6:rs later, tralispOrted by death 'march from the

Southeast over a "Trail of Tears" to Oklahoma and surrounded by a nation of

intruders, this is the consistency of Cherokee life. In eastern Oklahoma, small

groups of Cherokee kinsmen live in nearly sixty settlements. The aboriginal

village council of "beloved men" has shed _its formality and sharp delineation.

Instead, after dark and every Sunday, the yards of "white headed" men are
. .

crowded with the cars of neighbors bearing news and seeking advice. The

ceremonies have moved under th'e roof of a country Cherokee Indian Baptist

Church and, excepting a minority of "pagans", at the precise seasons of the

ancient ceremonials, delegations from country settlements join to reckon with

the grace of the people during the seven days of the Cherokee Indian Baptist
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ordinate purpose -- simply "to be" persists. But tribal people arc, by

definition, people who live in response to environment and who, because

environments are everchanging, change through time. Twentieth century

America is the twentieth" century Cherokee's environment, and, for sixty

years, the Cherokee response to that environmeLt has been inertia. Hence,

the Cherokees are poor, uneducated, and out of it.

-Cherokees are totally withdrawn from the school system of the state of

Oklahoma. Their median educational level of 5.5 school years comes about

because Cherokees, on the whole, drop out of school at the earliest possible

moment. This, however, is not because Cherokees fail to appreciate the
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benefits of education. When this country was in its infancy, Cherokees mastered

the art of civilization. They were once a universally literate people. They

once established for themselves the finest school system in the western United

States. Cherokees know more about the consequences of formal' education than

do'we.

In the late eighteenth ar;c1 early nineteenth centuries, the Cherokee tribe faced

its greatest crisis. Epedemic disease, decades of warfare, and eeacroaching

white colonists disrupted the Cherokee style of life. Whole towns had been burnt,

and the eastern lands of the Cherokee nation were lost. Refugees lodged with

distant kin. The day to day relationships of a man to his neighbors became now

more challan'gc than comfort. Men who were entrusted with irreplacable

knowledge of the past of the, people, of curative medicine, of the sacrements

whdch kept the people united and invulnerable were dead before their appren-

tices had been trained. Americans had become powerful and demanding.

Gime was scarce, the hunting grounds gone; Cherokee husbandry was demonstrably
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inferior to that of whites and no arable land was safe from seizure. The people,

high tempered and smarting, could not restrain their young ,men from striking

back at the whites. When the irresponsible blow was struck, a frontiersman

burnt out and his wife carried off, the whole people Were made to answer. Each

Cherokee act of vengeance against whites netted in reprisal a war of destruction.

latch man's answer to the problems posed by a white nation to an on-going tribe

- was prized, and the answers, couched as responses to individual difficulties,

were many.

To the problem of an Indian tribe unable to answer towhites for the uncontrolled

actions of its indivithial members, 'nor to contest policy, came the answer of a

Cherokee Nation Over a base of constituent small face-to-face communities,

through arrangements that ensured that a common consensus among them determined

the course of national policy, the Cherokees built a "voluntary native state" with

a constitution, code of laws, and bicameral legislature.

To the problem of the loss of traditional knowledge through the premature

death of Cherokee specialists came Sequoyah's answer: the native invention of
.

a Cherokee syllabary. In the three. or four years following the perfection of

the -syllabary in 1821, the Cherokees became universally literate in their own

language. A rash of innovation followed. Cherokees became printers, readers,
fatzr alike"

later writers, jurists, codifiers of law,4biblical scholars -- the printed word

was woven into the texture of Cherokee li fe.

To the problem of white men who manipulated their laws so as to sanction

the expulsion of the Cherokee from their homeland, and interpreted with oratory

and Scripture the morality of this expediency, came the. answer of Cherokees educated

to contest whites on their own grounds. Equally, Cherokees imported white tutors

into their own homes and sent sons to the best school s in the 'United States.
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To gain education in the interest of preserving their tribal community, the
Cherokee were for a while willing to tolerate the growth of a "cultured" elite.
When the elite proved too little subservient to the direction of the tribe, the

Cherokee.s turned to the 'principle of universal education, in their .own language
and in their own schools.

The Cherokees, already a tribal state before their removal in 1839, established
the autonomous Cherokee Nation in Indian Territory (which later became Oklahoma).
The struggle to cope with the greed of the State of Georgia and an expansionistic
Federal Government, the rapid and differential acculturation which had been
undertaken to rise to these tasks, and the trauma of Removal, broke the consensus
of a people now of many opinions about how to survive. The tribe formed into
factions and was able to imite only as a coalition. Even this was done. In the
west, the Cherokee Nation was established in f839. It controlled by

"traditionalists" not only in electoral office, but at home along the creeks and
hollows of the Oklahoma Ozarks where, by rumblings of mass armed nativistic

. Ar4Ckeetreaction; the most isolated and deeply traditional of Cherokees " 3c,..t.e,k-ed the whip"

ii.on their own nationa eadership. By the 1850's, theCherokees were inseperably
both a. technologically mode-rn, educated, literate, nation-state and a .functioning

tribe, unified by person-to-person interaction acted an unyielding tribal world view.
If to survive as a tribe, one had to compete as a nation, this price could be accepted
with dignity.

Investment in education was, for the Cherokees, what investment for national
-defense has become for us, and Cherokees equalled us in lavishness and compulsivenes

building for themselves a school system that was known to be the finest west of the
Mississippi. What was defended by education was, ultimately, the country kin



settlement. With all the tendency of tribal people for sharing the skills

essential to survival, still txticx; tasting the bitterness of being sold out by an

elite of "treaty signers", tho Cherokee community repeatedly tugged at its
.

government in an effort to maintain a school system adapted to the demands of

the local community. For the traditional Cherokees, the Civil-War seemed to

break suddenly. When the armies finally dispersed, virtually no house was-left

standing, no field unscorched. The people, as aConsequence of being blind to

perilous developments in their relationships to the world Of English-speakers,
"atthiltet.

had been spared extermination, but they had been grievously iwasill;sii for their

lack of attention to their environment. When the smoke cleared, they began to

force their government to hand over their schools, and when their schools were

at their command, they poumd in their children. In 1873, the Cherokees were on

the threshold of this resolution. Chief William P. Ross told his Nation:

If the public schools have not been attend-eil with all the success that
might have been wished or expected, no deliberate, candid, mind, it
appears to me, can deny that they have been productive of great good
and are still the means of imparting much knowledge to the children -

of our country. No one denies benefits derivedfrom public- schools by

that portion of our people who have a knowledge of the English language.
But there are those who contend that the present system has been a
failure so far as those are concerned who have not that knowledge.

(Thornton 192R.36, italics ours)
.20 .

'That year, the Cherokee-speaking community showed its muscle: IMMediately,

bilingual school teachers were assigned to Cherokee-speaking communities,

text books were printed in the Sequoyah iyllabary, and English was taught as

a second' language. Pupils beCame both learned and bilingual. Graduates of

neighborhood schools poured into the Cherokee Male and Female Seminaries
,.

which were by then among America's leading institutions of higher education.

For the first time, sizable numbers of children from the "traditional" faction

ran the gamut of their national school system and emerged as young professionals
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in the service of their natal community. As these men took their places on the

floor of the National Council, behind country pulpits, or simply on their

front porches, the Cherokees reached the zenigr of their experience with education.
. Foreven in the 1890's when the first generation of educated traditionalists was

taking its place within the Cherokee Nation, their faction -- by then known as

"fullbloods" .became alienated from their own school system.

The rift between the traditionalist Ross Party and the acculturated but

unassimilated Treaty Party in the Cherokee. Nation grew into a complete falling-

out between a ifullblood" and a "mixed-blood" faction. The majority "fullbloods"

held the "mixed-blocids" responsable for their mutual disasters during the Removal

and the Civil War. Slighted, mistrusted, possibly misunderstood or possibly
Iunderstood only too well, -the mixed-bloods increasingly married white intruders

in the-Nation and became anxiously responsive to the growing and aggressive

population of Boothers in Kansas, Sooners in the west of the Indian Territory,

Railroad .Boosters, and land promoters. By the late 1890's, the mixed-bloods

had becoine not only a minx majority, but were answerable to the expectations

not of the tribp.lfaction they had bested but of their aggressive white neighbors.

Their last strategy of survival was to coerce their Cherokee Nation int:, becoming

more "American" than America. The only sure vehicle for the production of men
. who would be both Cherokee nationals and super-Americans was the Cherokee

rational sch I system. The 'mixed-bloods" did become superbly educated, but

as early as the 1890'S the fullbloods wire confronted with a school system predicated

on forcible acculturation. Gone from Cherokee government was the presur;Iption that

a Cherokee tribal community could survive. By intent, the school system no

longer fit the Cherokee- speaking country settlements. Even then, the experience
of attending a school intended to reshape a community was miserable. Angie Debo
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says of the Creeks, who were in a similar predicament:

Perhaps it would have been wiser to conduct theday schools in Creek,
for they were almost a complete failure in teaching English. The
a-b-c M.tthod in vogue at the time, was bad enough for the English-
speaking children, but it was worse for the young Creeks. They learned
to pronounce nonsense syllhbles like parrots, and to read rapidly in
the First and Second Readers before they dropped out of. school in dis-
gust without knowing the meaning of a single word. Some of the teachers
tried to work out a Izmr.h.thc.mqx technique of their own by, the use of objects,
but they were under such strong pressure to show results in the glib
reading of meaningless sentences that few were able to resist it. To
make matters worse, none of the white teachers and few of the mixed-.

'blood Creeks were able to speak the natize language. (Debo 1930 :309)
it/

Nearly eighty years ago; the Cherokees were alienated from school. In

the interval, the entire mixed-blood fadtion assimilated iOo the general. society,

the Cherokee 'Nati= was- dissolved, and the State of Oklahoma was established

in 1907 with stewarfdship of all formerly Cherokee institutions including the

school system. When the Cherokee community lost the power to deal with
f

its circumstances and thus the power to dictate the terms of its education,

participation in schools ceased.

-Folk Anglo-Saxons and tilicemix their schools

Cherokees were coerced into the Indian Territory. The institutions they

created there represent an attempt to make the best of an unfortunate, situation.

Folk Anglo-Saxons, by.00ntrast, migrated into the Territory spontaneously

and voluntarily. The institutions they created reflect the free working out

of the kind of community they most desired.

Indian Territory was the last stop (short of California) for the original,

individualistic, liberty-loving wanderers of the American frontier. The folk

.Anglo'-Saxons who moved from Arkansas, Tennessee, and Kentucky at the turn

of the. century were drawn by the same selective process that caused whites to

populate the entire t.--=';Ileast of North America. They were the perennial ex-

panders-of-frontiers. Life on the frontier, for some people, is rewarding. On



the frontier, with its sparse population, nobody crowds in on a man. The North

American environment is lush and rich. A man can live on fish and game, can

create his environment to his own liking, can feel that he alone guides his

own destiny, can bear the responsibility for his own actions.. But frontiers

. in this, country have always been temporary.. Increastyinginumbers of people

crowd irJo newly opened territories. Townsare planted. Commerce flourishects.

A more complex division of labor is established. Institiitions such as the church,

the bank, and "the law" become powerful, and those who create for themselves a

sedentary life which contributes to the growth and respectability of the community

rank high in their favor.- And the man who seeks to make life for .himself and his

family an individual creation, for whom this total responsibility is the essence of

manliness, feels emasculated, boxed in, and "out of it". For such men, the time

. to move has come. His place is one jump ahead of the establishment. This kind

bareof man, a of the good life, a pirate, strong 'minded, at authoritarian within

Ioy

his homes a macho , often enough an outlaw, settled in the hills of eastern Oklahoma,

(wherever the Cherokees left%a hollow unpopulated.

Folk Angio-Saxons seldom came as single men. Usually by the time they felt

ready to pull up stakes, they had a wife and a healthy number of children. Often

siblings moved together wtth their families. Often, as immigrants frequently do,

they settled and sent for theirizimfok kinfolk. As these whites filled the hills of

the Indian Nations, they settled with their kinfolk around them in separate, small,

kin-united communities. Even as they fled "the' establishment" they brought the

seeds of the establishment with them. Perhaps the deepest' contrast between the

folk Anglo-Saxon kin based community and the Cherokee kin-based community is,

e
among Folk Anglo-Saxons, the irreperable.tension between individual manly authority

and the deniands of community life. Folk Anglo-Saxons do not consider life complete
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without the minimum of community institutions. They concede that to deal with

life, a man must learn more than his dad can teach him, for always the bankers,

the lawyers, the womenfolk and the supernatural loom* before a man and his sons.
Oft

They assert only the right to create their own institutions as they wish them,

schools included.

Folk Anglo-Saxon ivocdenaand institutions accomondated to what they themselves

are,. They are livers. In Madison and Newtown Counties of Arkansas, an en-
. .

virnnment precisely similar to the Oklahoma Ozarks, live the Anglo-Saxons who

stayed behind. Their houses are sturdy, trim, ample, and rooted in the land.

Their fields are .meticulously cultivated, their gardens large. Orchards and

flower gardens surround the houses. There are always several outbuildings and

a large complement of domesticated animals. These farms are to provide an

ample life, to load groaning tables with a variety of dishes, to pass on to one's

sons. Churches and schools, too, have'an aura of permanency and elaboration.

These are communities of builders. Pride in community here is pride in the

things you are building and in the things that have already been built by people

participating in the construction of a way of life. In the Oklahoma Ozarks housest
are seedy, farming is done with a lick and a promise, church in a parlor oi\in

a made-over log cabin is as good as in a church house, and schools likewise.

,poinInunity pride is piide in the quality of life that can be >lick& lived here, in \

the color and passion and freedom of it, and the kind of man that can be produced

by it. Whereas the people of Jasper, Arkansas feel gratified by an imposing
14

courthouse, the people of Bunch, OklahoMa take pride in a ..g
1.241.

who '!shows up

fine;.'"' as Queen of the Strawberry Festival or in a boy who outdoes' the pros at

the local rodeo, or even when a gutty young burgler (who after all was only robbing

./Lown merchants) accomplishes a daring "human fly" escape from the county jail.
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What these people demand of communal institutions is an environment which allows

for a maximum of passionate concern with others in an atmosphere of miraimum

coercion to participate. To submit to coercion is the end of manliness; to have

the strength and concern to "carry" another man through hard times without

putting him under obligation is the fruition of manliness. Thus, the folk Anglo-

Saxon church is usually a Baptist or Holiness church, churches where hierarchy

is at a minimum, where preachets are of Jchosen by the congregation, where a

man can join his power with God's to heal his brother, where a man can shoutl

praise where praise is due, but where the final responsibility is individual; a man

must see the light hiniself.and b6 saved by a revelation which is strictly an affair

of honor between himself and his God. The political arena is the front patch of a

crossroads store, not the county courthouse. No man is bound to participate in

discussing the affairs of his community, but those with an ax to grind can count

*On an established place anda concerned audience.

The folk Anglo- Saxon school has traditionally been an institution outside the

establishment. The folic Anglo-Saxon .sees his house as a citadel. Men say

"as long as I'm under my own roof, I'll do as I please", and, to their sons,
.

Has long as you're under my roof, you'll do what I say. " The community, itself

usually a claster of related patriarchial families, is an extention of the home.

The major institutions of the folk Anglo-Saxon community, the church; the

school, and the store, are important just by existing -- as evidenCe of the

completeness of life.. They are each (and often interchangably) places where

the community/can assemble for the pleasure of eating, playing, dancing, making

music, and enjoying a demonstration that life is as it ought to be, or for serious

discussion and decision making that involves the community as a whole. The.
folk Anglo- Saxon community, embracing these institutions, is a s elf- containgd
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social unit. As individuW folk Anglo-Saxons are strongly "anti-establishment."

In the Cookson Hills, they produced and sheltered generations of Robin-Hood-like

outla.ws whc; stole from the rich-and gave to the poor. To them Pretty Boy Floyd

is a folk hero. Their vote must be courted by promising to represent "the"people,

not just the big shots in the county seat. " 11M-11061C.ipCrip) Bankers, "big shots",

and the la.wrnerkvho represent them are the enemy. Teacher, preacher, and store-

keeper, with their relatively greater education and sophistication, are expected to

be community resources, telling country folk what people in town have "up their
. .

sleeve" and acting as spokesmen for the interests of the rural community. There

is, then, a clear boundary between the community with its institutions and "the system."

Th e schools that folk Anglo-Saxons built, rather than being the vehicle for

entry into the establishment, were the last line of deflense against it. Folk Anglo-

Saxon men consider schooling (and schoolteachers) "sissy" and essentially feminine.

At the same time, they believe that a practical amount of reading, writing, and

arithmatic are as necessary for personal protection as ba "hogleg" pistol.

They discourgge any child from leaving school before he can read a newspaper,

write a letters and add a grocery bill. Beyond the attainment of these skills, unless

a child seems interested in beComing an accepted professional within the community --

such as a teacher or veterinarian they consider education an affectation.

As folk Anglo-Saxons see it, the primary function of school is to impart useful

defensive skills. The secondary function is to socialize and even "civilize"

children within the community. Placing socialization within the school resolves

some of the tension between father and mother in the folk Anglo*-Saxori family.

Fathers encow:Pge their sons to be a reflexion (perhaps idealized) of themselves

in their youth: wild, headstrong, reckless, and tough. They prefer their daughters

to become polished ladies and, eventually, competent mothers, but if their girls are
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a little flashy and "'ligh stepping", they arc not displeased. For children of both

sexes, mothers are refuge from the strong and often wrathful hand of the father.

Mothers. are the source of warmth and stability in the household. As such

they cannot also be disciplinarians, nor dare they thwart the wishes of their man.

But mothers ilhope their children will surmount the very "evils" which the father

encourages in them. They aspire toward gentle, docile children, free of the curse

of wanderlust, who will stay rooted and sedentary. Between father and mother

stands the schoob The conflict is resolved by granting paternal authority to the

school and insisting that it teach children "discipline" and make them "work hard. "
. .

By demanding schools that discipline a child and work him hard, folk Anglo-Saxons

insist on the same opportunity they would give 4child at home - - a situation in

which he can demonstrate his own personal worth.

The schools of a folk Anglo -Saxon community are paft of the socialization

system of a stable community. Within the community they support a sense of

communal and of personal worth. They and the students who pass through them

to take their place within the community are an es.sential part of the completeness

of this communal life.

School, community and social system in eastern .Oklahoma

In the 1930's , the amount of education attained by the various populations of

eastern Oklahoma was little different than it is now. Cherokees did not go to

school (the median number of school years completed by Cherokees was 3. 3).

They had long since withdrawn.from participation in the general society. Folk

Anglo-Saxons stayed in school long enough to learn the three R's and then, even

as they win independence froin an authoritarian father and acceptance as an adult

.member of the family by knocking the old man on his ass, quit. Children from



small town commercial families obtained enough education to enter and expand

the family trade. Children who aspired to the professions finished scliool.

The relation of school to the folk-like communities in the region was not ideal.

Still, schools succeeded in imparting those skills which their constihent

communities demanded. No one then concluded from contemporary statistics on
.

educational attainment that eastern Oklahoma had an educational problem.

Now Oklahoma has a full-blown "educational problem". But the rough outlines

of regional life are not that greatly changed, nor are new skills necessary for

successfUlly living there. Now, just as much as formerly, a prosperous

merchant, secure in the middle class of a county seat, is as likely to have a

fourth grade education as a college degree. In these decades, it is the requirements

for status and social mobilitAthat have most changed, and the newly formulated

expectation that "education" will confer both. .Completion of education is equated

with arrival in the middle class. But, although many academic critics of our
_ .

educational system overlook the point, this was no less so in 1930. _ What_is

.
new is the expectation that all youngsters must arrive in .the middle class by

completing their education, along with new requirements fOr class mobility to

. which schools are tailored. Because schools are now exclusively producers of

new entrants into the middle class, and because this is done by expanding the

school's control over the student's environment, "school" acquires a new meaning
.

even where the traditional formal relationship of school to-community is unchanged:

These relationships, too, have changed, but the relationship of school to commun-
4

ity is now far more changed by the fact that school itself has become something

different than what it was.
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There was in eastern Oklahoma in the 1930's "the system', a status ladder,

and differences in power and privelege, but, unlike the Cherokees and folk Anglo --

Saxons today, no one was "out of it". Cherokees lived at a subsistence level with

a "make do"-economy that combined petty farming and wage peonage. Folk Anglo-

Saxons, living as rural farmers and stockmen, were the majority population, and

from their ranics- sprang prosperous town dwellers to take places alongside the

urbane "old settler" population of assimilated Cherokee mixed bloods. Town and

country-combined formed a self sufficient social system, with people at each ex-

treme of rank united by kinship. Countrymen, both as voters and producers, were

securely in power, well able to reciprocate the favors they asked of their educated

and sophisticated cousins in town.

Only this personal and reciprocal relationship between rich and poor was

acceptable; beyond it countrymen resisted the expansion of power, repeatedly and

forcefully. In 1917, Indianspegros and whites of eastern Oklahotha entered the

Green Corn Rebellion as tenant farmers bucked against the abuse of tenancy and

the military draft. In following years, the growing forces of Socialism and

Populism in the state checked the power of townsmen. Through the 1930's, the

shelter and protection countryfolk gave Pretty Boy Floyd made of his career a

morality play which illustrated the irillnerability of bankers and big shots in the

establishment. Status was based on wealth and family. To acknowledge country

kin and conform to the behavior they dictaied and appreciated was the only-means ..

to sanction and secure social position. Seemingly diverse routes of mobility were

equally based on kinship. Often an extended family would "back" the youngest son
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and sac to it that he was groomed for a "high class" life. Alternatively, an

extended group of males would pool their resources, marry their sisters to

advantage, -and, as a -kin group, become mobile. (And elsewhere in the United

States, entir.e immigrant communities became mobile). Because there was rapid

mobility by a variety of processes, yet mobility which was dependent on courting

the power-, kin'ship, and sanction of country folk, those who "made it" into the

town middle class did not distinguish themselves, by their behavior, from country-

folk. The 'country set the expectations of behavior for the whole social system.

Only those few who were securely in the establishment could afforct the appearance

of being "cityfied" or "dandy". In no way was mobility contingent on behavior symbolic

of allegiance :Oti another claSs. Even now, the Senatorial candidate with the deepest
t

drawl and the best banjo picker in his entourage draws the vote.

In the 1930's, eastern Oklahoma schools reflected the communities they served.

Policy was made by neighborhood school boards and adjusted to local conditions.

Always, school recessed in time to allow children to work through the peak agri-

cultural season, whenever in the year it fell. School functioned outside of the
. -

establishment. Teachers were specialized members of the local community, working

Where.they were born and raised, and the school, lending its facilities to pie suppers,

dances, and "socials" was a focus of community social life. Neither ateachers

nor administrators had extensive specialized training, nor did they conceive of them-

seives as professionals. Jobs within the school system wire not chamiels of mobility.

To the extent that school personhel sought mobility for their students, they, in

league with parents and neighbors, sponsored and groomed selected pupils. Ito

; .



o the community of which they were a part, they taught such skills as would

rabic its members to come to terms with the surrounding society.

In the years since 1930,' eastern Oklahoma lost its integrity within the American

social system. As an agrarian and rural state in an industrialied nation, its power

and self sufficiency were bled off. By the end of the 1930's, the American small-
,

farm economy stalled, and displaced farm hands were sucked into the industrial maw.

The Oklahoma dountryside depopulated as the opportunistic and the disenfranchised

Moved by the thousands to cities on the Pacific coast. The lo ecunonny dissolved,

kin groups fragmented, and country men became powerless and in-influencial.

For lack of personnel and'power,. the political and social institutions which linked town

to country evaporated, and with them, the customary channels of mobility. The widen-

ng gulf between town and country was accompanied by a back-wash of urban immigrants

into small towns, drawn by the opportunities for expanding service industries outside

of the familiar grind of big cities. Rustic businesmen formed a community in inter-

action with urban newcomers adept at manipulating the system. At the same time,
.

federal and state institutions, centralizing and expanding their control into rural

reai; became "gate keepers" controlling the flow of cash into the local economy.

Alienated from powerless country communities, the expanding population of townsmen

came to depend on members of the insbc intrusive urban middle class to sanction their

status. In a .diffuse way, the opinion of urban Americans. was empowered to dictate

standards of behavior to eastern Oklahomans, for the only channel of mobility remaining

pen is to join with the expanding generalized urban middle class on the terms it sets.

acking anyconception of the viability of rural community life, this new middle

lass sees as its mission the incorporation of Cherokees and folk Anglo-Saxons into

he "mainstream of American life."



In a stagnant rural area, bereft of both farming and industrialization, with

serious problems of unemployment and, because of migration, an under-

representation of competent young adults, there is no ladder of occupations linking

folk-like country communities and the new middle class. Only those individuals

who can make the behavioral adjustment to working in a service industry, dependent

on the. goodwill of an inipersonal middle class clientele, is assured mobility, and

no sequence of occupations exists which allows Cherokees and folk-Anglo-Saxons

to experience.the behavior which pleases middle class consumers. As conditions

for an impersonal-but secure relationship, the new middle.class demands of

Cherokees and folk Anglo- Saxons an unspecified and mysterious personal trans-

formation. The person that they are is "unacceptable (what harried executive would
AP.

purchase insurance from a saleiman wearing coveralls, rolling his own cigarettes,

and speaking hayseed English?) Including Cherokees and folk Anglo-Saxons

within the prospering class of the region demand sthe Construction, fiom them,

of acceptable persons. To the schools has been entrusted this act)of creation.

As these changes occurred, the school system was taken over by the establkihment.

School.budgets were increasingly supplied by state and federal government, and control

over schools was thereby centralized. Power moved away from the local community

school board and was bestowed on county superintendants responsive to state legis-

latures. Teachers colleges and institutions of education grew in -lumber and influence

while teachers became a corporate group with their own professional associations,

Requirements for teachers'were set by the state 1-r...tiler than the country comMuntiy.

Administration was centralized in the interest. effeciency, and, as roads were

improved and bus services offered, schools were consolidated -- always over the

protest of local people. The school system became an arm of the middle class,

teaching became a route into the middle class, and teachers, of necessity, were
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responsive to middle class definitions.

In the absence of reciprocities that bind it to country communities, the Oklahoma

middle class conceives of itself as "the world" and of its behavior as the American

norm. Lacking. experience of the viability and vitality of Cherokee and folk Anglo-

Saxon community life, members of the middle class see before them only low--

ranked ethnic groups -- individuals who for some reason have not "made it" --

subsidized by middle class productivity. In the absence of reciprocity, the power to

coerce thee peoples into entering the mainstream of middle class life is seen as

entirely legitimate. Through the school system, the middle class dictates to

Cherokees and folk Anglo-Saxons the individual behaviors they must adopt before

being admitted to the system. Since the middle/class is an aggregate of individuated

people who conceive of success as the result of individual goal-oriented self improvement,

it does not occur to them to provide opportunities whereby entire corn-mi.:cities of

people may improve their collective rank, nor do "deviant" communities of Cherokees

and folk Anglo- Saxons have sufficient power to demand this concession: Thus, to

all but mobile individuals, the system has closed.
. . .

In thee Oklahoma school system, as it operates .now, the expanding new middle

class has taken over. Except in the deepest back Woods, middle class students

Set 'AL 4.4e
pzezominetre in the classroom. Thus, for Cherokees and Anglo-Saxons both,

the middle class i4 an environment. Middle class students, naturally, are un-

threatened by this environment. It demands of them only that they "be". But,

conspicuously demonstrated to Cherokees and folk Anglo-Saxons by the successes

of middle clas's students and the award's given.anYonewho approximates their behavior,

is the necessity of learning to become middle class. In this situation, Cherokees

and folk Anglo-Saxons, both people with a strong sense of self-worth, see only

a reflection of the low rank definition of their communities. Being men whose
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existence is embodied in a community, their experience of a school system which,

with newly implemented Lechniques for dealing with the "under-privileged", attempts

to bring them up to an abstract standard of middle class competence...denies their

own communal concept of worthiness. .4s students, none of them having internalized

the middleclans conception of a perpetually improving self, do daily battle with this

judgement of them, school becomes a discomfort disporportionate to any knowicrewarcl

it can offer. Signigicantly, the Cherokee drop out rate reaches its peak at the point

at which students transfer from backwoods schools, where they are a majority, to

CMCdarnclimaticicigh consolidated higs I-1 schools, where town middle class students are

the majority. Bechpos Perhaps, then, since for these students the school is a

middle class environment, dropping out represents not failure but learning. RoznixpaLs

Perhaps there is a lesson to be learned from the image these students have constru-ctet1

of their environment. And perhaps the lesson that students are learning is that

the middle class-as-environment does not permit itself to be dealt with when a

community strictly demands that its children be educated but not transformed.

American schools and the "out of it"

What has happened in easterli Oklahoma, an area where there has been a "culture

lag", is the start of what has happened elsewhere in AmeriCa.

We hypothesize that in metropolitan ghettos as much as in country hollows, schools

have become something "out of it" communities must deal with. Many scholars have

eloquently told us already that our schools are the colonial service of the middle class,

that they do.not fit the working' .-:iass and ethnic communities, and 'that programs

designed to aid the disadvantaged are a fiercely disintegrative experience for the

"disadvantaged" youngster. Why, then, this state of affairs? We suggest that

the American social system, which in the 1930's included within it everybody from

the working class to the aristocracy, has puffed into a milldle class monopoly.
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The new middle class, educated by its own school system to think that it is American

life). has so expanded as to be itself "the system". There is, then, a double structure
.

to America, for always what we have called "clasSes" have actually been ranked

ethnic groups following one another through the experience of urbanization in an

expanding, industrial society. Now, with a society that requires instead of

productive laborers the expansion of producers and consumers of services, catering

to the taste of an affluent middle class, the procession has halted. Groups retain
..,

their ranks, the Germans being higher than the Pbles, and the .Poles higher than

the Puerto Ricans, .but the real dist.nction is between those in the system and

those out of it. No new enterprises will suck in the remaining communities of
- , efetht4cr

people in the way that the expansion of the ,-,It industry set Jewish feet on

the urban ladder, and the expansion of construction contracting broke in the Italians.

In the 1930's, America reflected the slow process of urbanization-through-experience.

The working class defined American mass media, leaving its mark on Fred Allen's

"Alley", broadway musical comedies, hearts and flowers greeting cards, and

cinematic'bascball biographies. Each of these reflected, as only the Maggie and

31ggs comic strip and a few Jewish monologistS do now, days when Americans

could climb the class ladder and still retain working class behavior. Now, the

middle class is the system and the system is closed.

Formerly schools faced a pool of immigrants, flowing from the springs of

Eiirope, naturalizing them as entire colonies, allowing one ethnic'grbup after

another to climb from ghettos and field hand's barracks, imparting technical
.

skills with which workers could plunge into a productive economy and claw their
.

way upward via social, political, and economic institutions that related muscular

new communities to the expanding system. Now, schools face a stagnant pond

of "deprived" individuals who were left behind in the rush, cut off, as are the



Cherokees and folk Anglo Saxons of Oklahoma, by the evaporation and contralizagion

of local institutions. The stink of a man's sweat in a steel mill no longer counts;

rather, individual aspirants must be deodorized- to fill the slowly expanding

niches in corporation's and service i idustry "dealing with the public" where

correct behavior, not productivity, valued. We know full well that it was

the experience of participation in urban life, not schools, that transformed the

.behavior of those in the system. How, then, can we presume that schools can

teach urban behavior to "out of its" who do not experience participation in urban life?
alefizrAptce. GOAWe know, too, from our ea..-waz.of American INdians as well as from our red-faced

. , C10/ 1

retraction. of the 'It:boom theory of the melting pot" how sti intact ethnic communitie

resist attempts at forced acculturation 01 assimilation. Yet heedlessly, without

regard to the well-being of the community in which the student is rooted, our schools

are directed to prepare students piecemeal for employment situations where each

must pass the inspection of a middle class "gate keeper". Can any theory of learning

or social integration justify this arrangement to us, as intellectuals, and to the

"out of its" who experience it? Or is it possible that what these communities
.

(to the extent that they are, in fact, communities) are learning from this enforced

manner° of dealing with the system-ELS-environment is a lesson in their, own lack

of power? And if, though powerless, they refuse to surrender their communities,

even at the price of remaining "out of it", what will be their response? And ours?

Specifically, we should ask:

If schools do exist to naturalize individuals from "out of it" communities tand

socializethem into the middle class, and if this is a legitimate job for the school

system, how successfully is it done? What kind of 'out of it children make it

thor4 ugh school? Under what conditions do schools become a vehicle for entry

into the system? How many children take over the self-definition presented them

by the school system?
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Bow resistant are individuals and communities to this kind of naturalization?

What happens to individuals and communities that reject the school system's

definition orthetnselvest? Is their resistance uniform, or do some learn

,new ways to deal with the middle class (by : "having a hustle", as Ma. lcomb X called its

while others are embittered?

What is the real learni4that takes place in school? From what they have

experienced, what lessons do "drop outs!' bring back to "out of it" communities?

And what is it individual "out of its" learn that enables a few of them to "make it"?

Is it possible and if so, how for individuals and communities who are

"out of it" to use the. existing educational system for their own goals? .1s it

possible for "out of it" individuals and "out of it" communities to have education

and a slice of the pie in terms of the kind of people they already are and the kind

of community they already live in?

If the middle class is now. the permanent environment of "out of it" communities,

and if "out of it" communities (as have most American Indian tribes) prove un-

assimilable, under what circumstances can such .communities have a viable

relationship to their environment? What kind of learning will have to take place

before this is possible? Who will dictate the terms of this learning?
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EDUCATION OF THE NEGRO CHILD

Ay Jules Henry

The education of the deprived child is now associated with the

names of many workers. All of these studies are of groups of children

and most of them rely on test materials. Many emphasize the effect of

.language and usually stress the absence, in the life of the culturally

deprived child, of a variety of cognitive experiences and material

conditions not present in the life of other 'children. The conclusions

all point in the same direction--that the culturally deprived child starts

N

school with initial handicaps that make failure almost a foregorie conclu-

sion. Since, in spite of the evidence for the low probability of educational-

success of the deprivertchild, we know that some succeed, it is necessary

to find out why

The. only way to

they do in order that we can make more of them succeed.

find out is to study individual children; and one of the
44 4

best ways.to do this is by a natural history method, in which research

focuses not on groups but on particular children followed through their

educational experience for a length of time manageable by the usual

strategies of investigation.

Prepared during the author's tenure, as Fellow at the Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, California. The material on, whieh-
this paperls based was collected by Miss Gwendolyn Jones, as part of a study
of the Pruitt-Igoe Project, a de facto segregated housing prOject in Louis,
Missouri, under grant -Miss Jones is Negro.

**A few references, directly relevant to this paper are contained in the
bibliography at the end: For an excellent review of the field, as well as
massive bibliographic materials on deprivation and education, the reader is .

referred to The Disadvantaged Child,, Joe L. Frost and Glenn R. Hawkes (eds.),
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966.
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In.thia.paper I report on a very small pilot project in the natu al

history of the education of two*.Negro ghetto children from kindergar en

through the first grade.

Objectives.

The purpose of this project is to study the natural history of -the

education of the poor Negro child. The natural history of the educati

of a child is a.description of the learning experiences of a child in i

natural habitat. The question is: What is the habitat? What is a

learning:experience? .Over how'long a period:is the history to be studie

The child's habitat is home, school, and areas frequented by the

child outside the home,,together with the people in theM.

For the purpose of this project education is defined as all the. .

experiences of a child, because in all contacts with the,external world the

child may learn something. Under such a definition being beaten, hearing

one's confused great-.gratidmother-caretaker.be gulled by a sewing machine.

salesman or miscount a dozen and a half eggs are just as much learning

experienceas sitting through a reading lesson in school. It can be

seen, especially, from the example of the confused great-grandmother,

that in humans there are both positive and negative learning; positive

learning being learning congruent with dominant cultural conventions

(including cognitive systems) and negative learning being learning not

congruent with such systems. It can be seen from the above examples

that "negative" is not synonymous with "aversive." One, hypothesis of

this study is that much more learning is negative among the poor than

among other classes.

005.11.411.1.10.1.....1111111110.1.0110111111

*
Six children are being studied.



The natural history of a single organism covers its life; but this

study will be limited to the child's learning experiences in kindergarten,

in the first year in elementary school and in his home peer-group during

that period.

The rationale for a natural history of the education of any child

fs thatby studying the same child over a wide range of his activities we

get a more complete idea of what helps him and hinders him in learning.

When the smite child is studied for two years in the home, in kindergarten,

in the first grade and with peers, one obtains a,. better picture thn.

when one studies. him in only-one of these situations. Furthermore,

by following specific children over time, one obtains a. more detailed and

faithful picture of the vicissitudes of the educational experience of

p'articular children than when one studies groups at a single, moment in time,

without reference to the question of the varieties of experience over time

of.eaih particular child. *Thus in this study we, aim at thp significant

detail of life experience of-particular children rather than at global

statistical formulations based on sroup studies; We think that study

of the natural historycif selected children will enable us to articulate,.

or, at least, to approximately articulate, the varieties of experience

with one another. From the work of Deutsch, Riessman, Bruner and others

we have been made aware of the probable relationship between milieu

(home and peer) and school learning in culturally deprived children; we

want to be able to specify that relationship in greater detail and with

security.
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.There ate,factors in. the come that are as important to school per-

formance as cognitive capabilities and reinforcements narrowly' construed.

We refer to factors generally called emotional. The cases of two poor

Negro children, David Smith and Rachel Potter, cast light on the issue.

David and Rachel

David and Rachel are described by the researcher as outgoing and

alert when first observed.in kindergarten in 1964. Now both are .in

Mts. Trask's first grade class. Both children live in the same public

housing project. .Rach61's building has no bad odor, the halls in Davies

smell of urine. Rachel's family is stable "middle-class-like," David's

*is not.

Rachel

Rachel is. one of five children and lives with her father and mother.

Father, an unskilled worker, is a family man, but seems-, rather aloof

. from.the children. Mrs. Potter was observed to be always deeply involved.
. .

in them.

The' Potter's apartment had four rooms: a combination living room

and kitchen-dining area and three bedrooms. The apartment is always neat

and the furniture is so arranged as to make a clear distinction between

living room and dining-kitchen areas. The front area presents the family

"front" but the rear rooms are drab and bare. The children all have

permanent bedroom assignments. Only members of the nuclear family live

in the apartment.

4114110.1M1101.0.1111.R.MINNM

*Itis well known, of course, that ghetto Negroes are not a homogeneous
class. See



Mrs. Potter seems affectionate with the children though firm. She

is always clear-headed. She is active.in a religious movement, there is

literature of the movement around the bouse, and the family has study

periods devoted to the ideology of the movement.

The Potter children are very competitive with one another but are

obedient to maternal intervention, which is generally .in the interest

of maintaining proper conduct-- "Give Pam a chance Rachel, it's not your

turn-.". The children often play at school work and TV-watching seems to

be subordinated to it.

David

David's household is held together by his illiterate 59-year-old

great-grandmother Mrs. Thompson. The following peisons seem to live

there at present with some continuity: David-and his four sisters; his

violent,(diagnosed) psychopathic but probably borderline psychotic,

35-year-old great uncle James, son of Ws. Thompson; Mrs. Thompsonts

15-year-old "daughter".Josephine;
*
Thomas, a grandchild of Mrs. Thompson.

David's mother and father are separated and neither lives in the apartment.

Marilyn, the mother, characterized as "witd" by Mrs. Thoipson, is

irregularly resident in the home, as is Sandra, another daughter of.

Mrs. Thompson.

The apartment has ,the same physical. layout as the Potters t, but is

always in disarray, furniture is moved around frequently and no clear

distinction is maintained between living room and kitchen-dining areas.

The only person who has a fixed sleeping.place is James.

Mri. Thompson is almost entirely dependent on public agencies. ADC

The Mousing Project has not been able to verify Mrs. Thompsonts claim
that Josephine is her daughter.



checki go to "Marilyn (Dividts mother) but none of it has been used to

support the children.

Mrs. Thompson says she could not live without the children. Observa-

tion indicates she is well-disposed toward them but her contacts with them

are rather impersonal. In speaking about them, in their presence she

often belittles them and herself as well. She has had a stroke, her eyes

are bad and she is quite confused but far from mentally ill. She is

. unable to discipline the children and has little authority or respect in

the house. Mrs. Thompsants communication with the children is limited

largely to commands and admonitions. In general, it is infrequent.

David and his siblings interact competitively but most time at home is

spent watching TV. The children were never seen to do school work at home.

James is a punitive and threatening figure.

Observation in Rachel's Home

Both Mr. and Mrs. Potter are stable figures in the lives of their
. .

children. Mrs. Patter has frequent, intimate, and affeCtionate contact'

with them. The father is absent from the house during work and is at TV

'in the evening. Mrs. Potter is a housewife and Mr. Potter is definitely

a "family man." There is a very warm relationship between Mrs. Potter

and her children, and she appears sure of her position as an authority
AD

and as a nurturant figure.. Rachel spontaneously includes her mother in

her play.

Rachel and several playmates are jumping rope.

. R: Mims ,let me see you jump rope." Ws. Potter
stiled, said OK, and. jumped rope.



(Rachel.and several of her friends are playing school.).
Mrs. Potter looked over at the kids, saw that Rachel was
holding all the pencils, Ws. Potter asked Rachel why
she had all the pencils. and Rachel replied that the-
other kids weren't supposed to be doing anything now.
Mrs. Potter told her to give the children their pencils
and Rachel repeated that they weren't supposed to be doing
anything now Her mother then told Rachel to give them
their pencils. "Now--give Betty her pencil." Rachel sat
pouting for a couple of seconds, and her mother said,
"give it to her!" and Rachel took one of the pencils and
threw it to Betty who picked it up. Ws. Potter told Betty
to put the pencil back down and for Rachel to give it to
her. Betty did. and Rachel handed her the pencil. She
then gave Alice and Jennie their pencils back. Rachel
immediately turned her paper over and told the kids what to draw.

The kids were still playing school and Rachel now was
just sitting and watching the other kids as they worked
and Mrs: Potter said, "Look at Rachel. Rachel is lazy."
And Rachel said, "I ain't. I ain't lazy either." And
Mrs. Potter said, "You just have one thing to do and that's
wipe off the table, and you didn't do that well today."
And Rachel kind of grinned when she said

We continued watching the children and, every once in a while .

Rachel would ask her mother something related to the work
she (Rachel) was doing, or her mother would comment. At one
point Rachel said, "I'm going to make six mice with cheese,"
and her. mother said, "Mice with cheese.. Show me hOw you
draw that Rachel." And Rachel began. When she finished she
went to show her mother.

Rachel was telling the other kids that, "When I finish this
you're going to- have to draw it," and her mother said,
"They're going to have to draw it, but you'didntt draw that.
Alice drew that." And Rachel 'said, "I know it, but I'm the
teacher. They're supposed to do what I say."

These data show that there is a high -level of verbal interchange.

between Rachel and her mother, that the mother intervenes constantly in

Rachel's play 'and will participate in it if asked. Mrs. Potterts inter-
a

vention is in the framework of positive learning: she teaches Rachel the

right thing to do--not to be selfish, to give other children a chance
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(fair play), .not to. try to run things. She intervenes in the interest

of moral learning and justice. Her intervention is non-violent and she

does not threaten Rachel with beating. 'There is qui easy interchange

between Rachel and her mother and she brings her mother her work to see

as if she knows her mother will be interested.

Observation in David's Rome

David's home is usually in a state of disarray, while Rachel's is

always orderly. The different arrangement of furniture in the two

.apartments is illustrative. The furniture in David's house is usually

covered with an assortment of articles; outstanding are the persistent

piles of clothes that Mrs. Thompson is to iron.

The observer (R) asks: "Whose room is this? Who
sleeps here?" Mrs. Thompson: "Room? Whose room?
Oh well, I guess it's Josephine's room; I guess she's
supposed to sleep here, but you never can tell. The
kids just sleep all over. You never know who's going
to sleep where. Sometimes I have a hard time finding a
place for myself." R: "Oh, the kids don't have any
special. place they haVe.to sleep ?" Thompson.:
"No, they just sleep anywhere they want," .

. . We then watched television and there was very little
comment during the program except for the kids laughing
at some of the an`-ics or jokes. When this program went
off, "PetLicoat Junction" came on and we watched it.
During this program, David, was `sitting over on the bed
also. Lila went over to where Mary was and tried to
get her to move over so she could sit there too and Mary
hit Lila saying, "Go away, move.." The girls started
'hitting each other. Mrs. Thompson: "You'all stop that.
You-all cut that out. Tillie, give me my switch, give me
my belt over there." Both girls were crying by this time
and 'Tillie looked in a drawer and came oat with what
seemed to be a plastic-covered extension cord, or a
clothes line. It was .looped several times over and she
gave it to Mrs. Thompson who shook it at them saying;..
"You all hush up that noise, you just hush up that fuss,"
and she sat back down. Lila hit at Mary again'.



Mrs.,Thompson:"T told you, about that," and she. got .up, and
with both hands hit Lila on the ears several times, saying,
"I told you to stop that." Lila started to cry and Mrs.
Thompson said, "Go on in there and clear. up them dishes."
On the table, where apparently someone had been eating, were
three plates with a lot of bones on them. They looked as
if they may have been pig knuckles or pig feet bones. Mrs.
Thompson: "Go on in there and start them dishes." Lillie
went also and after a few minutes David went too. R: "Where
Is Josephine tonight?" Mrs. Thompson: "Oh, I don't know.
I don't know. I'll probably have to send these kids out
to her again. I jUst don't know what I'm going to do with
that girl.".

I

It will certainly strike middle class readers.as strange that nobody

should have a permanent sleeping place in this home; but when one

considers that in this, as in many ghetto homes, the population of the

household is in constant flux, and that each new person (in the sense

of new.arrival or of a former inhabitant returning) may require new

adaptations,, it makes sense not to insist on *rigid sleeping arrangements.

Nevertheless, having a fixed space gives the child a certain advantage

in learning over a child who is strange-to such stability.

Note that there is no play and verbal communication is low. The

observer never saw any school, work being done in Davies home, not even

in play. Note also how quickly Mrs. Thompson moves from admonition to

extreme violence. Readers not familiar.with ghetto culture may not

.understand the significance of the plastic- covered extension cord: in some

'ghetto' homes the cord is used to beat children, apparently because blows

with thehand are so common that they lose effectiveness. At any rate,

it is clear that Mrs. Thompson comes to feel veryluickly that the

situation is beyond simple scolding; that the situation is beyond her

unless she uses violence. Note that as soon as the fighting blew over



and the children were ordered to clean up the kitchen, all verbal inter-

change ceased.

The answer to the question about Josephine is relevant to ghetto life:

Josephine is. 15 years old and probably already deep in the ghetto female

sexual cycle. Note that Mrs. Thompson feels helpless and that she

objects to what Josephine is doing, even though she must know that such

behavior is typical. Rejection of the ghetto-female sex pattern in

.

judgment, but accepting it eventually as a fact, is characteristic.

The next observation is of James and David. James, arrested because

of violence to one of his sisters and for. having smashed Ws. Thompson's

furniture, has been diagnosed as "psychopathic personality." The

observation follows.

James entered the room and said to Miss Jones, the

researcher, "You David's teacher? You taking him

somewhere?" And (MiSs Jones continued) I said,

"No, I'm not a teacher but Itm going to take him out

today." Lillie (a sister) said, "Granma said he could

go. She said he's supposed to go." James "grabbed David,

'put his arms around him, and all of a Sudden slapped hiM

hard on the head. I guess I must have shown some obvious

signs of shock, because James then rubbed David's head'

and said, "He knows I'm not male at him. Re knows the

difference between my hitting* him when I'm not mad and

when I'm mad." I gave kind of half-hearted smile,

nodded my head, and sat down. When we left, James was

careful to pin up David's coat.

In the summer of 1965 David "took to running away," says Mrs.

Thompson, "with a group of them little bad boys around here." Sometimes

he wouldn't tome home until two or three o'clock in the morning ; People

who knew him would report seeing him all over theplice. 0:ice he went all

the way down the river. At her wits' end, Mrs. Thompson got somebody

See Lee Rainwater, "The Negro Family, Crucible of Identity," Daedalus, Wintei 1966.

*
*I'm

m not at all sure that this very good kingts'English isn't Miss Jones'

modification.



to round up David's father, in the hope that he could stop' the child from

running away. Though David's father shows no interest in him, is not

living with David's mother and never appeared in the home, he did come

in answer to this summons and, Mrs. Thompson said, "When he brought

David back he beat the living daylights out of him. He beat the boy hard

for an hour; he just took off.his belt and just wore him out."

When Miss Jones was still getting to know the family, she paid a

visit one day, and David, whom she already knew quite well, was Called

into the room by Mrs. Thompson, but was quite shy in responding to Miss

Jones:

Mrs. Thompson sat down in the armchair by the window
and, asked me (Miss Jones) if I thought something was
wrong with David, if maybe he couldn't learn. She said
she tried and tried to get him to speak up and to say
something but he just won't. She said she tried to get
himin every program at school and then she corrected
herself and said in all the programs at church. She said
that there's going .to be an Easter program and that there
was a real good part in it and David was supposed to be in it
but.he won't say anything. He'll just get up there and
mumble and' you just can't understand him. She asked me
again if I thought there was something wrong with him,
that he couldn't learn.' I told her I was sure there
wasn't. 'I then asked her what church they attend and she
said, "The People's Church." She said that "David just
acts so dumb at times."

Mrs. Thompson belittles the other children, and herSelf. Thus David

does not get anything at home that makes him feel intelligent. Observed

in kindergarten with his peers at their desks, David is very talkative.

When Miss Jones brought him and Rachel to the University to visit me he

talked a blue streak, and coherently.

In the next excerpt from Miss Jones' observations we get a good picture



of Mri. Thompson's confusidn and the lack of respect for her bybdier

adults that come to the house. The reader should recall that Mrs.

Thompson is illiterate and cannot see well. The project had been trying

to get her to an eye clinic for some time, but when I left St. Louis in

June 1966, we had not yet succeeded, even though we were going to pay

the fare and the cost of the glasses.

I (Miss Jones) entered the apartment and sitting on
the right hand of the table was a white man. On the .

table was a new portable Singer sewing machine. Mrs.

Thompson sat down and said that she just wasn't too well,

that she -had .just_ gotten hack from down town on a table

and chair where'the sofa had previbusly been were a lot
of packages) and that that girl (her 15-year-old niece) had
just talked her out of spending every penny in her pocketbook.
She shook her head and said-she just didn't know why she had

done it, she just didn't know. I asked who she Was referring

to and she said that she was talking about that big girl that

had been there when I was there before. She told me that she

had said that she wasn't going to buyehat'girl anything
for Easter because. she had been disobeying her for about
the past three weeks but 'somehow or other she had talked

her downtown and just talked her out of all her money and
buying her a new dress, pocketbook, shoes and just every-
thing. She kept repeating that she just didn't.know why

she had done it. She then asked me if I thought maybe she

was losing her mind and I said that these things happen

to a lot of people. She shook her head.again and repeated

that she had said she wasn't going to buy that girl «nything.
She then said; "Someone must have sprinkled some [go(*) .;

dust on her ." .

The white man looked in his pocket for something or other
and stood up and began talking to Mrs. Thompson about this new
sewing machine on the table. -I think they were continuing

the conversation I had interrupted when` I arrived. Mrs.

Thonipson told me that she would have to give him the $12

next week and that she guessed he'd take the new machine

back and she'd keep her old machine until she had the money
and the salesman then said it was supposed to be $20, that she
had already given him $8 so she could keep the new machine
and he'd just pick up the money next week. She said no,' she

guessed he'd better take the new machine on back until next



week because you're supposed to have the $20.- The salesman
then explained that the $20 had already been paid'eo the
company,that he had taken the $8 she had given him and put
the other $12 in from his own pocket and given it to the
company; so the $12 she would give him next week would -be
his, and the company had its money for the machine. . . .

The salesman went and brought in what was apparently Mrs.
Thompson's old machine. He sat it down and Mrs. Thompson
said, "You don't reckon I've got $50 in that, do you?" He
said, "I beg your pardon." She said, "You don't reckon I've
got $50 in that?" He asked if she meant that the machine wasn't
worth $50, and she said, "I didn't think so but look in the
drawer." She looked in the drawer and started taking some
pins out. The salesman said that he had taken everything
else out of the drawer and put it on the table back there.
(I am unclear myself as to whether Mrs.lbompan was wondering
if the machine .was worth $50 or if she had $50 in the drawer
of the machine.) . .

Almost as soon as he had left the apartment, Mrs. Thompson's
daughter Sandra, a woman in her middle, or early 30's who
looked as if she were about 7 months pregnant, entered the
room. She was wearing a red and white striped maternity top
and Jamaica pants. She was wearing-a wedding -ring. Sandra
picked a cloth bag off the -table that had the Singer emblem on
it and'said, "What this go to? I could sure use this. I
could use this." And Mrs. Thompson said, "Put that down,
Sandra, that's to my machine." The girl said, "I could sure
use .this.; aw, it's-not important." The salesman then re-
entered the apartment and looked around and-Mis.-11hallson said,
"Sandra, get up and let the man have that seat." The girl said,
"I'll get up when Sandra's ready to go." The man said, "Oh,
that's all righti" and he opened his attache case on the floor'
and took some papers out of it. While he was doing this,
Sandra looked at him and said, "You don't want this seat,
do you?" And he said, "No." Mrs. Thompson said,'"Give the
man the chair." Sandra said, "I done adk if he wanted it and
he said no." She was still holding the cloth bag and Mrs.
Thompson asked the salesman, "Is that bag mine? Does that bag
go to the machine? What's -it for?" .He said, "It's to cover the
foot pedal with, to hold the foot pedal when you.aren't using
it." She said, "Put that down, Sandra, it's mine." And Sandra
said, "You don't need this. It'll be on the floor more than
anywhere else anyway."

Mrs: Thompson then told the salesman; "I 'don't know, maybej
should keep my old machine this week. I made two dresses already
but'I've got three more Easter dresses to make tonight." (On
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a pole lamp by the sofa two new dresses were hung. In all
probability these are the dresses Mrs. Thompson has'already completed.)
The salesman said, "It's easy to use this machine. You'll
be able to sew so much better with it." Mrs. Thompson then
said, "But I don't knOw if I know how tb work-itand I got these
three dresses to make. Maybe I should use my old machine to
finish those dresses." The salesman said, "Here's the book
and do you want me to show you how to use it again? I'll
show you." Mrs. Thompson: "Not right now. I still think
I ought to keep my old machine now, even if it is old. I've
had it 20 years, let me see . . . yeah, been 20 years and I
lion't know if -I can change now. It doesn't act right sometimes
and it skips stitches at times but I know how to use it. I'm
used to it.-" She then asked me, 'Don't you think I'm too
old to learn this new machine, these new things now?" And
I.said, "Oh I don't know about that." And Mrs. Thompson said,
"I don't know, I'm too old to be getting into all of this debt.
I'm paying- $400 for that machine."

By this time Sandra-had gone into the kitchen area and was putting
something in a paper bag and she said, "Hump, this one's
cracked," and laid an egg to one side. Mrs. Thompson: "Those
are hard boiled eggs." Sandra: "No they ain't. I just took
these out of the refrigerator." Mrs. Thompson: "Oh, how
many eggs you taking, Sandra? -I know you_ taking a dozen and a
half. I know 12's in a dozen-and a half a dozen would be about
six more. You ain't fooling me; I know you taking more than a
dozen." Sandra: (who in the meantime keeps putting eggs in
the bag) "Aw mama, you don't know.lt.Ihrmanartthe.s,ola..-slr464,

Nowspm,inw.yoircauf-ami4reVortittrirl~Sandra4.2lievgv-lhe,eman-r-
,

"Whaour..-11ushandl,-.4-41heremyotrr-i-itzsband-Send-r-a-V;
"Riislibnchat--s!

"Thue4t?P4rtT'rirfiairrz"Thi%'ifi,tiifqfar-ri-t&zteq-
tbat4scmhogaAumtalkingm-abmatn& Mrs. Thompson: "Sandra,
don't 'take all of-my eggs!" Sandra: (looking in the bag)
"Aw, I'm just taking a dozen and one in _case :one of 'em breaks
so I'll have fan even dozen. I just took 14, maybe 16 or 18."
Then she stops taking eggs and puts the bag to one side. The
salesman has left the apartment again, I guess to go back to
the car for sotething. Sandra then goes over to the piano
and begins playing something. Mrs. Thompson: "Sandra, don't
play the piano, it makes me nervous. I.can't.take it oday."
And Sandra keeps on playing and says, "Aw it's not long."
Mrs. Thomspon: "Sandra, don't play the piano, it's making me
nervous I say." Sandra: (fillishes what she was playing)."I
don't know but one number anyway."



The following points should be stressed in connection with-these,

observations: (1) Mks. Thompsonts general confusion and inability

to make a decision and stick to it. (2) The ease with which adults,

colored or...kite, push her around. (3) The chicanery of the white

salesman, who insists on selling Mrs. Thompson a sewing machine when she

obviously will not be able to run it and when she is obviously confused

about costs, and about her ability to pay for it (4) The lack of respect

for her by members of her own family. Thus David does not have before him

models of adults who ore honest or solicitous; and the major adult

influence in his.life, his great-grandmother, does not provide him with.

any firm basis for making a decision. She can't even make clear to

him ha, one counts--not even the difference between a dozen and a dozen

and a half eggs. In sum, David's home environment lacks important

dimensions that usually give firmness to life, including perception and

cognition.

The following suggests a further source of confusion aid even despair.

Mrs. Thompson began crying and said,. juit don't know,
I'm at the end of my rope; all of the knots are being
pulled and I've just nowhere to go now." She then said,
"Excuse me." She went into- the apartment and got a
handkerchief and came back out and wiped her eyes and sat
back down and said, "You see, that's one of the reasons
I'm cleaning out all this junk now, so that when we move
we won't have. so much stuff ta worry about." .2 then Asked
Mrs. Thompson where she was' planning to move. She said,
"I" don't know, find someplace I guess, I don't know."
I then asked her when were they going to move and Mrs.
Thompson said, "When they throw us out oftere, when they
come and lock the door and set all our stuff outside, that's
when we gon move cause we-can't pay the-rent and Idon'tsee,
where any money is coming from so I just don't want to have
all of this stuff setting out here when they lock us out of
the house."
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Ws; Thompson was in constant trouble with the housing administration

because of failing behind in her rent; they threatened to sue her and to

throw her out, until they realized that she was a confused woman of

exceeding* limited financial resources. Thus, at this point, David's

problem is two-fold: constant material insecurity, and constant

tiuve,
confusion

)A
An adult

A '
who on the one hand, never knows where the money

is going to come from to pay the rent, and, on the other, does not know

how to protect the money she does have, by limiting expenditures.

Summarizings.one would have to say that the environment of Davies

home does not prepare him for the expectations of school.

ResultirartensstGiadeAnalysi.tsfroml

It would seem, now, as if the stage were set for the conclusion

that David =s performance in school was miserable from the beginning and

that "he never had a chance;" considering his background. Our studies

of the two cases do 'rot fit the sfereotype; We give below a partial

analysis of the data up to February 1966.

A. We coded observations of David and Rachel in kindergarten and

first grade as follows:

I. Shows leadership or helpfulness.
.2. Neglects work or acts up.
3. Gives right answer to teacher's question.
4. *Gives. wrong answer to teacher's question.
5. Gives confused answer to teacher's question.

The results for the two children are as follows:
a
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Percent of type of answers.ns related to total-answers
.

Right answer
Wrong answer
Confused answer

David

Kindergarten

Rachel

54
'20
26

80
19

1

Number of times
showing leadership "

8* 0

Number of times
acting up

8* .. 0

First Grade

Right answer 70 55
Wrong answer 45=mr
Number of times
inattentive

2* 0

Thumbsucking in
class

2*

.

The last two items are not percentages-but acts.
cArskin

B. In February 1966 the children received identical report cardsi

The teacher's comment on the two children follows:

(The researcher reports): Hrs. Trask told me that Rachel is a
good student who usually thinks. she said the reason for Rachel's
success in school appears to be more one of control and discipline
.than of capacity; with drive and push Rachel will be consistently
good. David his it but he's not so controlled and he's getting -

into trouble in the school yard. He's becoming a behavior problem.
He's very aggressive And is.generally a little tough boy and won't
study hiswords.



. Dayid, took*to disappearing from home for many hours in the summer of 1965

and was beaten black and blue for it by his father, who was especially

located for the purpoSe, but who definitely has no interest in David.

David is beaten by James, who has created violent scenesin the household.

Davi4 was recently whipped by the school principal for urinating on the

playground. He was Aso seen by the researcher to be struck by the teacher

in kindergarten. Oa the positive side: Mrs. Trask, as contrasted with
3

Davidts kindergarten teacher, is interested in him and plans so that he

will perform at the best possible level in her class.

This brings us to the problem of the school.

The Culture of the. School

Whether or not David and Rachel will or will not succeed in school

is a.functiOn of the interplay between the culture of the school and the

culture outside. The question is, What do we mean by "the culture of

the schoOl".? The answer to the general question is obtained ,by getting

answers to the following subsidiary questions among others:

1. What are. the values, perceptions and attitudes of the people in

the school? Since, when the child is in school, he is a member of the

school culture, answers to the question apply to him just as well as to

the school personnel. Thus for example, we study the class position of

pupils, teachers, and principals; their values, their perceptions of

one.another, their attitudes toward the school, and so on. We. want to.

know the mesa. value orientations of school personnel as well as the

values they use in judging one another and the pupils; and we want to know

the same about the pupils. We want to know also bow the pupils perceive
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the'teadhers and vice versa; how the teachers perceive one another and

the principal and how he perceives them. We want to know what the attitudes

of all the members of the school culture are toward the school itself.

.2. What is 'the internal structure of the school? What is the hierarchy

of power in each school? Who are the pace-setters, the cultural maximizers,

the arbiters of value judgments? What are the roles of the teachers and

the principal? How much freedom of choice is there for a teacher? What
.

are the relative power positions of the newcomers and the old hands; the

insiders and the.outsiders Of any)? What in general.are the lines of

formal and informal communication and organization? Is it possible to

evade the formal structure? Does it really exist?. What is the relation-

ship between types of structure and communication and getting anything

done? What are the patterns of socialization of new teachers into the

on-going "tradition" of the particular school? What are the patterns

of recruitment into the school? What are the "quit" patterns? What

processes determine turn-over, advancement, etc.?

. 3. What are the formal and informal relationships betWeen the

educational bureaucracy and No. 2 above?

.4. What is the relationship between the parents and the school system?

5. What goes on in the classroom? The format of the answer to this

question is 'given in "A Cross-Cultural Outline of Education" (Henry 1960).

Some illustrations from the kindergarten ,class of David and Rathel are

appended. a

The dynamic sum of the answers to questions 1.5 constitute the

ethnography of the school; and from this one should be able to derive a



general answer. to the question, What is the culture of the (particular).

school? This should yield an answer to a question like, Why did David's

kindergarten teacher 'hit him? At the end of the study, the answer to the
ik

question should look like the following: David's teacher hit him for

the following reasons: (1) He acts up in a school which insists on strict

order. and discipline even in kindergarten (value of order). (2) The

teacher is a middle class teacher who devalues David because of his back-

ground. (3).The prinCipal and teachers believe.that the only thing that

"makes an impression on kids" is a strong arm. (4) The.school district

is under pressure to "make a showing" and."its kids like David who give

us all a black eye." (5) The teacher's promotion is related to the

achievement records of her children. (6) The principal is a "no-nonsense"

man who believes in holding a tight rein on his "outfit." (9) The principal

knows he is under scrutiny by the district superintendent whose ambition

it is fo make a showing with his plan for bettering the condition of the

children in his district. (10) Since David has his own emotional problems

that do not allow him to toe the mark, he is often inattentive, etc.; and
,

so arouses the teacherwhio, under the conditions stated, is prone to

express her irritation with children by violence.

Model

If we let 0 stand for the outcome of David's total educational

experience, E experience at home, P for his peer-group experience,

and S for the influence of the school culture and T fortimei then .

0 te f (E+S+P) T

......oeft.......wro.
*This is merely a paradigm, not a Conclusion.

*
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.The.faCt that David's teacher struck, him or that he succeeds'in the

first grade is a function of the. influence of the school culture, and

of his relationships with his peers and of his life at home--in the

.widest sense, of an emotional as well as a cognitive experience.

Complex as each of its elements is, the model suggests the following

hypotheses., among others.: (a) that the outcome of schooling depends on

a complex of factors; (b) that if one factor, let us say Z, takes on a

largely negative significance--negative learning exceeds positive--this

might be overcome.if.certain factors in S were maximized -- -like: an

improvement in teaching methods; (c) that if one factOr is maximized.

like, for an example, a great improvement in teaching methods--it might

be cancelled by a negative indication in another, as in the home or peer

group situation, for example. We have entered 'T as 'a multiplier with some

hesitation, and with the reservation that T is no more a simple multiplier

than E4S+P is a simple sum: We have in mind the fact that the longer

any process continues the greater effect it will have on the outcome.

We add the time dimension also because, the study as a life-historical one.

Meanwhile, the presence-of T suggests sampling 0 for particular children

at particular times.

,Conclusions and Position

Understanding of the educational vicissitudes of children will be

expanded by passing from correlational analysis of 'groups to the study

of individual children in their natural habitat; Sand it is not only the

culturally deprived that will be helped in this way but all children.
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Our findings, miniscule though they are at present, suggest the obvious:

that the outcome of a child's experience with the formal educational system

is the sum of several:types of experiencehome, school and peer group.

Any one factor taken alone cannot explain why some fail and others

succeed. Plans for improving the education of childreil must be based,

therefore, on an understanding of the relationship among the factors.

While we cannot know what is going on in the life of every child, we

have to assume that among deprived children they always .suffer a heavy

.burden of extra-curricular environmental disability. Provision ought

to be .made for it in the school culture: Most obvioui is the trainimg

of teachers to handle these children. Too often, among Negro as well as

among white teachers, the attitude toward the ghetto child is. such as to

make his life in school almost as harsh as his environment at home.

The result is an accumulation of anxieties beyond the point where school

learning is possible.

. .
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11.2pendix

Observations II
Kindergarten Class

Mrs. 134.: you-,collect all the papers, please."
David said, "Mrs.21043417, can I help?" Mrs. "He can doit by himself."

Mrs.'. left the room....The noise level is 3....David came
up to me and asked, "You want me to keep them quiet?" I
told him that I was not in charge and he returned to his seat....
The nOise.level is up to 4....David yells, "Everybody be quiet!
Be quiet!" The' noise level drops to 3. .

However, several months. later.he began to be inattentive in class, helping

others with their work rather than doing his own, and getting into

trouble with the teacher:

Everybody is at the weather dial paying attention except for
David who is opposite me looking at a book....Mrs. "Who
can tell us what the weather is outside today? Raise your
hands. David." David' was running around the book table
at this point. He didn't say anything....Mrs. "Letts
come back to the piano,.little people," and everybody was over
to the piano except David who is still running around the book
table.

. Mrs. 0.: "Lees bow our heads," and the class began saying the
prayer. However, David, George, Frederick, and Maurice were'
not liaying attention.

To a considerable extent school- for David is now an institutionalized

version of the harsh, impersonal treatment he receives at home.

.When I arrived in Mrs. rs'class,.fhe children were seated
around the piano and she was slapping some little boy (Benny)
on the side of his head saying in time to the slaps, "You will
listen to me."

11:30. Mrs. A.: "We will all wash our hands at
children. Do not wash your hands now, please.
What's wrong with your ears this morning" What

one time,

11 :31. "Children,.
did I just say?"
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. She Was.referring"tc washing hands. 11:32. "Billie," and he
"Huh?" tits. If.: "Come here...Where are you going?" Billie
says, "In the bathroom." _" kft.s '0 : "For what ?" Billie: "To
wash my hands." Mrs.13.:-"What did I just.say? Boy, if you viwf--.
don't sit down," and she paused, "I'm going' to spank you."

says

Mrs.ta.: "David, I' asked you to use your hand, not your mouth." .,,r:....

She whipped David rather hard with fhe pointer.

Si returns and says, "Little people you are not to do
anything withthese papers. Now I didn't tell you that. All
little people who have put something on your*paper; ball the
-paper up and put it in the trash can please." About thirteen
students do....She reiterates about putting the paper in .the can
and. says; "You children are so hard-headed, why did you mark on ;
that paper? I didn't say anything about it. You didn't know what
I wanted- to do with- them." Some little girl balls her paper and

hits her on the arm several times with the pointer' and
says, Pithy did you mark on this paper?" Then, she says,. "Lock
your lips. All those who have to throw papers away line up at
the desk." When they do so she gives them another piece of
paper and says, "You're going to have to get a spanking."
However, she does nothing to. carry out her threat.

Nrs.la.: "Children, why did you draw linesl Why did you draw
lines" I asked you not to make lines. You little people don't
listen. ThoSe of you who drew lines, put your papers 'in the
waste can. You'll have to do your papers over. You'll be behind
-the other children."

Ets.t.: "Little people, stand behind your chairs, don't bother
the crayon." And the children still played with the crayon

. whereupon Mrs. ¶i. went .over to Pamel 1....elletz!re and David and hit
them while she was saying in an angry voice,."keep your hands away
from the crayon. :You little people are hard-headed." She really
hit these kids this time.

Proper, correct behavior is very rarely rewarded and about the only time

.no's- 9r appeared aware of the child as a person, as an individual,

wab in a punishment situation. Since Rachel was well-behaved, did as

'she was told and never volunteered, we have no observations on'her that

parallel those on David.
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Recent history seems to have created three:new social facts which

-the schools, with ingenuity and truch luck, may for may not) bo able to

handle. These new social facto are most Clearly-evident in the primary

. grades, kindergarten through third grade.

By recent history we moan history since men-started congregating

in cities and started building economic systems and political systems

centered in the cities, which isto say, history since about 3000 D.C.

By,recent history we also wean very recent history, since the contem-

porary revolution in science and technology got under way, since 1945, say.

These three social facts are most evident in the early grades..

. We shall here briefly look at three aspects of a child's growth, all nade

newly more difficult and riskfuls the development of the. child's

social identity, his neurological development, and the development of.

his cognitive abilities. We shall be looking at these - matters from

what may seem a curious perspective, the perspective of anthropology

wHich reminds us that history as men commonly.thimk of it--the human

career since men began to congregate in cities and began to leave

writtell records--comprises less than 1% of human history. That leaves

virtually the totallumm career unexamined. There La some probability,

as we shall show, that the human nervous system, through natural selec- .

tion during the long duration of that earlier 997 ; of the human experience,
. .

became lieloiallx adapted to earlier conditions of human life when

all "men lived in compities- of some 50 to 500 souls and there were no

cities. There is vimaal certainty, as we shall also show, that

ancient men around the world became, through long trial and error/

culturally adapted to life in those very small c ;An nities and that more

- :
-

.
"
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recentlyp urban men long have suffered because of cultural adaptations

which are grossly inadequate to life in cities and in nations run from

the cities.

This last can of course. be seen today in war and the threat of
.

war and in the now-annual summer riots. This can also be seen as dramatis

cally*in any kindergarten, in-the form of the child's struggle for

comfortable identity, in the riskful and halting course of the child's

neurological growth, and in the evident difficulties in adequately

developing the child's cognitive skill, given the world into which he

soon will move.

About each of these three realms enough is now known to suggest

.

lines of cautious and watchful application in the schools, thus to .

learn more. In this, as in every interesting or serious matter bearing

on education, the society is ultimately dependent on the energy, ingenuity,

and wisdom of the good teacher. Others Can only stand back and watch

closely and hope, thereby, to recognize the gross contours of fact and

problem..

The anthropological habit is to stand far back indeed, to view

the here-and-mow against.the backdrop of the total human career and the

_total resulting diversity of contemporary human kind. That habit will

be indulged here. Paradoxically perhaps, frequent allusiono to a

.

.:,..;:.;
.,.-....,

very modest, local experimefital program will be made. That parochial
I. . 1 7 ;

impulse will also be indulged. The program is- shaped by the f.d6as here

reported and in it the writer has enjoyed playing 'same par.
, , :. 1+ .

. ' .!
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Urbnn hetlE21.111.111LYMMSITLEILliella.

Mankind has passed virtually the totality of the human career in

Communities that were very small. Measured by political boundaries (as

known from direct observation of litter day tribal peoples living under

conditions analogous to those of earlier men) those comMUnities were

small indeed, little "sovereignties" of some 50 to 500souls. These small

communities were rarely wholly isolated one from the other; frequently

daughters in one became wives in.the other in systematic exchange;

there wag a good deal of economic exchange among them and a great

.deal of routinized feud-and-alliance and of less routinized war. It

would strongly appear, however, that, whatever the varying amounts and

kinds of bumpings-together, the social boundaries of these small groups

were clearly marked: in ouch communities there was little room for

question as to whether any single person at any given time was "in"

or not

In small, closed socj.eties of this kind, one thing seems almost

. always trdet there is great homogeneity of mind. 2 The culture of a
.

. . . . .

. 1. Y.
.

.

people is like a codes carried in the heads of that people.' In even ...

very small societies, thai cultural codo is staggeringly complex (so much
,

so that no anthropologist has even approximated the full, description of.

any people's culture). Among the items of .any cultural codeis. a very

Urge set of shared ideas by which that population arranges itself, ..=.2

and hour-byhour rearranges itself, as personnel--a battery Of.public

.identities men are expected on occasion to assume and a:.correspondins

.battery of public roles men, so identified, are expected to act out.

In the simplest human *society the identities almati, is expected to

888=0 in a day or year numbers several dotena, end over the total lifetime

, ;
:.;.

... .

I

.
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of that man the number is certainly far above a hundred. However,

in any work-a-day encounter among fellow members of such a. small

ilosiety there can be little question as to the particular public identity

each man should assume or abOut the particular public role each, so

identified, should play. Whether all men equally "like" those cultural

dictates or always conform isia sepaiite matter. Small Communities

enjoy homogeneity of mind, a hamor-Ineity of understanding as to the

cultural code in all its internal complexity and differentiation:

For a member of such a small society, there is thus remarkable

clarity as to his public identity-- clarity in respect to the boundaries

of his-little'soCietyand his own membership' in it, and clarity in .

respect to the multiplicity of public identities he can publicly assume

as a member of that community. Into such societies children are born,

and in the context of that clarity children grow into the sense of

.identity every' human. must acquire, psychologically to survive.

A few thousand years ago in the Near East (and) roughly simultaneously

..

of growing grain.

....-
had appeared on

iri two or three other places) men stumbled upon. the .art

In a brief while, by 3000 B.C. in the Near Eastleities

the scene, made possible andin some complicated sense made necessary

by that invention, agriculture. With cities the goings and comings of

men dramatically increasedtraders, soldiers, and priests, and others

variously caught up or displaced by them moved about over great. dis-

.;tances in greatly increased numbers. It is almost true that the "stranger"

come i,,::o being as a social fact. Cities same to command power over

..:the hinterland and other cities and large states formed, and. this

. further increased the movement of men. With all this, homogeneity of

mind began to be replaced by degrees of cultural heterogeneity and, by
. .

" ,

.

,

..

; s .

: :o.



the name token, earlier clarity as to a man's public identity began to

give way to varying degrees of ambiguity artd to hostile dispute. We

-art today a remarkably. heterogeneous nation, and as a natimvowe.are.

closely tied to others in an.evtn more heterogeneoUswrld. There is

some question as to whether man is biologically able to live with' such

heterogeneity, though able or not he so far does. There is no question.'

at all that human wits have badly lagged in ideas and devices which

tight bring the discomfort and risk ofso living,within tolerable limits.

The marked heterogeneity of mind of adult America is obvious and

specifically evident are the.ambiguities and the active fears and hos-

tilities as. to the many identities men ascribe to themselves and their

-fellows based on public perceptions of race, economic class-, and ethnic

membership. White literals and White racists, fora evident example,

are at bottom curiously alike. .Racists can think of Negroes only as

Negroes; many liberals try hard to think of Negroes only as fellow- Man

and can hardly utter in public contexts tha word Nogror-Ioth'are
.

curiously "locked" (probably because both feel equal4 desperate). Of

course the fact is that, in this,generation it leasti every, Negro man la

both, but neitheer he nor his White fellows can today find-much comfort

in. that fact.
.

Into such an adult world children are born and in that context

children must develop whatever sense of identity they can. In the

:selloas the painfully vulnerable sense of identity of young children

is quite evident. Ac. every teacher witIv relevant experience knows

when Negro children come to kindergarten, their moat angry epithet for

fellowegro children is, "You're black!" IiWouldappear that for

great multitude© of Negro youth the Ern time they announce to the

White world "I'm blacks" is with a uolotov cocktail in Watt°. .
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Human identity includes social identity and this has always been

multiplethat Is perhaps "the bost'striking feature of the human animal,

Thus by a child's identity we here especially 'seam' the multiplicity of

a child's social .identity (that much.of the total psychological entity

of his tense of self).. We mean the child's sense of commonality with

all children' in his 'universe of.experience, to his dense Of special.

commonality with. some children in contrast to othersi to his ability

to move from the wider .identity tO' one or another' more' narrow identity

and back as appropriate to his purposes, and.to his. general sense of

confidence about himself and reSpect.for himself in all this.

. The narrowed identities of the, children in our schools .are, of course. .

many (as boys in contrast to girls, older in contrast to youriger) etc. etc.)

but our society these narrowed identities certainly include the array

of sociallyrecognited categories of race, economic class, and. ethnic.

origin. These last are "noisy"--to a young child confusing and
Oa

threatening-44and it is in respect' to these that the child's sense of

win; he is is usually most .vulnerable. That vulnerability takes very

different forms as between "majority" and sundry "minority" children and

is perhaps more visibly paraded by th'latter, but the vulnerability

is almost invariably present on both sides: this is one of the prices

all children pay for* the great isolations in contemporary life.

This nisch we grossly know. How can we learn more and get on with..

the task of educating children? Desegregated primary classrooms for-
.

tunately make evident, thus'potentially handleable,:thesundeveloped

and vulnerable state of a child's sense of identity la these dimes.
4%. .

dons. Desegregated classrooms also provide a setting, apparently the
.

I

most 'rieltful yet the best sottingi.faitetting.on'utth thii'&61001ent.
.

. . ,

i'1
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and strengthening of each child's sense of his social self) this to

the advantage of all the children.

yq'the ends of both revealing those vulnerabilities And handling

themt an anthropological strategy has shown promise in modest experi'
.

mental use in local integrated classrooms.. The study of some "third
.

,. -.
..culture" seems to provide a classroom climate which allows young ,

. - , . .

:1

! t

children to see themselves and their fellows afresh and to begin to
; ..

:

feel comfortable with what they see. "Third culture" is a figurative
. : ,

.1

manner of speaking; "N plus 1 culture" would be more accurat©, libeing
: : , , : i: . : :.

.

the number of subcultures represented in the classroom. The strategy

recommends the classroom study of some alien culture, any alien culture
.

- . not represented in the 'clastiroom.3.
':

t I

An early report on this experimental work as of 1965 -66, prepared

by the present writer, reads in part as follows;

o'
: a We are a remarkably heterogenedus-nation. In the schools,

therefore, classes include children drawn from the ethnic and
racial variety which is the nation. More narrowly, most classes

include some students.from families who fully participatd in
the national social and economic establiihment) and include other
students from families (minority mostly) who, in varyingly ex-

.

plicit degrees) are pitted against the. establisiiment as it is
now constituted. A struggle is joined, and of .this complex
struggle) the most conspicuous part is the Negro struggle for

:t-equality. All children of five have learned, long before they
appear at school) that some ill-defined struggle is going on and

.: that:it is a realm fraught with tension and, to them, mysterious,, danger. Thus in class the student "of" the establishment is'
..typically asked to attend matters which are to him "mine", while
the other student, from h family pitted against the established
order, is asked to attend those same matters which to him are
often less fa iliar and somehow, "theirs") and these two young.

:

.

students look to each other cautiously) trying to comprehend.,%.:-z
. It would be difficult to gauge the degrees of differential

: advantage and motivation such contrasts create.: It.wouid seem)
however, especially unwise to under-estimate the possible effects
!during the earliest. school yearsithe year() ibefere those waterloo
fears are at all underatood and handles lay, Thiein the usual.,

. .

Class using usual curricular material/34'1. :0Y: 6 ,(- '4' .1. .. , .
.

,.

..:. .:4. ;!. .. . .
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a. (Two experimental classes are) studying American Indians
and (are) in some literal sense equalized by that. All the
(children) find the Indians equally unfamiliar, and none can quite

claim them.
: A [second) more profound result is possible as well. Each

child of five IS much preoCcupied to discover who he is. At
school, when children of various racial and ethnic groups join in

. :-'work or play; that becoities additionally difficult because those
very racial and ethnic differences seem to the child often to-b©

= somehow charged with half-understood meaning and danger. Big Cat;

%: CP recall, is also trying in the story to discover who he is; Big Cat
'is trying to learn and to cope with a set of rules about being
a boy and about becoming a mari-one kind of boy and one kind of

-*man. [These experimental classes_arel made up of Negro and White
_ children, and the children are studying Indiana and Big Cat. -A

!E remarkable thing often happens:. The children seem often .caused
relax, to loosen up, to think differently and perhaps more

-,-!clearly about themselves ancl'eaCh other and sometimes to speak with

-- more candor about themselves and each other in the context of
-their-joint preoccupations with Indians. In such a context a'
chiles world necessarily becomes very big; not Negro-and-White, ..1'.

-lyut-Negro-and-White-and-Indian, which is, to a child -(and to a
thinking adult), not one-half bigger but Insommakly bigger)

.
-an altogether different kind of The children seem able,

in a word, to triangulate, each with the Indians and with each
; Other, Matters which bother them-and-which in other contexts.

.-would be too fraught with tension to think clearly about, leave
=alone utter, can be thought and said, and can -become to the
child somewhat.objectifie0-and more nearly handleable by the t

mere public utterancei...'
.

Experience to date strongly suggests that children newly
see themselves by looking at those Indians -newly see their own
-families by looking at Indian-families, and by extension, see

.='Y their own education newly by, looking atandian-education, see
their commUnity by looking at the organization of an Indian

and so on..

.Nor is this puzzling. It is built into the very:neurology of
lam that we see best by comparison. 'A loaf, on'first, hard visual
inspection is but grossly comprehended; but if one picks up a
second leaf and looks at the two, a host of featuresof -that first
loaf newly reveal themselves to the mind. Thiselementary.fact
appears to be built into the very structure of.the brain of this
symbolizing animal, man. .

: .* .

A Negro-and-White-and»Indian world is a' far different) reraarkably .

wider thing to a child than the Negro-and-White world.he 'has beard

about and has seen glimpses of and now directly knows in microcosm in . .

. "

his heterogeneous classroom. It is evident, also,. that a Negro-and**
; , .

Uhite-and-indian world seemaltore confortablo to the children and helpg
,

. to provide a climato in which each child can look into himsalf, can. coo
: . .. . .. i

1

. :' a.
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himself newly in some measures and in his own time, when. he feels for

Whatever reasons ready; can publicly offer soMething.of himself to

his fellows. One little kindergarten boy, a lower class-Negro child,

in such a context asked of.the teacher, "Do the Indians cuss like we

'do when they get mad?" It is at least possible that that child was in

effect saying to the uppermiddle-class White child next to him, and

to himself, "Do you want to know who I am? This is who." If -soy it is

4
.

also possible that that child grew a foot at that moments- :

Human social identity is multiple. Children necessarily sense a

commonality with all other children, as against adults; children also

.necessarily sense special, narrower commonalities with some children

as contrasted with others, including those special identities which

are today loaded with fear and hostility. One mark of a'vital, growing
, . . .

. sense of self is the child's increasing capacity to move among his

-:several*social identities in some confidenCe and comfort.8*

* .*

'Urban life and meet.

Human -history goes back at least 500,000 years. Of that time,

we saw; man, has lived with cities but the last 5000. Before, all men

lived by hunting wild-animal life and by gathering wild vegetable food;

and as we have seen, all mien lived:in communities which-were very small.
. . .a.

, Human biology, including the human nervous system, appears quite adequately
..

.

.,

:::..% adapted, as one might aupposp) to the necessitiesof that earlier conai..

tion of life. Selective pressures; during those hundreds of thousands of

years were severe, and, given those pressurei, that was time enough for
: ; ;

' 7 , '.
: . ..
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the processes of natural selection to bring about the physical being

we now are. Of course most men no longer live by the.hunt and no

tongei liveln small sovereign communities.

The schooli must live with the new fact that men-have become urban.

Specifically, the schools live with-the fact that the human child .

appears.to be biologically equipped to.learnWhathe would need to-

learn) when he would need to learn it, in order for the child-become man
t

to take his effective place in small, hunting comunities; yet the

schools uust somehow help prepare today's child to take his place in

another kind of world) whether or not he is biologically best-equipped
: :

to learn what he needs to learni.
. , , . ,

I briefly raise three questions) each of them in respect to a-.

'''learning child in a small hunting society, then in respect to the

.children in our homes and schools. First, how do they go about learning?

Second, what must they learn? Third) how low; do they have in which to

71"

How do Children in small) hunting and gathering

societies learn, surely in very significant part, through imitation.
-% ! )
--.preachment, of a direct educational nature, is not unknown in such

. ,

societies, but this typically occurs mainly at critical, points, as when

.'
:- . a boy becomes, through ritual passage) a roan) or as at marriage. In

.

such societies, however, young children are almost invariably found

playing at hunting with toy bows and arrows and playing at gathering

'with toy digging sticks, every day acting out in general the adult life

they see around them, in these and other critical dimensions. Such
;t

learning through imitation includes, critically) learning the language,

learning the names of things like boviciand deer, and learning hums.'
4 t ,
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and the like as that is a3sisted by language: The human child's

developing neurological equipment permits that thin learning through

4.

imitative play-can be actively under way as soon as the toddler gains

enough mobility .to keep up with slightly older children. Further, this

sort of learning, through imitativeplay, with the required coordination

ofhand-and eye and body and ear and whatever else, all mediated by

language; this activity itself is, we are told, the best exercise of

the child's developing neurological system.

We must, indeed, go atilt further back, to the -prehuman primates

whose tioloRicai systems man_in large part inherited. Here learning:

;occurs, virtually exclusively, through imitative play, for these animals
=

. :- do not of course enjoy that wonderful aid and -riskful substitute, language.-.

The children in out homes and schools would appear to have the same

human neurological system as earlier men, developing in the same way.

But they hardly have the same occasions to put it effectively to work.
. t

These children are more likely to play at a-did-like perceptions of
: =

f 8 t

cowboys and Indians than at any of the adult roles around them, es.
- . .

= !, .
pecially 'the male adult- roles around thci. In a word, the child today. : . :

.i-;:- -_--tnus.t learn under some handicap, depending*.rel.atively on'actingw.:.
= . =

out, depending much more on words and whatever they can come to mean

to him.9 . : . '

What do ti....ieL1..earn? I refer hero, not to the specific- inforw.ation-.=.. t. r..
: : ; t O. i ".:;

:
a 'child must acquire (for this obviouSly varies- with*each people, indeed . .'.:. :

,: ,. ; .

with each family and each individual) but rather with the basic cognitive:.
. : t . . = . .

skills a child must master. This is of course a very complex matter; -
; . , . . , 1.

I.

knowledge is sketchy, and. I-shall simplify egregiously. .A.thitct) born
I . . ; .. .

into a mall hunting society can live an effective adult life if ho
= .

comes to command aullaest array of fundamental cognittve-ekillni Of these,
. . =.; ; , . .1;,

. - -
. , f
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I shall describe one that is pivotal: classification of one sort, .

classification as guided by language, by the names.of things inthe
..-. - : . : . .

. . ,vocabulary of that people. Above, we imagined children at play ini-
.. , ...: .. - :

tating hunting and imitating--the-gathering of wild vegetable. food and..,
: t I-. = . ..1= - =.:. , . =

: so learning those adult skills. Dut of course, those childrert.are
-..- -1I...; . ! . .. . . . . ... -..: ., ...: . .. r. . .. .: 6 : ; I ! e ! : ! ::

:_ ; ; .: -invariably found to be doing more; -they are acting out adult roles,
.,4.)-vi-re.: ! : . .-. f. . . . : . ... ! . : . Z : I
'.. i ._ :..

3:.:: :.'' .. the roles of named adult identities as that of a -"father", and so on. , ;.
,. .. I

'%::.I.i..:..

loys,:not-girls, usually hunt; girls, not.boys, usually gather1 accord .

.i_.!!..., ..:c=.-.T.--:il, ... = . . , ... . :i -: ::- .. =- . .., ,.-.
. : ,,

.

:.:,..,.::
..:::' --::!.- ing,of course, to the adult division of labor which is being imitated.

g ,. - 1:- 4* 1 1 .

,., ,. , !,, . .. .

-!....:-.. :.
.. . .

,..!:-.!;-:-

:":' '.: :- ;:..:!,

-se'. -

This is avery gross example of the child's already vell.developed
: 2 -. :. . .

mental command over certain named classes of things as recognized by :

.

. ..

. .s. s . I S .s ;

.

ids connunity; on the social side) sundry named male roles (as husband, .

. . . .

.

ather, etc.) and sundry female roles, and in the realm Of that people's
: *

.

-.-..-.. .. environment, sundry named animals and sundry named plants. All of these. :-', .:....
. . .: . . ..

. ,.,
-.- ;;; 1:;:..are, of course, named classes. This cognitive skill, the ability to
: -..

. . .
.

;::...:li.::.'.
. .

:. ". ..
.-. think in terms of named classes, is acquired very early- -it's develop.

.

--. -
. ...vont goes hand-in...hand with the child's learning of his native.languagest° = ,-...... -.

In ehort, a child born into a small, hunting society, is, so far .

as cognitive skills are concerned, effectively prepared for adult life
. . : : . . ;,:::;

once a modest array of cognitive skills are acquired, as the example,
: .

at least, would indicate.11 The equipment of the higher brain centers
.

I:

which underlies the development of these 'cognitive skillr appears to

TI

'
-I

!
. . . . .0; .

. . .

have become adequately adapted, over the long stretch of human history,
:

3;

I-
; ; .

to the necessities of education for effective life in small hunting 3 .

1
' . .:"

.

societies.. This 'would stem indicated by the very easgriwith which. ... .

. : ; ' i .. .

Chose skills are acquired;.they are not, on the face of. it, "simple,".,-.,.- ..t 1 . . , I 'II 3 I I I

, ,4

.
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Our children become marvelously adept at these sane cognitive

skills at very tender ages. A child of three or four, simply by learn-

:.

ing ho:i.accurately to use less than a dozen English words, comes to

.commancl for one example, one-very complex system of-classesnamely his
.

ova kinship system; most preschool children can use these words (father,

mother, brother, etc'.) correctly, and, beyond that, can in their imaginaa

.tion take the position of the 'child next door ("Johnnie's sister") or

any of several positions in a hypothetical family (as in playing house).

-

Inorder to simulate with blocks the classification problem entailed ;

. .

in the American child's kinship system, one would have to provide an
I.

:array of blocks having .(at least) three colors, two sizes, twoshapesi

1,

two textures (i.e. 24 different

each), and the child would have

kind6 of blocks and one or several of

to work simultaneously with all these

attributes, using two three-dimensional matrices. A normal child of

three or four usually can, in effect, handle this complex system of

,r
.

t.

kinship classes, guided of course by the kinship vocabulary of his.
language. (But he cannot handle the,blocks.)12

But what, of necessary cognitive skill, have we added to the child's

educational burden in this last 1% of the human career? We have added,

among other things,..-attribute blocks, I speak figuratively but seriously.
:

r;:, :;.. ;1" :1. The essential difference between handling the classification problem

posed by the child's kinehie system on the one hind, and handling the

classification problem posed by an analogous set of attribute blocks on

the other, is this.' In the first case, kinship, the'classea in question,

'

, .are named, each has a verbal label as "brother" stands for a class; the
; .

.

*child,. indeed, knows the verbal label first, ancihe gradually comes
,.; . .

accurately to ccaprelhend th© classi AS first he urea* applies the
.:..;....... ; . . : ,

, ;, .

.
I, I

.
.

. 1
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word "brother" to all children, perhaps then gradually learns the

narrowed, correct meaning of the ward. In the second case, attribute

blocks; 'there are no prior verbal labels for the classes Only for the

several attributes). and the child vast comprehend any class without the

help of- language in that sense. When we ask a child to learn the . ,

complex classification system-represented by- his kinship, we ask his :

to the known, the already named. When we ask him to classify
: :

attribute blocks we ask.him, in effect) to tdAld the unknown, Chet. =le;

not..yet named.
1

Probably,.it is precisely in this realm that.one-encounters the

basic contrast in the habitual cognitive processes of men in very

small societies as against the cognitive skills needed, and'enjoyed in

varying degrees; by men in larger urban soeieties.,In the finite

world of small, closed communities, :it would seem, virwally everything

can be named--everything that could. meet men's senses in any ffequency

has long ina the senses of men, has been. perceived in some accepted

manner, and it would seem has received a name. Into such a universe of

tamed things a child is born and in such a 'context he Clevelops his cog..

*nitive abilities as those abllities are shaped by a universe of, fully
.

.

named parts.

--- To return to 00 hypothetical example of attribute bloats: if a .

,

:

;

...,-.

. ;..

et examp.
. .

.
.

.
.

man had paraded before him, serially, a set of blocks made up of two .:: -: ..
. ,111_

f...,,.. , . .

,

.
., liA

.4 '
-W colors and two shapes;.-four.iinds of blocks, what would he consciously .- .et'-- - -:

!1'... ... ' .:.

" ; : .

;. tq.....:
zi"i ... i .;,:i .; . .

',7-..'..;: knov aboat those blocks after casual observation ifl'first, each of %L.:.--.-%.

the four kinds had traditional, established names? and -what would hoft
..know if the four finds had no names? In the first ease, it would seem,

-

'
1 1

."
.

!

the MA would be -able later. to recall. that he had teen: Pass before himI. " . s 1 ' s ,;..
.1 1.1.1 .

:. ": I : ..... Lill
.: *. .'..! .1: l'.. .: ': :t 4.1.:. i..
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new peoples, new placeswhich came with cities.. Very recent history

.5*

blocks of those four named classes, and he might very well not be

able to recall how many colors or how many shapes he had seen; in the
. .

later case ho would be able to recall 'that he had seen paid blocks

having two color:sand having'two shapes, but ho would almost certainly

be unable to recall whether, all or only some of the possible combinations

orshape and color had been paraded. 13

History has, recognized or not, recently added the handling of

attribUte blocks to the child's educational burden. This began with

cities and with the ever-increasing widening of horizons--new things,

,, has dramatically increased this same educational buiden. For with.

science, oux visions of the natural environment undergoes transforms* .-..

tion every generation; with technology our social structure is subject

...; .to most drastic, continual transformation. The future is, quite

unmistakably, unknown. That future is what the child-become-man will :

be living in. If every child is not -educated.to tackle the unknown

he is -today not educated. The absolute educational. necessity. of this.
$

cognitive skill, the necessity that all children acquire the.skill or

tangibly suffer in everyday life) is very, new. For that reason alone
. .

there is some questiOn as to how well someorall very young brains- are

equipped to handle attribute blocks, to tackle the unknown, the notyet
.

:- .

:

i
. -

:. -*.

;' "". -."

'named.
1
4.

How lon does the child have in which to learn? Haw many years :
are there in which to establish the fundamental mental habits the child

.-

will need as an .adult? Grossly, so far as any:formal schooling is con-

cerned, the answer would seem to be six years) roughly from age three

through ago eight Until a child emerges from' the stage of toddlers
-

, . , .9.
.

. . a.

- .. .
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. not much of a formal sort can be done (or is likely to be dokie), and
psychologists and neurologists of various persuasions seem in rough
agfeeme.nt that, after about eight years, the basic orientation of a
psyche becomes dramatically more difficult to change and that:learning
in. general proceeds, after. this age, at a much slower rate. ,

For a child born into a small hunting society, thin brief period
of ready educability ,would seem ample, time for, the learning he must

4

ii;eem to be the adequate results of .a long procesq, of .biological adap-

accomplish;, Such a child, ,long.before the age of, nine, in learning'
his language and through imitative play assisted.by language, would.
seem to learn almost inevitably the basic cognitive. skills. (not the
information) he will need as an adult--for example, the mental habits..- .

of verbally-assisted classification. The child's, brief. period of . .

....maximum educability, 'seen in
. this. nthropological perspective, would,

.

tation, adequate for -each new generation, to 'learn what _it ,needs to know
to live in small, hunting societies.15

. "

A.
e.,114, in thin last _1% of hursAn experience, with the coming of ,

,

agricultUre,. then'a.ities, then industrialization., and now, the on-going
::-1.:. revolutions in'knowledge and :technology, the child' heeds to learn, in

. it '. 1

;addition., the habit.of inquiry into the unknown....znore than that, hez
'4. -:;::needs the awareness of himself inquiring and needs so 0111e confidence in
...,... , ., -

. .

, . .:..:.... - I ,,"

. i . .

1 ..T;.!: ; .! himself as inquirer. Evidently the serious beginnings of this additional. :' .. '.'.'..,')
. . ., t...;..- . .:.: : :.. ......%,--:

..- _ .
4:, :j .- -, :learning must be ted into those same six years,, age three through...4.,, ,1 ..'i 'i 31.1 /t . . ., ,

i (
'':.. ..., 1. '.. t . afghtspecificaIly to Our immediate purposes, the primary years... -. .i,

Today's child, because he has little real oppor-
tunity to imitate 'in play. the adult world, is to that degree 'forced to
learn through verballyltrailsmitted information! perhaps the young. child's

" . . 1 3' "?.

:. ';.

. I .
". ..if
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neurological equipment is adequate'te this new manner of learning,

perhaps not. At the same time he is required by circumstance to learn

not only long-established cognitive skills, but in addition to learn

the habit of inquiry as to the unknown; perhaps-the young child's cognift

tive equipment is adequate for thii new learning, perhaps not .Finally4

it would appear that allthis.'muit be Well under way' during the-brief'

. ,

Years, age three through eight, the child's more formative years;

perhaps that is adequate time, perhaps not.

Teachers, to hope to cope well with these very real strategic

4

-difficulties, will need the closest, concrete, uprto-the-rainute Lnfor"f
Illation as to the child's cognitive development, will. need the where.,

withall not only to diagnose but to "teach" theses thus to move. with

sureness and dispatch.aseaeh child is able, hopefully to bring most

children along and td turn over to fourth grade teachers finished

adults; as it were, in the'basic'senses.htte treated.:

This brief look at'these neurological and cognitiVe facts, seen

in anthropological perspective, perhaps. gives to -the fatts'ah additional

"toughness." We may be---bluntly»-an animal imperfectly adapted to

learn, in the way we must learn, what we must learn, when we must learn

it. To live effectively with that 'possible fact wil/ require. the highest

seriousness teaehers and schools can muster.16 ..

So much it seems possible to'say, 'It again becomes necessary to

'turn to the teacher, to seek there cautious classroom applications of
,

. imperfect knowledge as it stands, thus to learn more:- 'Specifically,
.

....

earlier mentioned classroom experimentation in 'local schools promises

. .

to provide new inforiation of interest and utility in those neurological

and cognittveirealmo,.as well Ito the' realm 'of identitywdevelopment
.

discussed above.

" -0
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By the phrase neurological development we have referred, of course,

to the array of matters bearing on the maturation and the trained

. development (purposeful or otherwise) of visual perdeption (near- and

far-sightedness, dominance, tracking, etc.), to the analogous develop-

vent of auditory perception, to thevery intimately connected array of

.: natters bearing on the maturation and training of motor habits (skills,

balance, general motor orientation, etc.), and finally to the complex

connections of all these with verbal skills. The ideas of the pedia-

'trician Clement Papazian and others of his general orientation are

familiar.to educator's in this region; these ideas have been taken up

in local experimental use and carried into the classroom by teachers.

I merely allude as an outside observer to these ideas and I hazard but

one non - technical and altogether practical observation., rt seems how

realistically possible for any primary teacher to carry. on'a running,

-
week-by-week preliminary neurological diagnosis of each child in a class

-.

and simultaneously *to pursue, as appropriate for each normal child,. ,

1- .1
::a training program to nurture the child's neurological development; . _.

. .
.

.
. .

. .

:-..thisin usual- sized classrooms, with realistically modest amounts of

- equlTment and special preparation, and with quite modeSt amounts of
.

.
1

, .

.
.

:. on-going' professional guidance and other assistance.. _

By cognitive development, we have referred to the thought of

Piaget and of many influenced by him, as Bruner. The logical constructs

of Piaget as*io the child's' "stages" of cognitive deVelopMent are

.-.probably not adequate representations of much, even most, empirical

'.:reality, but to a teacher these formal constructs promise to make more
. .

4: intelligible the otherwise imponderable variety of any chiles intellectual

''struggles with his world of facts and words ahci. io.makemore.nearly'
...

-044 4. ''

:.
. .* , i 4.' .

.;
I

. '' *-1 :;- :
...1

v, Ii it.
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intelligible the more formidable variety of such intellectual struggles

by the several children in any primary clasp. An outsider may offer,

aain, only a very practical observation. Materials are becoming

available which promise realistically to permit a primary teacher

sit ultaneously to pursue on-going individualized diagnosis' and individu

alined instructior in respect to the roughly sequential development

of each child's thought processes. Experimental primary materials of

this sort have been recently'produced, jointly by the Jim York City

Schools and Educational Testing Service; these too,. are being taken

.by teachers into the local experimental classrooms.
.

:

"4
. :1

.:
z- .....

:A....
1

Recent history has been rather hard on man) and very hard indeed

on the schools. The impending transformations of human life may lead

men out of the city-created Maze,. and that recent lhistory, since men

just gathered in cities, may someday be recognized as the brief interlude

it probably is. Ildaraihile son rust survive, with whatever mental
i

con-
.
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I An early version of this essay appears in the 1967 Proceedings of the .

Clarcmont Readim. Conference. Certain passages are taken directly .

.

..:

. from act paper with minor editorial change, especially in the section
.. .

on neurological and cognitive growth1 and other passages are here . :.,
..:

.:i included as footnotes. . i, .

.... 2 This fact is importantly qualified among peoples who are unusually . .:li.1..

.

hard-pressed by the severity of their natural environs, as among
Shoahonispeaking Indian groups who lived and still live in the desert
regions of Vevada and environs; there is, anon; such hard-pressed
people, a great deal of nomadic movement, much catch' ao-catch-can

. marriage among groups of different language and dialect, and the local
group during great parts of the year is an isolated elementary family.
It would seem to follow that homogeneity of mind would be much reduced

. in such contexts; in fact, the patterns of life among such people often
have p degree of randomnessf a certain "ad hoc" quality.

3 That.is to. say, any alien culture not imagined by the children, rightly
or wroniily, to be represented in the classroom; in a classroom including
Negro children, the study of an African people would, to these purposes)

... not be recommended, in these primary years. In the local experimental
classrooms, the study of certain American Indians served well, but
would not have so served a few miles away where classes include Indians,

Recent studies New.York City) have indicated that the content of
"readers," as to the presence or absence .of interracial stories, makeW.
DO difference in the Negro child's achievement. To this writer the
results of that study do not persuasively touch upon the matters here ,

raised.

.
. ,

The allusion in to a "reader" especially prepared for this experimmtal
: class. Big Cat is an Indian bey.

6 We still speak figurattVely the actual cultural diversity of the class
room is broader; still, the addition of one more people, experienced
by the children vicariously, tends to transform the climate of the class.

;

"H-7 Extensive measurements by social psychologists were compiled during
the 1966-67 yearvthese are currently being processed. f

.

: '

.: ;.

vir,-,:,-.:11 In the realm of practicality, two additional coasents can be offered!
.

71.1:.....::i..: ; t.' 11_1'heti_iird culture and the three It's. .: .. ..

" %--' -,-,- It is evident that the child's world could not be transformed during.:.,. .

. the few minutes of the week normally allocated to "social studies."
Studying a third culture means, to these purposes, taking over a very
large proportion of the school day for at least two or three weeks at

...

.- .: a time; the clean must virtually immerse itself in the culture. This...

... , .does.not man that the class drops reading, writing, arithmetic for.

.the duration of the study. It does mean, however, that the class
.. :

. reads about) writes about, and perhaps adds Indians (or uhomevor),
.. .I e ;

. .. I .. o I ' . . l ' .
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Th. -t, in turn, means that: the chile at: early stnges of learning to

rend) needs prhmers and readers with appropriate content. The
linguistic approach to rending makes this more readily possible,

. but: teachers end achools have to write their own, for the hereand-
nog:: at least. Or the teacher can, not following the linguintic
approach, simply have the children write their own books, as is
often done.
2) A child's brid e to an alien culture.
The specific content of the study of a third culture must be such
that the young child is given a meaningfulbridge from his own
experience to the world of Indians or whomever. Again, to quote from
that early report of the local experimental program:

(An Indian study) would, perhaps, because of the romance surrounding
Indians, engage most children, at least briefly. (This] Indian

: -:- study is, however, drawn so as to engage the child most seriously
. ' and over some duration. The study focusses on a realm of chile.

hood experience that carries for every child a- good deal, of pleasure,
a little pain and above all, a binding mystery--a realm of experience
which, in a word, matters to a *Child. The curriculum focusses upon
growin8, growing as viewed from "underneath," as a child views it.
--Growin3)-to d child, involves mere physical sine, of course--

people and big people Md little people becoming bigger.
But growing: to a child, .also involves another dimension about

' Which most adults nted occasionally to be reminded. An infant
!. very early learns from parents the gross fact that he is a boy and

she a girl. But beyond that, the infant and child faces the dram-
out and very difficult task of learning an array of often.subtle

, .
things about how boys appropriately act; how, in contrast, girls

:vi.;;:., appropriately act; how boys must anticipate becoming' tnen end girl() .

.1*;s: women, and so On. A difficult preoccupying task it is for the
.

--t child. The array of'kules" is so very complicated that parents can.
'eonvey only a few of the rules verbally; rather, most of the learn- ..

occurs as parents an- d others, witheut conscious thought and.
L

; usually through cues kather than words, correct the child's behavior
. when the.child chances to act counter to the rules. The-child, in

all this--in learning the difficult rules and acting cut the appropo
, riate partfinds pleasure, some pain, and always much mystery. It

. is a realm which preoccupies the child and deeply matters-he is... discovering who he
,

1
The main curriculum vehicle. 4 .is the story contained in V&A% .

: and its sequels,- }Az...pit:L and Amity,; through these books .

the instruction in reading at whatever level, is given, thus the
.: .... .
, .. :1 stories receive long, close attention. The story is about a few I .. ...-:-*

moments of zrowing up, but about that as lived by an American Indian
boy (specifically en Indian boy of the north-eastern states in the

. .
. I600' s) and asviewed by his sister and parents. The boy Big Cat .

..

,,,, .,.= is dtscovering who he is and experiencing human pleasure, a little.., 0

.. . 1

!. : .: : .: :

.

.'.. pain, and much mystery in that....
t::.', t is, of course, generally true that the mind of the child (and of

the adult, too) can move only from the known to the new-and Unknown
,-The inference is wrongly drawn that, since the concretely

' l' known fora young child is most often here and now, the young child's
,.. taiticl must move out from tho known by small increments of spatial, .
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distance and small increments of. time. (Of course, insofar as we
purposefully choose at sem juncture to teach the children "space"
and'choose.to teach "time," that perhaps is necessary.) But it does
not seam that children especially care where dinosauri were or pre.-

' cisely when they were, or care where or when Batman is or was. Han)i
of those children know a:great deal about both; they are not learning
about time and spaCel but they are learning something of interest
or fascination. Similarly, where Big Cat is an wh ©n he is, this is

.

quite irrelevant to the purposes. Big Cat ?robably seems to the
children suspended in time and spade but it appears that that IA a
matter of no great concern to the child.

.
:;!

The bridges over which the child can get from his world of experience
to that of another people are many, and among than, some one must' °:
be selected, with an eye to the educational purposes at hand. Peoples .

who are spatially remote or temporally remote are not necessarily
. e:sEerientially remote to a child; indeed such people probably seem

loss remote to a young child (who is incompletely socialized) than
to his parent or teacher. About the third or fisurth grade, however,''
Children begin to be bothereA by the "irrationality" of rain dances"
and the like; suck strange behavior seams usually "to strike youngeri.
Children as a good idea.

..
9 In part this dependence on words is irreduceable, but only in part. It
-seems evident that.greater, systematic use of play could 'be made in the
schools. It would be quite impossible to show that urban children fare

. poorly in their general neurological developments relative to the
children born into small societies. Pediatricians and school's are be-.
coming increasingly aware of the neurological undevelopment of many
children. Comparative psychology is building a fund of knowledge3

generally around the effects of use upon the growth of neurol nical
networks. One study of members of a contemporary "small" community, the
famous in-steel working Iroquois, sees earlier parallels to those con-
temporary abilities in work and ascribes that to-early forms of
physical play. All this hardly begins to attend the problem, but

4-all these facts are roughly consistent with what is asserted here: that
children are newly handicapped by conditions of latter-day urban life.-'

".1.

A child born into a small society must, beyond this, come to command a .
special, common sort of inference.--he must recognize the possibility of-

,:,, reading "clues" so that, from less than complete information he learns
. -::

::;." 1. to attempt to infer the whole: tracks of a certain configuration imply ....:-
1:-'. the animal itself, or a certain item of adornment or demeanor implies a, roles etc. This skill of implication, too, it would' seam, is. acquired-.-

very early, a rather direct and "natural" outgrowth of experience as
,- that accumulates. (The child's powers of correct, inference, of courses

increase as experiences continue to accumulate, well into adult life.)
Similarly, the child must learn inference by analogy; 'essentially this
is a matter of simple inspection of sameness between classes of things,

.

- as a spotted illness may be' seen as like a spotted animal and the two
stay be therefore associated; this skills too) seems to come to a child

.

early and readily. Them are,' of courses other such cognitive skills
.. required. 4

.. : . ,. ,
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11 This in not, of course, to preclude the usual human incidence ofgenius in such societies; we are only dealing with the cognitive
competence required for a 'successful life in such societies.

12 Similarly, a child today learns very early to infer by analogy, .and. achild learns to infer from incomplete facts, as a feather in the yardimplies a bird (a very young child is likely, erroneously, to look up.)
:1.ie ' .

We have embarrassingly little knooledge about the cognitive aspects of:the mentality of men in small, clos6d societies. Gladwin has recordedthat the men of Truk, who can .perform prodigious feats of navigationsolely by dead reckoning, simply found it impossible to learn how to-trouble-shoot a gasoline engine. It seems possible that that contrastin cognitive ability could be described in terms of facility with named..
classes of concrete entities as against lack of habitual facility in

-"thinking attributes." Such a contrast would be generally true, if %isat all, only if other things were always equal. Other things are notalways equal. For example the grammar. of Navaho forces all objectsinto two classes according to shape (as Spanish grammar forces all'intonto tWo genders and English into three); it has been shown,fairly conclusively, that Navaho children who speak Navaho think readilyitt.terma of the attribute "shape," while Navaho children who habitually .speak English think "shape" less and think "color". more, when the two .groups were asked to sort blocks. A key question would be, when the
language spoken by a small community forces attention to dome one

. attribute of named things, is there any diffuse effect toward creating
.; facility xiith attributes in general?

14 -tie have similarly added yet another minimally necessary cognitive skill,
. a new; altogether necessary mode of inference beyond simple analogy andimplication; This additional manner of inferring requires the learned

ability to devise (or adopt) and apply abstract standards of measurements. as to length, volume, weight, etc., a skill not readily acquired byyoung children, as Piaget has shown, but a skill without which the merest
beginnings of scientific inVestigationrare impossible.:-:. -

.

15 There is, of course, a great deal more to socialization than acquiring
. cognitive skills; we have not dealt with the affective domain, whichhas pre-empted virtually all the curiosity of anthropologists with

psychological bent.

16 In the interests of pragmatic application, one observation:If the strategic problem of teachers and schools has seeraed difficult so .far, it comes to appear. doubly so when one thinks in addition, of reading.We deal with the brief span of time, age three through eight. It' .;. would appear that almost no child of three is neurologically equipped
to read normal printing at near-point; some few children appear scarcelyready at eight. Most children, one by one, become neurologically pre-pared in-between. If it were somehow possible to isolate reading fromother pressing educational needs, the "safest" strate.g, neurologically,would appear to be simply to delay tending until very late, say third.grade. :

:
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Reeding, however, in not icelatable in that sense. We said earlier

that today's children must heavily depend on information that is vebally-

transmitted. Add to that the fact that, having become a literate people,

we ns adults have become utterly dependent on the printed word. in
poa-litei-ate societies including .these small hunting societiea we have

discusses, every adult (or every male adult, or every female) is a
storyteller and many adults arc excellent story-tellers. Verbally-

tvanatitted information or preachment is by these practiced raconteurs
effectively relayed to children us the need requires or xdhim indicates.
hmenz ourselires not one in fifty can hold a child's attention during a

utor:y (unless we are ourselves reading). In a word, until the child has

uscess to the printed mrd, he is seriously cut-off from the world of

verbal Information around him. .A.dd, finally, the fact that by the age

al eight the child should have acquired not merely knowledge,` but based

on that, the habit of inquiry and some confidence in himself as inquirer.

each child, it Li clear, should read at the moment he neurologically

can read.
Fortunately. a blanket; across-the-board rush is not necessary. Given

current knowledge as to neurological and cognitive development, it .

would Seam feasible that primary education can now become effectively
-individualized as each child's neurological and cognitive development
uafolc1.3.- This applies 'quite practically to the teaching of reading,

pre-kindergarten and up. A little intenuity in reducing the near-point

-work in the early stages also helps.
Mere is, however, a second problem a matter oz iimitea hours and

.

may t a&ks to get done. Time devoted to reading; in primary classes is,

given the still standard reading materials, time away from other edu-

cational tasks, which may be, as we saw, quite pressing. "Dick and Jane"

end the sundry equivalents are hardly helping the child learn to inquire

Into known or the unknown.
Much has, of late, been mitten of "the linguistic appoach." The

.anthropologist Henry Lee Smith is a leader in this .direction. I add ,
to' the discussion one little-noted fact. The linguistic approach is

!

4±:iliatically liberating as to the content of .primers and readers. By:

this linguistic approach the word, "pcmicitn," for example, is very soon
:accessible to a.child--that he, perhaps never heard the word before is by . .

this strategy; no matter; for 'its elements (as it happens)* are "regular,"

an4 prt:idictably he will readily read the word and come to learn its

marling. The linguistic approach allows the schools to make primers
-.

(and the time spent in readinado double work, for it permits new con
tent, selected with other purposes also in mind. The formidable edam-
tioualtasits of the primary years would seem to require such doubleduty

: -
possibly to the mutual advantage of the several objectives, including
the teaching of readingm,se. "Readers" whichlteach.only reading

r $rill soon be shown to be obsolete. It :13 ,..r.?*; .
1 -, b., .: : ;.,

. ; . : . . :...1. ::; .
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s
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University adult education in the Unit ed States has historically

incorporated three major trends. One might be called "the pursuit of

high culture, " which characterized the early days of what came to be

called "university extension. " This movement flourished briefly in

the 1890's, gave impetus to the initial rapid growth of extension, then

declined, but has never died. The second centers around "the pursuit

of vocational competence, " 'which began with the revival of extension

at the University of Wisconsin in 1906, characterized by a heavily
..

vocational orientation and cooperative involvements between university

extension divisions and business and industry. In university adult

education alone, vocational courses still account for somewhere be-

tween one-third and one -half of all course enrollments.

The third and most recent trend might be called "the pursuit of

social equilibrium" and involves thus far rather gingerly effortsto put

university extension to work in."solving community problems. " This

trend, which at the moment includes programs under new federal

legislation for what is coming to be called "urban extension, " is not

yet adequately reflected in enrollment statistics. Yet it is currently a

major foc ..; of deliberation and development within university extension

circles and in government.



Both the vocational orielitation and the new emphasis on social

problems reflect a major shift from classical conceptions of the pur-

poses of universities and share a concern for the satisfaction of
,

national interests, on the one hand, in terms of meeting "manpower

requirements" and, on the other, in the easing of "social frictions";

Related to these developments is the growth of university extension as
.1

a national establishment devoted to the concept of "public service" in

"the national interest", however these terms may be defined. The

developMent of university extension in this direction is but one aspect

of shifts in values and functions in American universities in general.

For better or for worse, this development is likely to accelerate, and

it raises issues and problems which the academic community must

'face and solve.

I
>Or

. Universities grew up in the Middle Ages so that scholars might

escape from the larger community and in mutual self-protection pursue

goals which might run counter to the interests of the outer community;

these goals reflected values and issued in practises essentially incom-

patible with participation in ordinary life. From the beginning the pur-

suit of truth and the sharing of knowledge generated counter pressures,

but even the Medieval university'took on social functions, such as the

training of physicians, which to some degree mitigated hostile influences

,

7S7
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and helped to guarantee its right to existence. Modern universities for

the most part still adhere to the classical goals. Although the pursuit

of truth has evolved into "the production of knowledge", it is customarily

invoked, along with the dissemination of knowledge, as defining the pur -

pose of contemporary universities.

As an institution whose primary functions are to produce and

disseminate knowledge, the university has traditionally required a degree

of autonomy met easily wbh and difficult to maintain in the face of con-
.

stant pressures to change its values and to adopt other goals. The free-

dornto inquire and to teach require a .kind of autonomy which society does

not readily grant to its institutions, but which the university sees as an

absolute necessity if it is to resist change which would ultimately subvert

its primary functions. In Robert Maynard Hutchins' words5"External con-

trol by definition prevents universities from being centers of independent

thought. By definition, if they are dominated by outside agencies or in-

fluences, they are not independent and can engage in independent thought

only by sufferahce. Such sufferance is likely to be short-lived in the

absence of a clear understanding and a strong tradition supporting indepen-

dent thought. "I The absolute character of its requirements has led modern

universities to develop as organizations with a variety of characteristics

which are strikingly differentiated from other complex organizations. It

is not surprising, therefore, that the university, as a community, has
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traditionally had problems both delicate and unique in its external

relations with th,_1 outer community.

The university, existing in a society to whom its primary goals

are a matter of indifference, if not hostility, has reacted in'a variety

of ways. Society appears torequire of the university that it pursue its

unique purposes in the service of the general goals of the larger corn-

rnunity, or that it at least justify its functions in terms of some concept

of public service. One university response has been to devise what

might be called a rhetoric of "service in the long run". This is the

attempt to rationalize the work of the university in terms of the broadest

and most general goals of Society and is expressed in a rhetoric that is

both hortatory and evangelistic, though not necessarily false. Thus "the

truth makes men free" and therefore the institution whose function is the

pursuit of truth is engaged in the noblest work of free men in a democracy.

A somewhat less general version argues that scientific knowledge is the

foundation for all progress, material and otherwise, and therefore ulti-

mately provides the means for "the good life." On this view, the univers-

ity performs a service by fulfilling its primary functions, and no special

activities of other kinds are required.

!'Service in the short" run involves more than rhetoric. It com-

mits the university to extending its resources to the community, either

by granting various kinds of limited membership in the university

-1-
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community to outsiders, or by directing a portion of its resources to

the solution of community problems. A full commitment to service on

the part of the university goes far beyond this. In extreme cases it

involves the adoption by the university of society's goals as primary

. and the subordination or the denial of its own goals. It is this view of

service which has gained increasing influence in most of our universi-

ties and has become the dominant ideology in some.

The production of knowledge and its dissemination are thus

. .justified, when justification seems necessary, on the basis of one or

both of two propositions. On the one.hand, knowledge is said to be .in-

trinsically worthwhile and to provide its own justification; on the other

hand knowledge is justified on the principle of its social utility, whether

immediate or remote. Over the /ast century in American higher educa-

tion, however, the principle of utility has to a considerable degree

-emerged as a concept distinct- from both the _pursuit and the dissemina-

tion of knowledge, representing a third and independent goal.and a

separate set of functions. This relatively new area of university activ-

ity generally goes by the name of "public service." The term itself is

ambiguous. It has been used to cover such diverse activities as certain

kinds of government-sponso-red research, professional training of various

sorts; technical assistance and in some cases direct intervention in the

affairs of communities around the world, even performance of quasi-
,
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military functions under the guise of foreign educational missions.

For the most part, however, the term is most commonly used to refer

to the wide and somewhat bizarre variety of activities conducted under

the rubric of university extension divisions. These include the univer-

sity teaching of adults at a variety of levels and by various means, but

they also range from the sponsorship of 4-H clubs to the operation of

radio and television facilities to the organization of international

scholarly conference's. Despite the bewildering assortment most public

service functions are, in fact, simply teaching and many involve re-

search. But they are viewed as teaching and research of a special kind

which requires justification in terms of short-run utility rather than on

the basis of intrinsic value. Ancillary to what are regarded as the_ pri-

mary scholarly functions of the university, they ,are grouped under a

rubric with a decidedly pejorative flavor. It is these activities which
. ,

halle come to characterize the service - oriented university.

The service orientation in American higher education burst

Into flower about a century ago. Its first major expression was the

land grant college, established by the Morrill Act in 1862 to promote

teaching "related to agriculture and the mechanic arts." Although the

land grant colleges were founded in response to genuine needs, they

also reflected a popular antipathy to higher education undergirded by-
- ,

. 0

a pervasive anti-intellectualism. This was most clearly evident in
I



the anti-university activities of such pressure groups as the Grange.

In part such popular opposition to higher education was justified by

the manifest inadequacies of the mid-nineteenth century colleges.
0

Their resistance to change made the creation of new institutions man-

datory..

As Lawrence Veysey has recently shown, the temporary

alienation of American higher education from the public in the two

decades following the Civil War had important consequences. It led

to the appearance of the public- relations- minded university executive

who involved his institution in political maneuvering and actively pur-

sued public favor and private rnnney. At the same time it attracted to

the universities alienated intellectuals who saw the gap between the

university and the public as a positive adVantage. 2
Some of the latter,

like Veblen, would inevitably collide with the new breed of university

administrators, whom he named "captains of erudition". The essential

incompatibility of both people and ideologies within the university

helped to generate internal competition and conflict and hastened the

development of such pluralistic solutions as the "multi-purpose univer-

sity".

Until extension became a part of the fOrmal structure of univer-

sities in the latter part of the nineteenth century, adult education activi-

ties on the university level had consisted in sporadic ventures by regular
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faculty into the outer community. Such excursions were discretionary

with the individual professor; they were not regarded as a professofial

duty cr as a special obligation of the university. With the growth of the

service concept and the entry of extension into the formal organization

of universities, the instruction of adults becatne a recognized obligation,

and a cluster of vexing problems arose: Who shall teach extension

courses? How shall they be financ ed? What should be the proper re-

lationship between extension teaching-and the regular teaching of the

university? None of these problems has yet been solved.

The range of problems involved in the university's total response
t

. to the co-iiarramity have been acted out on a smaller stage in the historyf

of university extension. Decisions made at the time of extensions' origins

and for the most part followed through its history have generated a set of

persistent problems. The often uneasy relationships between extension
-

divisions and their parent. universities is reflected in perennial questions.

: about the quality of extension work and the marginality of its organization
. .

rooted in these classical decisions. One was the decision that extension

work should be .:elf- supporting. The other was the organization of exten-

sion with faculties separate from those of the central universities. Both

decisions reflect an ambivalence about extension present from the start,

rooted in confusions inherent in the concept of public service. In the
.

process of relating the university_ to the community, University Extension

II



grew closer to the community than to the University itself.

II

Organized university adult eduCation sprang from a variety of

sources. Borrowing the name "University Extensions' from its English

. models, it took over as well the concept of providing education beyond

the university's walls to those who had missed opportunities for univer-

sity study but retained an appetite for knowledge and a yearning for
-

high culture. "The great object of Extension," Richard Storr has noted,

"was the cultural redemption of America. "3

Extension..grew rapidly in the 18901s at the same time as Ameri-

can colleges suddenly became universities, expanding their purposes

and proliferating their functions. Adopting the English version of the

. lecture course as its basic format, American university extension spread

rapidly across the country, then, before its first decade had ended, sud-

denly declined. When it revived, a few years later, it was animated by

the new and indigenous conception, public service, and took on additional

functions not limited to the culturalenrichthent of individual adults.

Planning the first organized extension division in an American

university in 1891, William Rainey Harper began with the notion that ex-

tension should be a regular function of the new University of Chicago.

The reasons for this decision are somewhat obscure. Certainly Harper

genuinely believed in the value of adult education. He had invented

.4..



correspondence study while at Chatauqua and later as a university presi-

dent continued to teach Hebrew by mail. In addition he was familiar with,
.

.

and respected, the extension work that was being done by English univer-

sities. As a shrewd administrator he was perhaps aware, as well, of

the possibilities which a vast network of extension lecturers presented
.

for quickly establishing the name of the new university. The flavor of

Harper's ambivalence about the purposes of extension is captured in the

following statement, written before the new university opened:

To provide instruction for those who for social or economic
reasons cannot attend its, classes is a legitimate and necessary
part of the work of every university. To make no effort in this
direction is to neglect a promising opportunity for building up
the university itself, and at the same time to fall short of per-
forming a duty which from the very necessities of the case is
incumbent upon the University. 'It is conceded by all that cer-
tain intellectual work among the people at large is desirable;
those who believe in the wide diffusion of knowledge regard it
as necessary; all are pleased to see that it is demanded. This
work, while it must be in a good sense popular, Must also be
systematic in form and scientific in spirit; and to be such it
must be done under the direction of a university, by men who
have had scientific training. For the sake of the work it should
in every instance come directly from the university, that thus

. (1) there may be a proper guarantee of its quality; (2) charac-
ter may be given it; (3) continuity may be assured; (4) suitable
credit may be-accoided. The doing of the work by the univer-
sity will (1) do much to.break down the prejudice which so
widely prevails against an educated aristocracy; (2) give to a
great constituency that which is their right and due; (3) estab-
lish influences from which much may be expected directly for
the university; (4) bring inspiration to both professor and
pupil in college and university; (5) bring t he university into
direct contact with human life and activity. 4
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Extension was thus launched as a formal, and presumably

coordinate, division of the new University of Chicago. At the same

time.it began with a special faculty. whose duties and status removed

it from. the central faculty. Extension was established as a central

*function of the university, but not as a function of its central faculty.

The separation of the extension faculty was geographical as

Well as spiritual. Richard Moulton, the most popular of the special

-extension lecturers had been imported by Harper from Cambridge.

Normally Moulton spent twelve hours a week on the lecture platform

and at least twenty -eight hours on the road, writing his lectures in

. hotels, on trains, and at rural lunch counters. In 1895 he wrote

Harper: "The strain 5s becoming intolerable; and I am fit for nothing

but the routine and hardly for that. ... I feel like breaking down already

I have... been as much shut out of the social life of the University

as if I were an agent abroad.... "5

Following Chicago, the second major pattern for University

Extension was established at the University of Wisconsin. At first

the efforts were ad hoc, following the English pattern of the lectUre

series. In 1890, for example, Frederii.k Jackson Turner presented a

series on North American Colonization. Soon President Thomai C.

Chamberlin, like Harper, saw possibilities in extension as a means of

public relations and recruitment for the university. In the early 1890's,

.14 Or



therefore, faculty members were encouraged to give lecture courses

in outlying areas, although they were restricted to week end appear-

ances., The railroads cooperated by giving them special rates. In

1896, again following Harper, Wisconsin began correspondence study

on a small scale.

As at Chicago and elsewhere, Wisconsin's extension lecture

courses on university subject-matter flourished briefly, then declined.

Extension was revivedtiri 1906 only after the "cultural" approach was

dropped. The new orientation had been foreshadowed in 1901 by the

introduction of courses for electric and steam plan managers. When

Charles Van Hise was inaugurated as president of the University of

Wisconsin in 1904, he declared his general intention of extending its

scope, and two years later announced that the revival of university ex-

tension was part of his plan. In the interim, although both the faculty

and the general public apparently lost interest in general. education by

means of lecture-courses, new interests had made themselves known
. .

from the external community, principally from manufacturers and

merchants. The revived extension responded to these interest groups

by placing its emphasis on engineering and hiring as its first dean,

Louis E. Reber, former engineering dean at Pennsylvania State College.

As extension thrived under Van Hise and Reber, its work was carried

on by a new faculty, separate, and lower in status than the central

faculty.
6



The patterns at both Chicago and Wisconsin began with certain

similailties. At both institutions extension originally developed as a

means of formalizing and regularizing the University's the University's

teaching role outside the university community, in an attempt to systema-

tize and expand faculty interest which.had hitherto been largely voluntary.

The values which initially underlay these efforts were egalitarian and

. humanistic, although, as in other colonial ventures, mixed with considera-

tions of self-interest. uks extension became regularized and institution-

. alized, these functions were removed from the facility and placed 'under
. .

the.conirol of full-time bureaucrats. At Chicago the emphasis on _academic

subject-matter was never given up and extension eventually found its way

back to the faculty. But at Wisconsin the original concept of service which

had involved extending the university's resources for the benefit of in-

dividual adults was replaced by a notion of service whose object was groups

iri the community, groups with "needs".which the uniVersity.must "meet".

As extension became service-oriented in the direction of interest groups,

rather than individuals, a mass base was created which took extension out

of the hands of the faculty and placed it under the control of administrators

who could identify with interest groups in the community and, who, in

turn, created special curricula and a special faculty whose primary alle-

giances belonged to its new clientele. University Extension in turning
.

away from the early model and from its English influence, in the process
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moved away from the central university itself. Wisconsin's pattern

became, the new model for university extension in the United States, and,

although a significant minority has gone in other directions and adopted

other styles, it remains the basic model into the nineteen-sixties.

. III

University Extension today is only one segment of a large adult

education establishment in the United States. Estimates of the numbers

of adults engaged in .formal study range from 25 to 50 million. The

most recent and most comprehensive study reports that about 25 million

American adults were involved in some form of systematic study in the

year ending in June, 1962. This number. includes about two and one-half

million full-time students. 7 The same study 'shows that over 2.6 million

adults were enrolled as part-time or extension students in universities

and colleges, nearly 3.5 million course enrollments. Twenty-one per

cent of adult education courses were offered by universities and colleges.

Enrollment data from the two major university extension organizations

report over 4 million course enrollments for 1965-1966.8

The data clearly show that the orientation of university extension

is still heavily vocational. In 1965-1966, slightly less than half of exten-

sion enrollments were in the sciences, social sciences, and thd humani-

ties. The majority (52.7%1 were in agriculture, business, education,

engineering and other professional and vocational categories. 9
An



earlier and less comprehensive survey showed that "professional and

technical" courses were nearly twice as numerous as "arts and sciences"

courses. 10 Hiancturf) University extension appears to be even more

vocationally oriented than adult education in general; the Johnstone sm.' -
11

vey estimates that only 32% of all adult education courses are vocational.

Thus, although vestiges of the early cultural orientation remain,

the shift toward utilitarian ends which marked the revival of university

extension at Wisconsin has been the dominant element in the rapid growth

of university adult education. In addition to its dominance of so-called
.. . .

"general extension," the utilitarian emphasis is at the heart of the agri-

cultural extension movement through most of its history and is reflected
-- .

as well in the growth oi; urban evening colleges which began in the nine-

teen-thirties. For although evening colleges have traditionally offered

standard university credit courses for part-time students, their emphasis

had been on undergraduate degree programs, especially in the "practical"

disciplines.

The emphasis on training adults for vocational competence has

at its basis the objective of helping to stock the manpower pool with

varieties of workers in a range of categories. The policy statement of

thie*National University Extension Association puts it as follows: "In all

fields, the rapid accumulation of knowledge gives the alert professional

man or woman no alternative but to continue his or her education.
: .



Accountants,lawyers, journalists, artists, teachers, industrial managers,

doctors, agriculturists, chemists, engineers - -all professional people

-:-must go on for further education if they are to serve as effective mem-

bers of their professions. If our economy is to maintain dynamic growth,

the findings of on-going research must be made available in the form of

post-graduate training. . . . As important as this professional retrain-

. ing has been in the past in most extension divisions, more must be done

in the future. "12 The point is stated somewhat more bluntly by John
I. -

`Gardner in the forward to a volume celebrating the fiftieth anniversary

of. The National University Extension Association. "Our aim is to educate

and re-educate for participation in the world of work. . . . Our complex

society cannot survive without a high percentage of able and educated

pAople who keep their skills abreast of the times."13

From this point of view it is a short step to the enlargement of

the service function to other kinds of programs "in the national interest."

In large part this is a response to new demands by the federal government,

.accompanied by the government's willingness to pay for such service.

Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965 authorized $10 million for

"community service programs . designed to assist in the solution of com-

rnunity problems in rural, urban, or suburban areas with particular ern-

phasis on urban and suburban problems. . where course offerings are

involved, such courses must be university
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extension or continuing education courses.... "

in the turn toward community service, the vocational orientation
. .

has not been left behind. In the fiist year of Title I programs, 26% of

funds appropriated were spent on in-service training for government

personnel at the state and local levels- -the largest single category of

expenditure. This involved a total of 160 projects, conducted by 95

colleges and universities, more than a third of which were "government

operations" courses, such as "management techniques" for supervisors,

refresher courses for government accountants, and budgeting for fiscal
..15 .

officers.

Recognizing its opportunities, the National University Extension

Association has rapidly mobilized itself to provide service and to solicit

new demands. Organized in 1915, the Association had as its charter

members four private universities, Chicago, Columbia, Harvard, and
.

Pennsylvania, as well as 18 *state universities. In 1965, with the passage

of Title I, and now grown to a membership of over a hundred universities,

it established a secretariat in Washington with a full-time executive di-

rector and staff which negotiates contracts on a national scale with the

Federal Government and sends out a steady barrage of lobbying directives

to its member deans.

In responding to these new demands, university extension may be

simply following the new mood of American higher education in general,



as expressed by Clark Kerr: "Today, more than ever, education is

inextricably involved in the quality of a nation. And the university,

in particular, has become in America, and in other nations as well,

a prime instrument of national purpose. This is new.. This is the
16

.essence of the transformation,now engulfing our universities. " .

Along with the ascendance of the .service concept comes explicit

recognition of the potential of university extension for responding

quickly and efficiently to demands for service. Kerr goes on to say:

"Extension divisions are proving to be increasingly effective admin-

istrative devices for linking campus 'and coMmuriity in the further pur-

suit of knowledge. Freer of traditions and rules than regular univer-

sity academic departments, extension units can respond quickly and

in a variety of patterns, to meet society'i needs-for current information

and training. "17

Universities have contributed to the need for extension serv-

ices simply by fulfilling their primary functions, that-is, by adding to

knowledge and by educating increasing numbers of youth. The accel-

erated production of knowledge makes continuing education a necessity,

and the rising level of education swells the group who are the prime

candidates for further education, as the Johnstone study shows., and

who are most likely to demand that universities meet their .needs. As

such pressures increase it is unlikely that universities will be able to
. ..



ignore them, even if they want to. The probability is, therefore, that

universities will continue to change in the direction of increasing involve-.

ment in extension work. As the Johnstone report says.: "The most import-

ant conclusion to be derived from the study is that America is likely to

experience an adult education explosion during the next few decades.

The typical adult student is young, urban, and fairly well-educated, and

this is exactly the tjpe of person who will be around in greatly increased

numbers in.the very, near future. "18

Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as well as other
. .

recent-federal legislatfori, has opened the way for some universities to

take their first plunge into extension work and for others to expand their

activities. Yet it is clear that extension, despite a growing sense of .

. obligation, intensified community pressu.res, and new financial incentives,

can never become a primary function of universities. On the other hand

activities iscontinued growth in the scope and importance of extension

virtually certain. The problem for universities, therefore, is the di-
.-. .-

. . rection of their response. How can they expand extension activities, at

.

the same time relating them more closely to the central functions of the

university and to its central faculty?

In general univer sities have traditionally followed one or the

other of two major directions in the organization and administration of

their extension activities. These may be characterized as, on the one

hand, a "faculty-oriented" approach and a "community-oriented" approach,



on the other. The first regards extension as a function of its central

faculty, and the character and style of extension activities are deter-
:.

mined by the interests and commitments of that faculty. The alteina-

tive approach take's the "needs" of the community as primary and

developes activities designed to meet those needs, whether or r.Dt these

activities are carried on by the regular faculty.

Beginning with Harper, universities have for the most part

adopted the second alternative and employed a separate faculty to carry

out extension Work. Data on this question are hard to come by. One

recent survey of 95 evening colleges reports that 59 evening colleges

staffed their credit courses using less than 60% regular faculty. 1'9

Another surve which took a sample of small universities. (less than

4,000 students) shows that part-time teachers make up about 39% of the

total teaching s affs. 20
A random glance at university extension catalogs

bears out the fact that the involvement of regular faculty is not great.

For example, at the University of California (Berkeley) in Spring, 1967,

about 10% (31) of he 301 instructors listed are regular faculty members

(including lecturers) and another 10% (29) are university staff members

without faculty rank.

..The creation of a separate faculty for extension work guarantees

the marginality of university adult education., A' separate. faculty, by

accident or by design, is a group without power in the university. Usually
.



it is a part-time faculty whose members have primaiy commitments

elgewheKe. Since neither extension faciilty nor extension students are

full members of the university community, it is certain that not too

much importance will be attached to extension work. With this system

a university is able-to satisfy to a degree an outside constituency at

the same time keeping the whole enterprise at arm's length.

. Professionals in adult education have. contributed to this margin-

ality by overemphasizing the distinctness of extension from the normal

teaching and research functions of the university. Stressing the differ-
,A

ences between the adult learner and others, as.well as differences in

life patterns and learning situations, they have tended to play down sim-

ilarities. In addition they have by and large advocated separate admin-

istrative structures on the grounds of differences in goals and fun. ctions.

They have been more than willing on the whole to allow extension activi-

ties to go -under the name of "service", even when they were simply

teaching and research, fundamentally no different from the main business

of highdr education. I

For the university the chief advantage of a part-time extension-

faculty is, in addition to the obviously lower cost, the vesting of

authority in the administrative apparatus, with the accompanying flexi-

bility, adaptability, and speed in the decision process. Of course, this

is also a central disadvantage.



Faculty control, on the other hand, appears to have a number of

advantages, among them the following: only faculty control can relate

extension to the primary functions of the university, determining its

proper place in an order of priorities. Othe *vise it becomes a compet-

itive function and produces conflict. Faculty participation can become a

voluntary activity, stemming from genuine interest rather than from

bribery or coercion. Control and participation by the central faculty

guarantees standards and sets norms for "university-level" work, elimi-

nating troublesome debates which have historicallSr focussed on this issue.

Academic decisions are tluis made by those best qualified to make them.

In a faculty--oriented extension arrangement, extension is a literal exten-

sion of the central university; but this is also true in reverse. The input

of the outer community operates directly on the central university with

benefits for the faculty as well as for the community. 'The community can

directly influence the workO1 the faculty in terms of research, experimen-

tation, and publication;_ and exposure to mature students, free of some of
-

the less desirable attributes of the full-time student, may operate to im-

prove teaching.

In a university in which extension is a responsibility of the central

faculty and under its control some of the problems which are, characteristic

of service-oriented organizations do not arise. Perhaps chief among them

is the problem of legitimation. Service functions are legitimized solely on

11100.0.



the grounds that the faculty chooses to perform them. Those extension

activities which the faculty chooses to perform are those likely to reflect

most closely their scholarly interests and in fact to reinforce them, that

is, those related to 'research efforts, which contribute to the clarifica-

tion of issues and theories, or, more crassly, those which might culmi-

nate in scholarly publication.

Faculty-oriented extension in a university islikely to 'entail the

following structural consequences: 1) Some formalized means of direct

faculty control over extension functions is provided. 2) Public Service

functions tend to be decentralized. No single extension unit is permitted

to consolidate all service functions and become a powerful force in pos-

sible opposition to the faculty. 3) As a consequence whatever central

extension unit may exist tends to be weak and to have sharply limited

powers. 4) Public service activities tend to be somewhat ad hoc. Large

scale and long term commitments to specifiC programs are avoided. This

limitation on the scope and continuity of public service commitments may

also constitute a serious disadvantage inherent in faculty-oriented organi-

zation. To the degree that programs depend on the interests and inclina-

tions of individual faculty members at specific times essentially of their

own choosing, the difficulties of offering a stable range of activities are

increased and may even become unmanageable. However, an extension

organization can overcome these difficulties if its power is based in the

11?0,811.04



faculty and if it shares faculty values.

IV

It- is a commonplace that technological advances have produced

both the conditions which make continued education necessary and the

leisure 'which makes it possible. At the same-time accelerated tech-.

nological and social change have enlarged the university's role as a

center *of influence, more available, for better or for worse, to take

on action roles and problem-solving functions. The American univer -

sity appears to be in the midst of another period of rapid development

paralleling the period of ferment in the late 19th century which trans-

formed the college into the modern university. Part of the new trans -

formation involves the expansion of the university's public service

function, whether carried on by formal extension divisions or not.

Along with the university as a whole, the emphasis of extension as an

organized movement has become ever more concerned with programs.

Pin the national interest". Although earlier goals, cultural enrichment

and vocational competence, have never Veen abandoned, the current

thrust of university extension is toward its functioning as a useful

corrective for economic and social dysfunctions:

If the dangers of this development are to be 'avoided and its j3os-

sibilities..realized, it must be integrated into the central core of the

universities and must be controlled by the members of the academic



community itself. Although academics are no more cbmpetent than any-

one else to determine the public interest or to establish national goals,

they must be free to decide the degree and the manner in which univer-

sities shall respond to national needs, whatever. they may be. They do

so by deciding, as individuals,. the character and direction of their own

responses.

. In doing so they must face not only the administrative problems

described, and personal problems of their own commitment, but a very

real intellectual and moral dilemma. Reference has already been made

to the University as a colonizer in the mass society surrounding it, By

the same token the academic community finds itself in a situation simi»
.

lar to that of the members of a minority culture in the process of

"incorporation" by the majority culture: As the marks of difference

distinguishing the university from the community at large are diminished

and as allegiances with the national community are simultaneously rein

forced, the values supporting the university's existence as a discrete

sub*-dulture are threatened. The obvious danger is that the distinctive

values which the academic community finds necessary to .fulfill. its goals

will be impossible to maintain.

:. One method the university has availableto it as a countermeasure

iSthe diffusion of its own values in the outer community, broadening its

base and, in effect, subverting thOse more generally shared values of the
. " .
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majority culture which constitute a threat. To the degree that univer-

sity education is made increasingly available to adults, as well as to

youth, these opportunities are maximized. In fact, this is what is

taking place today. But as the university extends its influence there

is some question as to whether it is "undermining" community values,

or whether the reverse is the case.

Any such struggle implies the issue of whether an intellectual

elite can justify forcing its values ona perhaps unwilling society, even

if it could. Indeed, to the degree that a faculty resists providing specific

services on demand, and is reduced.-- or elevated to providing' "edu-

cation" to adults (as distinguished from younger candidates for degrees)

it faces what may become its most difficult dilemma.

- Anthropologists agree that education of the young is socialization,

a process in which tradition and the general cultural heritage are trans-
.

niitted in linear fashion from each generation to the succeeding one.

Higher education is, in a sense, cross-cultural, As we shift from pri-

mary and secondary to higher education socialization begins to take a

peculiar turn.. The tradition passed along is in many respects no longer

the general tradition, but is rather the "tribal wisdom" of the academic,
_ .

which members of that sub-culture are attempting to sustain and diffuse

to the majority culture. For the most part the national state is willing to

overlook such subversion as long as it is outweighed by more functional



contributions, as in the training for vocations and professions. When

the university turns to adult or "continuing" general education, however,

the problem of whose culture shall be transmitted becomes acute. In

the new multi-tribal nations(as in the older colonial situations) the

problem is critical. In the United States may become more vital as

such education becomes less sporadic and voluntary and more central-

ized and necessary.

,
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THE INTERPLAY OF FORCES IN THE DEVELOPMENT

OF A SMALL SCHOOL SYSTEM'

Donald Horton

Bank Street College of Education

11.

I ...

. Members of the mental health professions and social scientists concerned

with the role of the school in social welfare would probably agree that there

- is a scarcity of research designed to orient us to the structure and operations
.

.

Of.thepublic schools. Most of us have some acquaintance with the schools

-

from having been through them ourselves or perhaps from helping to steer our

children through them, and this may be useful to us on Occasion; but our
. : . .

.

*" : '- :.: . . .

...

.
.

--4..recollections concern individual schools, not school systems, and it is the

system that we usually have to deal with when we are proposing new educational

or mental health programs or undertaking extensive research in the educational

field. Then we not only need to know something about the structure. of the

system, which is of course much more complicated than that of a single school,

but also to arrive quickly at some understanding of the dynamics of the system,

. : .

of the changes that are going on and the direction in which.tht system is move-

'For this we need the aid of. a conceptual model or, more likely, a number
.:

of models for different kinds of systems. The present paper represents the

-=.:'first stage of an attempt to develop such a model on the basis of 'S study- of

a 'suburban school system. The field-work was carried on during the years 1961

:

-1. Paper prepared for presentation at the annual meeting of the American

Orthopsychiatric Association, Washington, D.C., March 1967.

. and 1962, and was supplemented by some research on the previous history of the

system and occasional contacts since that time.2

2. The study was conducted mairly through participant observation and inter-

r view. It way part of the Schools and Mental Health Program of Bank Street .

College of Education supported by grant 3M-9135 from the National Institute

of Mental Health, U.S. Public Health Service. .
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.Within the limits of a short paper I can introduce the subject only in

outline, an outer frame of reference to be filled in in later publications.

. The course of the system will here be described in gross terms as a product

of transactions among and within four powers: the school system itself, the

local community, government, and the educational world. Since the base is a

single case-study, my presentation will consist partly of an abbreviated

account of actual events, arranged to suggest general processes, and partly

of generalizations from these data where I feel that established theory or

.

-.

common knowledge would justify it.

The Community and School System of Brookview

.

The public school system referred to serves a suburban, residential

community of more than 30,000 and less than 50,000 population in the New York

area. It will be called Brookview in this discussion. The system was chosen

for our research not because it was considered to be representative of all

systems of this size, but because it was reputed to be a "good" system, well-
-,

.!:

supported by a community of moderate means, and was therefore judged to be a.

.favorable location forcertain educational innovations to be introduced in

one of its schools by other members of the Bank Street College staff.3

For present purposes, the most'significant demographic factS.about.the

'community are that its population is rather evenly divided between blue-collar

-.. and white-collar families; the class spread is narrow .there are few very

,rich or very poor families and the average income is close to the county.mediar.

Catholics, Jews and Protestants each constituted about a third of the popula-

tion in 1960-61. A majority of the Catholic children* attended parochial

. 3. The sociological study on which the present paper is based was intended to
provide. a perspective on the structure and dynamics of the system for the
participants in the educational project. Invaluable assistance in the field

.study was given by Mr. harry Gracey and Miss June Greenlief and, in the analy-
sis of data, by Wes Carla Drije.



elementary schools, but went on to the public high school. The number of

Negroes'in the community was insignificant. Tensions associated with class,

religioUs and ethnic differences operated within the Brookview community and

school system, but the problem of racial integration had not begun to arise.

The gopulation'of Brookview had been expanding rapidly since the middle

'forties: by 1961 it had nearly reached the limit set by available land, given

... the prevailing custom of building single family houses on individual plots.

o

In the decade from 1950 to 1960, as the population increased, there were upward

. -

- shifts in the medians of age, education-and income.4- Them is some evidence

- : : that the Jewish-population.increased more than the Catholic and Protestant

populations during the decade. The town was becoming larger, more middle

class, more prosperous, older and more Jewish. These and related changes

contributed to the kinds and energies of the demands made upon the educational

systeit by community groups.

The Brookview public school system consists of several elementary schools,

two junior high.schools, a comprehensive high school, a central administrative

..-
.

office and a nine-member board of education. Three board members are elected
.--

. . .
.

. . . .

each year for a three-year term. School budgets and bond issues are submitted .

.

.

to the electorate for'approva0

... 4. Comparison of the census figures for 1950 and 1960 shows a higher propor-
tion of college graduates (up 18 per cent) and .fewer with eighth grade or less

:-::... education (down 25 per cent), a 29 per cent increase in the number of persons

65 or over and an increase in families with incomes of $10,000 from less than.

10 per.cent to nearly 35 per cent of all families.

5. It should be said that this degree of citizen participation in school
affairsis not typical for the country as a whole. Although election.of board

members is common, occurring in 87 per mut of all systems, according to the
N.E.A. (National Education Association, Research Bulletin, Vol. XXVIII, No. 2,
April, 1950, p. 58; and see also NEA Research Memo, 1966i19, August, 1966),
only 28 per cent submit the budget to the electorate (13 per cent in a town:
meeting, and 15 per cent by ballot). 'It may be presumed that in other kinds
of systems the forces we are concerned with operate in other and less,public
ways.
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DearalicialLithe School System; Transaction and Compromise

i ba;te suggested that the development of a school systeM (that is, an

American public school system in the 1960's) can be understood as a product of

. its transactions with the local community, the educational worlds and govern-

vent agencies. In a transactional model, of course, each of the tributary

systems is subject to a similar analysis and it is only by arbitrary choice

and simplification that we describe the internal structure and dynamics of
-;

one as an integral system, while treating the others only in their partial

Connections with it. In this .perspectives the object system is seen as a

4.:...,:.:.:.: .
:- -.-. self- directed and self-motivated organization whose course of development is

.

influenced in various ways through its interdependence with the external

world.

It is a familiar observation that organizational personnel tend to de-

their.organization against demands foi change made by "outsiders." They

develop an internal program and mechanism of regulated change which is to some

degree autonomous. They try. especially to initiate and regulate in their own

interest changes in such definitions of the aims and functions of the organi-

zation as may be required by changes in environing systems and to devise and

. - control the structural innovations that may be called for by changed functions.

!* In school systems the critical processes of deVelopmehtal control include the

'reformulation of educational goals, planning for curriculum innovation, "staff

e development," etc., and these self-steering proCesses are protected by claims

of professional authority, colleague solidarity, rejection of. lay "interfers.

ence" and other defensive mechanisms.

On the other hands-the school system, like other organiiations, may be

subject to coercion by external agencies such as the legislature and the

courts which may impose unwanted regulations and obligations, against which

6.e. ' ef
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the defense mechanisms are ineffective, especially since the school system is

itself, legally, an instrument of the state government.

Between the poles of completely. autonomous and coerced change (both. of-

which may be more theoretical than actual) lies awide zone in which proposed

changes are negotiated between the personnel of the system and the spokesmen

of external groups, particularly those of the local community, whose financial,
*f., .r

.* technical and political cooperation.is needed to keep the system in action.

The structural changes that are agreed,te represent compromises between the

demands of the staff, following the logic of their own system, and the demands

of the outside-agents.. No doubt there is great variation in the extent to

% which compromises involved in organizational change involve conflict and thetit
;.'

reconciliation of contrary interests, but conflict is so pervasive that it

seems justifiable to assert that organizational change typically includes a
.

political element. Political processes are as characteristic of the internal

iv,' dynamics of the organization as of its, interchanges with the milieu; what we

t.,

have called autonomous change-nay involve an intra-organizational form of

..;
change politics." In a more developed model, the relations between the in-

Carnal and external politics of organizationalchange would be considered;

::lowever, in this paper4 wish to view the development of the Brookview system
...;:-:

. in the large, as a product of the ti:nsactions in which its own program of

'development is modified in response to the demands of community groups, govern-
. .

mental agencies and educational organizations. 'I shall have to disregard the

internal processes through which the policies and strategies of the school

system itself were arrived at.

: '

..........._.Lti........2...leDevelotTendenciesitnentof the Brookview School S stem

As one looks at the development of the Brookview system, it is apparent

that tour basic trends can be differentiated: (1) an enlargement in size,



(2) an elaboration of structure and functions, (3) an intensification of the

basic educational work, and (4) an upgrading of positions. Dy enlargement I

. mean an increase in the numbers of schools and other facilities and in number

of employees; by elaboration an *increase in the variety of positions and Units

within the organization, accompanying further differentiations of tasks and

functions; by intensification ...hanges in task performance that are regarded by

.

the personnel themselves as "improvements" or enrichments of performance, but

Which might be defined neutrally as representing an increase in the demands

made upon pUpilS and teachers -- demands for more work, at more sophisticated

at earlier ages, for example; and by upgrading of positions is meant

:attributing professional status to them, increasing the degree of autonomy in

work allowed them, increasing remuneration, etc. All four tendencies as des-

., cribed here involve expansion in some sense.

These exapnsionist forms of development follow consistently from the logic

of the system itself:

Enlargement is a necessary response of the organization to increasing

pupil population. During the 'period frorn.the mid-forties to 1960, for example,

.'the people of Brookview invested approximately nine million dollars in new

school buildings and equipment. A concomitant increase in staff and materials
"..

was reflected (along with the effects of inflation during those years) in an

increase in the annual school budget from half a million dollars to four

millions. Elaboration of structure and intensification of activities, both

appear to follow from two principles one ideological and the other organiza-

Ideologically, the Brookview system id committed to a highly individ-

ualistic form of education, in which a unique pattern of "developmental needs"
.

is postulated for each child and it is believed that the educational process

should be adjusted to this pattern in such a way as to "maximize" each childls
. _



"learning potential" and "creativity." This aim is far from being achieved,

but the educators press towards its accomplishment. The ideology of extreme.

individualism implies an ever-decreasing class-size and increased provision

.for tutorial relatioris and practices, with an accompanying increase in the

ratio of teachers to pupils (although the optimum conditions are not known).
6

There is also implied a correlative increase in individual psychological test-

ing and in counselling or therapy; a higher minimum level of educational train-

ing and psychological sophistication of teachers; .a premium upon graduate

training and Continued in-service.training; and a demand for experimentation

With new contents and new forms of the educational enterprise.
II

The organizational principle to which the system responds is that of

occupational specialization. When specialists are.introduced into a system

they tend to push for the addition of others like themselves, or complementary

to themselves in function, partly in order to achieve the aims of the specialty

-more fully, and partly to strengthen the position of the specialty within the

:,system. In Brookview, for example, during the past decade school psychologists,

libraridns and counsellors had been introduced.and.there were recurrent demands
.

.'for an increase in their numbers on the groUnds that more were .needed to do an.

;:i.,...adequate job according to the standards preVailing in the educational field.

What we have called "upgrading" is in large part a result of a drive for

professional status on the part of lower-ranking occupations, and for increased

'professional privileges and rewards on the part of the already recognized

6. These tendencies appear to be approaching their logical limit in the new.

programs for the education of culturally deprived children. Ac'cording to an

NEA analysis ("Class Size in Elementary School," NEA Research Bulletin, Vol. 43,

No. 4, Dec., 1965, p. 106): "The focal point in.this new educational movement

is the individual some extreme cases a single pupil may constitute

the full load of a specially trained teacher and in many other instances the

service of a teacher will be. limited to a small group."
.

..
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professions. The drive for professional status goes hand in hand with special-

ization encl./liras at raising the level of prestige and salary of each specialty,

. .
in competition with others, and in increasing occupational autonomy, especially

.as against control exercised by laymen either in the organization or in the

community.- For example, the school nurses in Brookview were demanding to be

put on the same professional salary schedule as the teaching staff. There were

recurrent requests for additions to the staff and facilities of the audio.

visual center. The Teachers' Association was becoming increasingly aggressive

.

`. .

in demanding a greater share in the decisions of the board of education, pro*

fessianal autonomy in such matters as development end enforcement of a prates-.

.

sional code of ethics, and an ever-rising professional salary schedule.

The Educational World

Although the speeificdemands.for expansion arise within the system itself,

they are encouraged and given form by influmices from the educational world, a

. complex of educational associations, teacher training and research institutions,

publishing enterprises, accrediting and regulatory agencies, and governmental.

.advisory bodies and commissions; all of which are in turn linked with the

.universities and other institutions of the intellectual establishment. The .

.local school system has many connections with this world, the most important

of which is the participation of its professional personnel.in their respective

state and national associations. The associations and the training institutions..

(supplemented by the publishing industry) provide the'main channels through

Which modifications of educational standards and practice.Are made known end

advocated, in this way influencing local systems to intensify their educational

'programs. The associations also have a'unique role in advocating and supporting

the demands for occupational advancement of their members, providinglormula-

. Lions of aims and suggestions of strategy to be.used in drives for occupational

. t" 11 ;
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benefits and enhancement of status. They supply the statistics which enable

the members of any local system to compare their occupational benefits with

those of other school systems and to play the competitive game in which a

.boost in salaries or benefits in one system is used to press the boards in

: .
.

:

other. systems to meet or surpass it. There is a continuous stimulation. and

steering of educational innovation, of the occupational differentiation that

accompanies innovation, and of the professional claims that grow with'beth.7

. Although these. claims may be partly reduced and modified by the administrators

within the system, they are eventually passed on and become an element in'the

pressure of the expanding system against the local community..

The Local Community

Innovations in the system bear differentially upon &community consisting

of numerous categories and groups of people who stand in different role-relation-

1:

. .

ships with the educational system -- as citizens, voters, taxpayers, business -

"men, political leaders, and as parents (to name the most important). These'

roles may be separated or may.overlap in various combinations. For present

purposes we might make a crude distinction between 2a922/1 and mermll

relations with "the schools. The most significant personal relationship, that

between school and parents, also creates a direct link between the school and

these parents in their other roles as says.taxpayers and voters in school-

board elections. Taxpayers and voters without children, or whose children

-- attend non-public schools, perform important functions in the cycle of school..

community interchanges, yet lack the personal contact and involvement of the

. others.

Innovations in the system have different meanings and entail different

1111111.1111.11.111....111.1.1.11.1.01.1.1,NOSIMINS*1.1.116161110.111.1.11~11.11.01111m11

7. The educational world, of course, interprets and transmits.large-scale
societal demsnds. At the time of our field-work, the post-Sputnik demand for
the intensification of science and mathematics training was still strong.

, !



obligations for these two categories; for those with no children in the schools,

innovation means in increase in annual taxes in return for intangible future

benefits to the welfare of the community as a whole; for those with children

in the schools there may be immediate benefits in addition. In some cases a

.special group of parents will benefit, for example, the parents of brain:.

damaged children when special classes are instituted for these; or the parents

of "bright" children who are afforded accelerated programs; in other instances,

for example, an expansion of library resources, all parents will, in theory at

leasto.receive a benefit. But the changes are.not necessarily seen as unalloyed

-' benefits, even by parents, since some innovations may involve new and unwelcome

obligations. The introduction of new prOgrams oriented towards college entrance

may encourage an interest in college education on the part of students whose

parents do not welcome this interest. The introduction of psychological ser-

vices may mean that parents are pressed to learn a new way of looking at

children's conduct; they may also be asked to re-examine their own conduct and

to redefine their parental responsibilities; and some may find their traditional

patterns of family life under attack. Or, if the parents do not feel that the

,pattern of their relations with the School has been affected' directly, they may

'resent the special attentions and services being given to others. In any case,

they may weigh any given innovation unfavorably against its money cost.

Social Class Influences

Such calculations of'immediate and future personal-benefits and costs are

also affected by social Class perspectives in which the nature and desired ends

of education are defined differently. Nearly everyone in Brookview would agree

that every child should "achieve his maximum potential," but the full

tions of this slogan appearto be especially congenial to the outlook of the

most highly educated, the upper-middle-class professionals and intellectuals,



whose own success is seen by them as depending upon intellectual competitive-

'- ness.end self-discipline, inventiveness, and personal style; the petit-business-
.

men, whose "service club" speeches extoll competition, seem to be more concerned

in practice that their children learn the values of teamwork and conformity

appropriate to the corporation office; the blue-collar class, on the other

hand, with its limited perspectives on the personality and educational require-

vents for success at higher occupational levels is likely to be unconvinced of

the need for more intensified or extended education, and inclined to resent
4

..having its tax money spent for the college preparation of other people's

children.

The blue-collar workers also seem most likely to resist the claims of the

school people to professional status and salary levels, regarding school teach-

ing as a soft job which ought not to pay unmarried women more for what appears

to be part-time work than men who are family heads earn for a full-time day in

the factory. It is not uncommon to find among them people who view all organ-

izations as inherently corrupt and self-serving and who assume that the school

administrators are lining their pockets in some way with taxpayers' money.

itiong the storekeepers who regArd themselves as representatives of the business
: .

-world, it is often assumed that the schools are managed inefficiently by men

who have no "business sense." ,Among the elderly, there is a tendency to be-

lieve that "an education" more elaborate than they received fifty years ago is

unnecessary.-

Religious Influences

Cutting across and modifying or intensifying these general class perspec-
..:

tives run the influences of religious ideoloty. In particular, the orthodoxies

of fundamentalist religions and their associated nationalistic pieties,

especially strong in the blue-collar and lower - white - collar classes, make
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these groups receptive to charges that the psychological services of the schools

are meddling with parental authority, and indeed with the foundations of belief,

and they are alienated by the unorthodox ideas and unconventional behavior that

. seem to result from "modern" education.

The extent to which organized religious groups influenced educational

affairs could not be established without an intensive community study. Church

-intervention is generally regarded as highly improper, and. although there was

much private gossip on the subject, public reference to it seemed to be subject

to an absolute taboo, even in the heat of election controversy, as if merely to

mention religion would be regarded'as evidence of prejudice. Such intervention

as came to our notice was chiefly a matter of church leaders advising their

followers with respect to their vote on the budget and recommending preferred

board candidates. Private advice of this kind was reported from most denomina-

tions. Jewish congregational leaders were generally reported as favoring the

expansionist trends of the school system while the Catholic leaders were said

to oppose them, and the Protestant churches were divided. How much influence

these leaders had we could not determine. Voting patterns showed that the

budgets tended to be supported most strongly in areas where"Jewish residents

predominated, and defeated in Catholic areas, but it was impossible, in this

type of analysis, to separate religious affiliations from the class and income

factors with which they were associated.

The Educational-Political System

The state law governing the educational system of Brookview provides three

means by which the community may act to control the development of the system:

the election of board members; a referendum on the annual budget; and referenda

on bond issues for acquisition of property and expansion of physical plant.

In these elections the community passes judgment on the adequacy with which

:*. ,
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the system has performed its functions, and makes decisions on the proposals of

the administrators for changes and innovations in its.structureand performance.

Into the annual debate are fed the arguments for and against the current state

and direction of the system that arise at the various crucial points where the

educational process affects the interests and values of sub-groups of the.com-

munity. The organizing of this decision has become, in Brookview, the work of

an informal educational political system which stands outside of, and is only

-; .. remotely connected, with the official politics of municipal and state government.-

The law provides merely that properly qualified citizens may register and run as

-

candidates for the school board, and during the nineteen forties candidates

presented themselves in this "independent" way. In the fifties a political

association was organized to support the physical expansion program of the

school system by mobilizing a favorable vote on bond issues and budgets and

electing candidates who favored the expansion plans. Opposing candidates still

...., .. ran as independents. In the sixties, as the opposition to continued development

. of the system increased and hardened, an opposition group was organized, and a
. .

typical bipartisan system emerged. As might be expected, this political dichot-
.4

omy.tended to polarize thweducational issues -- a liberal party tending to

synthesize the various .demands from the community and from within the system

itself for elaboration and refinement of the system and a conservative party
.- .

resisting this trend on the basis of an amalgam of the currents of criticism

- and discontent.

f.-
.. In general, the conservative party appeared to receive its basic support

from the low-income people, predominantly blue-collar workers or elderly pen-
.

.

: stoners' and in religion either Roman Catholic or Protestant fundamentalists.

The large Italian group played a prominent role in this party. The liberal party

typically received its support from middle- and upper-middle-class rrotestanis

.
I.
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and Jews of higher income and education. The political associations received

informal support from many of the local organizations ,,-churches, service clubs,

patriotic and cultural societies, etc. ,"" but these generally operated in the

background because it was considered somewhat illegitimate for them to partici

pate in "partisan" politics of any kind. In particular, the churches are under

the official taboo of separation of church and state. In this more-or-less

behind the scenes mobilization of political forces, the school people have the

advantage of their connections with the PTA organizations which, in Brookview at

least (apparently not so in Harlem), are identified with the professional staff

of the schools and are led by people imbued with the educational culture who

have become, as it were, quasi-official participants in the system.

The vote on the school budget is the climax of an annual cycle of develops. .

. ment of educational plans in which the school adMinistration, led by the Super-

intendent, works out its compromises with the various factions of the board of

education. Control of the board through a majority of members is an even more

substantial basis for -power over the System's course than is a party's success"

in the budget referendum; and a sympathetic administration is stilt more reliable,

because more permanent, than control over the board. The political struggle

therefore inevitably involves control over the appointment and tenure in office

-:of the Superintendent. It also follows that the farther down into the system

the_ control of the dominant party extends, the more it can bZfect the -proposals

. of the staff with respect to organization and program. If the superintendent is-

..,,;.like-minded, the control is exerted through him and Icliows the conotituted lines

.of authorit but if he .is antagonistic, the dominant party may try to dislodge

him, or to get at his staff directly, or both. But it cannot get at the staff .

and exercise control of the internal phaaes of program development without
.

-1



violating the line of privilege which separates the administrative sphere from

the policy-making sphere, and without affronting the organized professional staff.

Under.the most favOrable c6nditions, the relations between board, superin-

tendent, and staff must be equivocal since they depend upon an understanding of

, ..

: .

, .

--;-, what the administrative and technical staff and their supporters would put up

their respective functions which appears to be a product more of custom and the-

imtra-institutional power struggle than of legal authority. The notion that the

proper role of the board is to determine policy, of the superintendent to recomr

-mend and administer it,.and of the technical staff to execute was thought of by

many people in BrOokview as an assignment of responsibilities having the force

of ar elementary constitutional separatiaa.of powers; but in fact the state.

statutes bestow upon the board almost. unlimited power and responsibility over

every detail of the. educational process. What authority the board delegates to

. the aupeintani:ent appears to be less a matter of legal. requirement than a matter

of mutual agreement, supported by customary expectations, and by the limits of

with; Consequently, the distribution of functions depends to a considerable

degree upon a largely tacit bargain with the board whichmay be relatively

. ,

stable in some circumstances, but quite unstable in others. It appeared to us

that the teaching staffs in Brookview, in its drive for increasing professional

.,autonomy, was attempting to change the terms of the bargain in its favor by re-..

ducing the powers of the superintendent a little, and the powers of the board a

-..great deal. This movement came into bead-on conflict with the drive by the

-conservative board members to reassert lay authority over the system and to
%

resist the expansion of program and costs. Both forms of aggrandizement of

:power operated to diminish the power of_the superintendent who stood between.

the two parties.

..



Intervention by Professional Associations

During our two-year period of observation, the.conservatives succeeded in

defeating a budget and electing additional conservative members to the board:

the board was then balanced, four to four, between conservatives and liberals,

with a ninth member holding the balance of power and shifting from side to side.

The conservatives obtained majorities for several actions on courses of study

and staff appointments which were interpreted as invasions of the prerogatives

of the professional staff, and which served to increase the militancy of the

professionals and of their leaders in the teachers' association: moreover, after

the first superintendent's resignation, the temporary absence of a superintendent'

brought these leaders into direct confrOntations with the board.

During this ominous period, the backing of the local school people by their

outside educational organizations played a significant and, on occasion, decisive

role. For example, a representative of the-state teachers' organization partici.

pated in the strategy Meetings of the executive committee.of the teachers' assoc-

iation in its conflict with the board; and at the climax of an attempt by the

-board to introduce changes in the-high school curriculum without.the'approval

of its principal, the board was forced to back down by a threat of loss of

.

accreditation by the regional accrediting agency. Thus, in the critical

moments, when it appeared that community interests were overriding the profess'

sional staff and reducing its autonomy, the educational world with which it is

allied, and from which it receives its ideological direction and moral support,

became an active agent in resisting local power.

The Role of GOvernment

Government, the fourth major participant in the Brookvieweducational.

field, was relatively unobtrusive during our field work and we have not

attempted to study its role in detail. The state:government established the.

.
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ground-rules of the local organization and its procedures -- especially economic

and political. It prescribed and supervised a complex accounting procedure to
.

, .

.

4r1..- guarantee the safe custody of the taxpayer's money, and an equally complex pro -

..:,

cedure to guarantee honest elections; it provided for the licensing of school

personnel and assured them various safeguards and benefits, but it bad relative-

ly little to say about the standards of education or the internal operations of

school. systems except to promulgate minimum curriculum requirements emphasizing

.patriotism and good citizenship. In short, the state's role appeared to be the

traditional role of government in the market place under a laicsez-faire economy:.

to guarantee minimum standards, order and fair play in what it assumed to be an

-essentially local and competitive enterprise.8

Perhaps the most important thing to be said about this fourth factor in the

educational scheme of things is that the government's role is one of the usually

unseen and taken-for-granted constraints which prevent the educational-political

' conflicts from getting out of hand and destroying the functional coherence of

p.: .:school system and community. It embodies, in a way, the taken-for-granted'

....: agreements and expectations to which all members of the community assent -- the

.agreement that public education is a.nedessary function of the community, and
-T

, .

it has to be effected at something approximating the standards set in

...:.y.I..%:Anmrican society generally. The parties are able to quarrel safely only because

they are already united on these premises.

Yet the state overnment, too, exerts a long range inflationary pressure'

on the' local system as it gradually falls in line with the movements of the

educational world -- periodically raising mandatory salary minima for teachers,

'8. The role of the national government had begun to be foreshadowed in small

wayssuch as in grants of money for upgrading science teaching, but given the

absence of minority groups and of slums in BrOokview, it will probably be some
time before the more recent expansions of the national government's role will

become significantthere.

:' .
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increasing minimum fringe benefits, recognizing and licensing new specialties,

and &lerally consolidating professional gains. The equilibrium it protects

moves on an upward course.

The Battle of Educational Expansion

The discussion up to this point may be summarized by saying that the .

general course of development emerging from the transactional network we have

..outlined has been one of generally uninterrupted expansion in the size, range

of services and organizational complexity of the educational system, led by the

demands of the professional staff, supported by the advice and, at critical

Moments, the active intervention of the professional associations, looked upon

favorably (or at least not interfered with) by the state, supported by a polit-

ical coalition of local citizens, and opposed by a coalition'of roughly equal

We may surmise that Brookview reached a critical point in this expansion

it began to be apparent, probably in the mid-fifties, that the educational

wit curve was not levelling off,- as many must have expected and hoped for, as

population growth began to reach its limits. The extent to which growth was

increasingly a function of the ideology and interests of the professional staff

and of their educational world rather than of the pressures of increasing en-

.roltment must have been gradually revealed. In 1956, for the first time, a

proposed school operating budget was disapproved; the budget was again defeated

in'1961, to the accompaniment of a bitter political struggle which led to the

;resignation of the then superintendent. In 1965 the budget was again defeated

and the superintendent, who was brought in to put the system to rights in 1963,r;
::

.. :_resigned in 1966. The struggle over whether the system. should beatabilized or

should, as its defenders would say, "move forward," continues unabated.

1 . . : ..
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Professional Power and Local Autonom

In connection with the continuing political struggle there was (and still

is) in Brookview an atmosphere of bitterness and reciprocal hostility which was

. damaging to the morale of the educational staff and to the unity of the town.

Although the hostility of one sidi was answered by the hostility of the.other,

and so built up to periodic crises, it was the conservatives who typically

initiated these attacks and who injected the emotional violence into educational,

controversy. Granted that the pressures of expansion bore especially heavily

upon the religious sectarians by constantly raising the competitive standards

and price of private ,education; and upon the lower classes because they served

--.. to advance a "middle classification" of education which might seem inappropriate

in content and cost to these classes; and granted, too, that'because of the

superior organizing skills of the middle class supporters of educational expan-

sion, they more often dominated the board of education -- still there seemed to

be something disproportionate, over-determined in the opposition response.

In Brookview it was sometimes said that the emotional level of controversy
. .

:. about the school budget was high because the:budget determines the only tax rate

..-Over which taxpayers have any control, and so,they take out on this tax the

,-,'resentment they feel about the intractable state and national taxes. Perhaps

so. But the exasperation of those who wished to cut the school taxes seemed to

be greatly increased by the fact that they appeared to be unable to do it, even

during those periods when conservatives controlled the school board. The con-,

vergenceof.forces behind the expansion of the system was such that in spite of

the appearance of local control, the community was limited in its power to

. .affect either the content or direction of the system's development, although it

.is the community that must pay for it. The board could apply restraints to the

budget, that is, to the rate of growth, but could not prevent growth entirely.
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This condition is symbolized by the fact that in Brookview a struggle so

bitter that it has driven two superintendents out of office in the span of five

years has actually been concerned with differences on the order of afew hundred

,.thousand dollars in budgets of five millions or more, sums propOsed for relative-

'ly marginal forms of elaboration of the basic program such as a summer camp

program, an expanded in-service training program, and the like. During the

same period there has been a steady increase in staff and facilities, in

'salaries and other *mats. The determination of these basic costs is a product

of forces which the conservative group in the community cannot.effectively re-

sist: the rising educational requirements of the work world, the increasing

national standardization:of educational' practices running with an increasingly

uniform national culture; and these constraints reinforced by an increasingly

aggressive coalition of national professional. associations sometimes using the

agencies of government as their instrument. Although the forms of local deters.

urination of'the school system continue in effect, it would appear that local

control is becoming something of a fiction. Aside from the economic problem

this creates for many of the local residents, it also represents a further'and

painful attack upon one of their sacred values, local autonomy, a value which

appdars to be increasingly anac!ronistic in the current era.

11.1UK0212ELIIIILISSEElai

From the educators' point of view, the unending and often violent political

conflict in which they were engaged in Brookview was a sign that too many people

in the town did not "understand" or "appreciate" the meaning of "good education."

It was of...1 said that poor communication was at fault, and that if only the

right means of communication could be found the troubles would, disappear. Butt

. in fact, even among the supporters of the expansionist policy there were some

who were concerned because the educators seemed unable or unwilling to suggest

;. . '
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that some optimum state of the system might be reached at some foreseeable time

in the future. It'seemed to us that, like other organizations serving other

functionsin American life, the schoOl system is assumed by its leaders to be

moving forward through an endless progression of improvements in quality as

new discoveries of science and technology contribute to its infinite perfecta-

bility. Although there are some internal controls on development, the system

depends chiefly upon external resistance to set its limits at any given time.

r ,the resistance is a product of the competition among various agencies and

institutions for limited community resources. Until some more rational pro-

cedure is available for the planning of community lifa, it would 'wear that

a political struggle among the interested. parties is a nacetaary condition.of ;

,
.orderly growth of the systemiand,of its, adjustment .to community mteds, however

much deplored by the educators themselves.
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Hen generally have the desire for self-instruction only

in so far as they are freed from the yoke of tradition; for

as long as the latter governs intelligence it iiallsufficient

and jealous of any' rival."

' 1

Emile Durkheim, (1,.p.162.).
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An understanding of the role of psychiatry in modern education

.

requires, first of all., the debunking of the popular' idea that.psychiatry

is a medical discipline which deals with health and illness. This commonly

held view is not so much idea as it is ideology: it is a more or less

conscious disguise of the social and ethical nature of psychiatric theory

and practice for certain social purposes. (2)

The medical physician is concerned with the understanding, diagnosis,

-treatment and, prevention of. diseases of the body. Medical theories employ

the. language and methods of the physice-biologic'al sciences in order: to

facilitate interventions in undesirable bodily processes. (3,4) Although

the health of the body may influence social performance, and although in

the pursuit of bodily he6lth the physician is often concerned with social

and cultural processes such as dietary patterns, food handling, sewage

disposal and sexual practices, his ultimate interest is in the breakdown

-.and repair of bodily structure and function.

Psychiatrists,. on the other hand, although they' often employ the

rhetoric and trappings of medicine, are ultimately concerned with individual

conduct and social relationships. There is no facet of the human drama

. which has escaped psychiatric interest from the phenomena of consciousness,

birth, death, religion and art to crime, poverty, the cold war and the

. future of civilization. The interests of psychiatrists are not limited to

observing and theorizing. They are active participants in modern social

fife: they analyze and counsel troubled individuals; they assist in the

legal determination of who. is fit to stand trial, make a will or be executed;



they rehabilitate criminals and mend broken marriages; and they advise

business, government, schools and the mil;tary about personnel management

prOblenis.- Recently they have become involved in programs for the creation

of a "Great Society" and for the elimination of social evils such as poverty,

illiteracy, boredom and crime. (5,6) Finally, in all these activities the

.psyChiatrist, unlike other medical physicians, possesses great social power

by virtue of his ability to deface an individual by labelling him as mentally

ill andlo deprive him of his liberty by means of involuntary psychiatric

hospitalization. (7)

This difference between medicine and psychiatry is also manifested in

school health programs. The school dental consultant, for instance, is

interested in the status of the student's teeth and not in his social

'adjustment. The school physician is interested in the growth, development

and health of the student's body and not (or only secondarily) in whether

.he-is a disrupting influence in the classroom, whether he is performing up

to his potential or whether he displays the proper sex4a1 attitudes.

The psychiatrist, on the other hand, has become fully involved in the

form, content and technique of the educational process. There is a trend

. towards the increasing participation of "mental health workers" in the

schools. Guidance counsellors, psychologists, social workers and psy-

chiatrists are joining the teacher to form a "mental health team" which

functions to supervise.the character development, intellectual achievement

and social' adjustment of the student. These functions are accomplished by

means of - "diagnostic" psychological tests, special classes for "emotionally

disturbed" and "exceptional" children, counselling, psychotherapy, group
. .
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therapy, family therapy, social casework and consultations with teachers

and school administrators. (8,9,10,11)

The intimate participation of psychiatrists in the schools is due to

the fact that like educators, .they engage in social and moral activities

the character of which is deeply rooted in socio-historical process and

change. The aims and technique's of educational and mental health practices

overlap. This accounts for similarities in the formulation of their ideals,

foi instance in terms of the full development of potential or the successful

adaptation of an individual to his society, it also accounts for the in-
.

tei-pretation of psychotherapy as educational and of education as therapeutic.

(12,13) The description and explanation of psychiatric practices in.the

. language of medicine, as a medical specialty which deals with mental health

and illness, is a disgutsd. It disguises the sociarand moral aspects of

.psychiatric practices in order to justify and facilitate certain social

functions. Those who wish to understand the role of psychiatry in the modern

school must penetrate this 'disguise;

WHAT IS PSYCHIATRY?

The rhetoric of"health and disease.

The rhetoric of medical practice is uniquely suited to perform disguised

social functions. This is particularly true of the concepts of health and

disease which are actually positive andnegativeldeals the ethical nature

of which has become obscured by the illusion of scientific objectivity: they

pass as scientifically specified states whiCh are allegedly free from the

arbftraryinfluence of human interests. However, the concepts of health
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and disease, in medicine as well as in psychiatry, are the restatement of

human values in the lexicon of science. (14) They therefore lend themselves

to be used to justify actions in terms of the unimpeachable (and often un-

intelligible) authority 64 scientific (or medical) technology rather than

:in terms of explicit social values.

There is thus an advantage to the definition of psychiatry as a branch

of medical science. Claims which bear the mark of science are generally

considered to carry the guarantee of truth, insofar as that evanescent

quality can be guaranteed at all. Consequently the claim that certain

statements are scientific may serve more to persuade others to believe

them to be true than todenote that they have successfully passed the

rigorous tests of logic and empirical falsification. Notwithstanding the

validity of the assertion that recommendations'for action cannot be derived

from statements of fact, the testimonials of science have become, in our

age of the scientific authority, the most convincing justifications for

social action.

. As a pseudo-scientific .crypto-ideal,:the term "disease" may be applied

to any situation which is-judged to.be undesirable and in need of corrective

action. Similarly, any ideal towards which it is deemed desirable to strive

-'- may be labelled as "health." The interventions by means of which the trans-
.

.formation from the undesirable to the desirable state, from "disease" to

".health" es accomplished may be described as the technology of medical or

psychiatric science. The rhei.oric of health and disease is thus flexible

enough to encompass virtually all human activities; including education.

indeed, the involvement of mental health workers in the .schools should not



be construed as the progressive expansion of medical services; it should

be viewed as the expanding application of medical and psychiatric rhetoric

to the school situation.

The involvement of psychiatrists in the modern school situation is

only one manifestation of tLe generalized expansion of psychiatric practices.

This expansion is related to critical and complex changes in the character

of Western life, which although they are of ancient origin, have accelerated

. ..

recently and penetrate into every aspect of the mode.r6 (urban) experience.

Three related aspects ofethis change are directly relevant to the development

of psychiatry as a modern social ins'itution and hence, to the employment of

. .

psychiatrists in the schools. First, the transformation of the character of

. social power. Second', the erosion of the traditional structure for evaluating

and guiding human conduct. Third, the emergence of the individual as a

distinct social unit.

letryyLarj5Js)rp.nPschiatrandttlationofsocialower .

In ancestral social orders, the primitive and peasant community, the

individual was bonded to the larger group by means of the primiry associative

structures: the' family, the clan and the small settlement. Systems of

authority and social:control were diffusely distributed throughout these

groups and were exercised in an intimate and personal, albeit often cruel,

coercive and arbitrary manner. (15) With the move towards urbanization and

civilization the influence and authority of the small, mediating associative

group declined and the .individual'and the collective emerged as the pre-

dominant units of social life. (16,17,18)
I
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With the curtailment of the influence of the family and the community,

the increase in the size of social groups, the specialization of social as

well as technical functions and the emergence of nation-states, the exercise

of social authority and social power was increasingly allocated to the

collective, particularly to centralized government. In contrast to

communities, collectives .tend to be large, impersonal, bureaucratically

organized groups which participate in the technicalized, specialized,

routinized, round of modern industrial life.

The dissolution of.the primary associative bonds and the heterogenization

and weakening of traditional values, 'standards and ideologies contributed

to the progressive cultural defrocking of the individual. Only in this .

nakedness could man discover his true nature as a social animal, yet the

conditions of this self- discovery were also. the conditions of his agony:

hii moral uncertainty, confusion of identity, existential anxiety and

alienation.

At the same time, the emergence of the individual as a social unit gave

rise to a spirit of humanism :and individual freedom. The political structure

whiCh was delegated the task of preserving this spirit was constitutional

government, based on the .principles of contract and rule of law. In one

sense, government by rule of law is anarchic in that it serves as a restraint

on the arbitrary use of power by the state. The centralization of authority

. and power in the state and the simultaneous valuation of individual freedom,

which requires a restraint on the use of.that*power, combined to create a

. deep tension in Western civilization which has been a major factor in the

development of modern psychiatry.



In spite of the transfer of civil authority to the State and the

transcription of moral standards into law, many elements of traditional

'morality persist which -are not codified in law. In-other words, guidelines

for conduct in modern societies are provided both by contract' (law) and by

traditional formulae of obligation (morals). Formerly, these traditional

guidelines were enforced by family, clan and community authority; "how,

many of them are unenforcable by the State which must avoid framing laws

.which .are so strict that.they violate our sense of individual freedom.

. There are no laws against talking jibberish, believing that one is Napoleon,
. -

grieving without proper social cause or protecting oneself against an

imagined-persecutor. While we value rule of law and the individual freedoms

it safeguards, we are disturbedby and demand the control of behavior which ,

is not illegal, but which is in violation of certain traditional social

standards of conduct. Yet with the weakening of those social structures

which formerly enforced these standards, we lack legitimate machinery for

this control.

In these circumstances anew social institution was requ!red which,

under the auspices of an acceptable modern authority could inconspicuously

and justifiably supplement the social control exercised by. law without

violating our publicly avowed ideals of individual freedom. Psychiatry is

perfectly suited for this task.

Having developed as a medical discipline, psychiatry can offer the

credentials of the bio-physical sciences; it may thus trade on the prestige

. .
and influence.;3f modern science which is in the process of replacing the .

authority of religious belief, myth and dogma as the source of certainty

pnd truth. By employing the crypto-ethical rhetoric of health and disease,



In this function, psychiatrists have joined hands with and serve as

the agent of the state which supports and administers a vast network of

"mental" institutions.' The fact that these institutions serve as re-

positories and reformatories:for the morally and socially deviant has not

gone unnoticed by the general public, particularly by the poor against whom

it is mainly used. (20) The well-known power of the psychiatrist to deprive

individuals of their freedom by labelling them as mentally ill and committing

them or detaining them in state institutions colors all of his other activities

and hangs as a Damocles Sword over, anyone who is the object of his professional

attention. (21) It potentiates the psychiatrist's power to deface; and it

magnifies his capacities as an agent.of social control. The psychiatrist

thus may be a valuable asset to a school which requires his assistance for

maintaining discipline and for excluding disturbing students.

Ps chiatr and the erosion of traditional' uide)ines of conduct.

With the decline of ccmmunity,the complexity of the social environment

has increased immeasurably. At the same time, relatively little provision

has been made for *preparing individuals with adequate methods for guiding

and evaluating Conduct in this environment. In "Little Communities" the

socialization process involved the intimate encounter of children with

virtually all of the dimensions of a well-defined, well-bounded, relatively

undifferentiated cultural territory. (22) The rules of social conduct were

-clearly set forth by the obligations of status and custom; 'the social

environment was relatively stable' and predictable and significant social

choices were guided by preCedent and group opinion. The daily round of



psychiatrists have codified social standards of conduct in scientific-

sounding language: behavior which violates a social sense of propriety,

safety and stability islabelled as "mental illness", btlhavjoi which is

considered to be proper, safe, and productive is labelled as "mental health."

(19) The social utility of the medical rhetoric in, psychiatry is thus that

psychiatric activities are classified as scientific and medical rather than

social and ethical. This, in turn, permits the substitution of scientific

(or medical) authority for social authority. More precisely stated, it

permits social authority to mask itself with scientific credentials and

scientific credibility.

As "experts" tn the modern "science! of human engineering, psychiatrists

enforce standards-of conduct by two methods: Ftrst, by defacing and stigmatiz-

ing persons who violate these standards by labelling theM as mentally ill.

In spite of attempts to "educate" the public to the contrary, the label of

'mental illness is unlike that of any othe'r illness in that it carries the

implication of social deviance and it implies that the individual to whom

it is ascribed is .rot responsible for his actions. There is no more

devastating form of social defacement than to treat a' man's actions as
3

'the irrelevant utterings and 'gestures of a madman.

The second method of social control is by means of involuntary psy-

chiatric commitment. Under the guise of providing diagnostic and treatment

services for the mentally ilt, psychiatrists may detain, punish and "correct"'

individuals who, while they have violated no laws, have transgressed certain.

rules of social demeanor. Involuntary mental hospitalization thus affords

a greater degree of protection and social control than is provided by laws

which must avoid being so strict that they violate the Principle of .individual

freedom.

/
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life was a comparatively harmonious integration of the economic, social,

political and religious dimensions of existence: it was anchored in

moral certainty and a coherent world view; and it was ratified b.y.myth

and ceremony. (17)

Today, the complexity of life has been increased by technological

inventions, the mixing of cultures and values, the abstraction, bureaucrati-

zation and impersonalization of social authority, rapid social change and

population growth. At.the same time, old certainties, standards and customs

have been assaulted, contradicted and rendered obsolete. The weakening of

the traditional primary associative structures has also weakened the major

historical mechanism for the socialization and education of the young.

Thus, while the individual has been emancipated from the shackles of ancestral

'social authority, his new found personal freedom has increased the burdens

and confusions of choice-making for him; and the personal freedom of others

has diminished the stability and predictability of his social environment.

It is, of course, an error to think of the modern individUal as com-

pletely emancipated; there remains and will always remain social, legal and

economic obstacles, in varying degrees, to the uninhibited fulfillment of

his desires. Also, the persistence of traditional moral values, as they

are transmitted by the family during socialization, represent restraints

on choice, albeit psyChological restraints. In this sense, the family is

a coercive social unit to whose values the child is obliged to adhere (or

rebel). Thus psychologically, the modern indiVidual experiences both. a

sense of liberation and emancipationfrom the tyranny of traditional and

familial social obligations and also a continuing sense of loyalty and an



inclination to conform to them. Consequently, he is subject to deep

psychological conflicts: on the one hand, he feels justified, by the spirit

of individual freedom, to make new, creative, autonomous choices; on the

other hand, he feels obligated to conform his behavior to traditional,

familial moral standards.

Thus, modern life has increased the difficulties and hazards of growing

up. There is an increasing contrast and incompatibility between the patterns

of socialization of the child and the complicated expectations and privileges

of adult life.. (23,24 The persistence of childhood patterns of learning

may have no value to the adult, or they may even be maladaptive for him.
.41

The persistence of imattitude of obedience, which is required of the child,

may be an asset to the adult in a Little Community; however, it may leave

the modern adult subject to the influence of others, or to the influence of

fixed standards and principles of conduct which may seriously handicap his

ability to use his own independent, empirically based judgment so essential .

for solving problems of conduct in complex modern societies,

.Under these C.ircumstances., the casualties of sociaf life were bdund

to increase; and a specialized means for dealing with these casualties was

bound to develop and to thrive. Psychiatry is such an institution. By

means of psychotherapy, psychiatrists may .provide supplementary socialization

and educational experiences to individuals who are judged to be unprepared

(or unwilling) to meet the complicated opportunities and obligations of

modern life. Although their theories have been expressed in the language

orbiology'and medicine, psychiatrists have codified prevalent ideals'of

socialization and education.in their definitions of mental. health and the



goals of psychotherapy. By garbing their practices in the mantle of

medicine, they are able to implement those aims with the authority of

science. Thus, psychiatry may be construed as a secular, p.seudo-scientific

priesthood, which by codifying:rules for evaluating and guiding conduct

as principles of mental hygiene, provides a secular ethic for modern man,

who, having lost the guidelines of traditional social authority, eagerly

grasps for substitutes from the modern authority of science.
. .

Psychiatry. the group and the individual.

-Let us review what has been said thus far. Modern psychiatry is a

social practice which develops where the small community and the extended

family disintegrate thus releasing the "alienated" individual as a social

unit; and it develops in the economic and political context of industrial

democracies where covert-forms of social control are required to supplement

rule of law. Where the family remains strong-and -influential and where the

state is powerful and unrestrained by laws which favor individual rights

and.freedoms, psychiatry (as it exists in this country) is poorly developed

or non-existent.

One of the functions of psychiatry is to serve asin instrument for

the social control ofindividuals. (As such an instrument,- the mental

health rhetoric is particularly well suited for use against individuals

rather than groups.) In the guise of the physician, psychiatrists respond

to a public mandate.for a degree of social order and tranquility which is

greater than can be provided by democratic institutions and rule of. law.

This control is accomplished by the employment*of psychiatric power to

influence and restrain individuals by defacing them with the label of mental

ti



illness and by depriving them of their freedom by means of involuntary

psychiatric commitment.

Another function of psyChiatry is to provide supplementary educational

and socialization experiences' for individuals who have been judged (or who

judge themselves) to be inadequately prepared to meet the complicated demands

of modern life. In this function, the psychiatrist as a psychotherapist,

most closely resembles the educator. Psychotherapy, like education, is a

Mettiod of influencing people. In general, there are two techniques for

exerting influence. over'others which, although they may be employed

simultaneously, are distinguishable from one another: First, by means

employ social -o--r over them, that is, by systems of reward andwe *.14.01 y F

punishment; second, by means of conveying information to them. In the

first case, the influence results in specific alterations of conduct; it

reduces choice by encouraging some actions and discouraging others. In

the second case, the influence results in the alteration of the capacity

to act; it increases choice by maximizing alternatives, refining skills

and providing foresight. I will first briefly discuss two forms of

psychotherapy which roughly correspond to these two forms of influence;

then I will outline the relevanCe of these to mental health practices in

the school.

1. Psychotherapy as the supplementary ethnicization of the individual.

Ethnicization has been defined by George Devereaux as 11 an area

of controlled and direct experience whose manifest purpose is to polarize,

orient and mold... unoriented capacities, in a particular manner, which is

adapted to, and oriented with reference to, the prevailing cultural pattern.



The process of ethnicization can, thus, be viewed as a process of directed

choice. (13, p. 15) Ethnicization, in other words, is a form of in-

doctrination or training for culturally specific traits, attitudes and
.

actions.
.

While every psychotherapeutic encounter may advance the ethnicization
.

of the participants, theri is one form of psychotherapy in which this is

the explicit aim. It is characteristic of this type of therapy that its

aims may be specified in terms of particular traits, attitudes and actions

. to be adopted by the patient; and it is characteristic of these aims that

they correspond to prevalent patterns within the group or sub-group In

which the-patient fives. or works. For instance, these goals'may include:

transforming an individual's homosexual patterns into heterosexual ones;

influencing a criminal to be law abiding; inducing an al"coholic to give

up alcohol; replacing a person's depressedmood with one which is more

euphoric; replacing paranoid ideas with ideas which are closer to the

general consensus; encouraging a truant student to attent school regularly;

Improving the academic performance of an "under-achiever" and so on.

It is important to note that Devereaux describes ethnicizing experiences

. as controlled and directed.. This is also true of ethnicizing psychotherapy.

The therapist may exercise control .and direction of his patient in a number

of ways, all of which involve the use of social power. First, he may exercise

social power over'his patient by refusing to renounce involuntary. psychiatric

commitment by explicitly threatening his patient with it or by actually

committing him. Second, he may exercise control over his patient by refusing.

to guarantee absolute confidentiality, by threatening to communicate or

s.......,--.



actually communicating with a third party who has power over the patient,

such as his employer, his school, his family, the police, the courtsor

governmental agencies. Third, he may wield influence over his patient by

setting conditions -for the conduct of therapy which involve the patient's

outside activities; for instance, he may disapprove of-or direct that his

patient desist from crime, suicide, homosexuality, divorce and other actions

which he may consider to be contrary to the patient's welfare or that of

others. Finally, the therapist may control and direct his patient by

. -

formulating the goals of therapy which represent the 'standards by which

the patient's progress is judged. Representatives of these goals are

those mentioned by Karl Henninger: the elimination of "immature" modes of

sexuality; improved relationships with one's parents; a "mature" heterosexual

partnership,,preferably in marriage; acquisition of sexual attitudes appropriate

to one's gender; an improved work pattern.; moderation in play; a- higher degree

of sportsmanship and social participation; increased productivity, creativity

and satisfaction; the use of persons as ends and things as reans (rather than

vice-liersa) ; and a disappearance or emunition of feelings-of covetousness-

and power seeking. (26,-pp.165-171) (For' an interesting insight into psy-

,

chiatric ambivalence towards social values and the ethnicization of patients,

see the section of this book entitled "Neutrality and Ethics of the Therapist,".

pp. 93-98.)

. The control .and direction of another person's experience requires the

use of social power;.and it is the social power of the ethnicizingtherapist,

explicit and covert, which is the effective instrument for influencing his
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patient's behavior. This is most true when the patient enters therapy

involuntarily, for instance, if he is an inmate of a psychiatric hospital.

or if he has been ordered to enter therapy by his employer, his parent

(in the case of a minor), a school official, a judge or some other person

who is more socially powerful than he. In all forms of therapy the patient

may wish to become better ethnicized, better adjusted to the prevalent social

rules of conduct. The distinctive feature of ethnicizing therapy, however,

is that the therapist fOrmulates goals for the patient .which correspond to

the moral codes and ideals of his culture. if the patient engages in actions

which are considered to be socially deviant or repugnant, the therapist will

either employ his power.to corrector-punish the patient, he will employ his

psychological and charismatic powers to alter the patient's behavior, or he

will terminate therapy.

No doubt, many ethnicizing therapists would deny that they employ

social power, real or psychological to mould their patient's behavior to

prevailing social codes. The alternatives to this, however, are either

that they reason with their patients towards this goal, that a proper

emotional balance and integration of the patient's personality would result

in the achievement of this goal or that they are willing to concede to their

patients the right to be deviant. In the first case, they tacitly assume

the Hegelian principle that prevailing social codes are rational and that

the rational man would follow them. In the second case they assume an even

. more bizarre proposition, that prevailing social codes are most harmonious

with. man's emotional nature and that the well integrated man would adapt
a



himself to prevailing morality. In both of these cases, the relevance of

social power to social values is ignored. In the third case, they would

be practicing educational and not ethnicizing psychotherapy; and if they

claimed this to be true, the burden would be on them to explain why they

practice psychiatric commitment and why they often breach the rule of

absolute confidentiality.

There are thus two features of ethnicizing psychotherapy which must

be kept in mind. First, in this form of therapy the therapist exercises

real social power over his patient; or he leaves open the possibility that

he may exercise this power; or he does not disavow the intentional use of

his psychological power to influence his patient's behavior outside of

therapy. . It is not sufficient for the therapist to disavow in his

writings or speeches an interest in transmitting his ethics (and those of

society) to his patients. In order to actually disavow the use of social

power to .influence his patient the therapist must' adhere absolutely to the

principle of confidentiality: under no circumstances whatsoever must he

coffimunicate with anyone about his patient. Also.the therapist must avoid

any social evaluation of his patient's conduct. This means that he must be

able to tolerate any kind .of behavior, even of the most extremely anti-social

variety, outside of therapy. This tolerance must be expressed in his formu-

lations of the goals of therapy; and it must withstand the vicissitudes of

its being tested by the patient.

Second, in this form of therapy, the patient is expectecrto govern and

judge his behavior on the basis of explicit, culture-specific and socially

desirable standards of behavior-. This implies that he ought to avoid behavior



that is criminal, morally deviant and socially undesirable. Often,

therapists attempt to disguise this expectation by formulating the ideals

of mental health in abstract terms such as the integration of 'personality,

adaptation, the achievement of potential and so on When these terms are

instantiated with concrete actions which systematically include cultural

virtues and exclude cultural vices, then they are simply crypto-ethical

restatements of prevalent social standards of conduct and express the aims

Of ethnicization in an abStract spirit if not in a concrete form.

It should-be apparent that both features of ethnicizing therapy are

similar to all other instances of ethnicization: thd child by the family,

the ituddht by ihe'schoOl, the prisoner by the prison, the soldier by the

military and so on.

Since ethnicization-aims at moulding specific patterns of action, it

fosters inhibition by discouraging *actionswhich are prohibited. It is a

simple fact about social power that its primary function- is to influence

and control human conduct. Consequently, the exercise of social power is

always associated with the inhibition of some individual's range of actfons;

and because of the intimate relationship between thought and action, the

inhibition. of thought, repression, also occurs. (27) -Of course, the in-

hibition of action may stimulate fantasies about the proscribed. conduct,

however this amounts to the same thing from the educational viewpoint. It

is difficult to develop refined intelligence about matters with which there

is no. direct personal experience or about which there is no opportunity at

least to engage in self-correcting discourse. (28) Thus, the use of social

power leads to repression in this weaker sense of inhibiting the development

of practical intelligence.



Herein lies the Achilles heel of ethnicization. Both psychotherapy

and schooling may provide ethnicizing experiences: they may involve the

use of social power to orient and polarize behavior along culturally pre-

scribed patterns. This training, while it enriches the capacity.to engage

in socially approved conduct also fosters repression and diminishes the

capacity to engage in-behavior which is defined-as deviant. However,

behavior which is defined as deviant at one stage of life, or in one

social context, may be defined as desirable or even obligatory at other

times and in other contexts. For instance, training a child to avoid sexual

practices because they are "morally dirty" may have the effect of disabling

him sexually at a time when sexual, practices are socially acceptable.

In a complex society it is impossible for child-rearing practices

. to anticipate and prepare the individual for all the-contingencies of adult

life; nor is it possible to cancel the many rules, habits and styles of

youth which become obsolete later. Modern life is far too complicated and

diverse for individuals to be specifically prepared to function within all

possible sub-groups and in all possible situations. This means that the

use of flexible intelligence in the solution of practical problems of

conduct is indiSpensable to modern man. However, the persistence of many

'.-childhood patterns of ethnicization predisposes to conflict, automaticity

and to idiosyncratic symbolic ("neurotic"), rather than practical solutions

to problems. Repression, inhibition and the doctrinaire compliance with

contradictory and obsolete precedents of early learning also hamper the

Intelligent resolution of these problems. Thus, ethnicization'runs counter

to certain ideals of education, namely the unhampered development of flexible

skills of intelligent choice-making which is a supra-cultural rather than a

culturally specific capacity.
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2. Psychotherapy as the supplementary education of the individual.

In contrast to ethnicization, education, as the term is used here,

refers to the acquisition of information and skills which, although they

do not omit moral problems, are neutral in terms of the prevalent value

systems of a particular.culture. Education involves the development of

the capacity for intelligent discrimination in observation, formulation

and action. In this sense of the term, education is a continuation of the

development of biologically inherent human potentialities such as the

capacity tocommunicate symbolically. -According to, this terminology,

schooling consists of a combinatiori of education, ethnicization (or in-

doctrination) ricl'iraiming (the acquisition of occupational' skills.).

Education is thus more Inclusive than ethnicization. It includes

learning cultural lore, attitudes and actions, but it does not require the

repression and inhibition of thoughts and actions which may be classified

as socially deviant. For example, sexual ethnicization involves acquiring

information and skills in socially acceptable and prescribed forms of sexual

.conductl it also involves learning to avoid thinking about and doing sexual

practices which are legally or morally defined as wrong. If the precepts

.
of education, as they are defined here and as they are usually applied to

non-moral subjects, are applied to sex, it would involve acquiring information

about all aspects of sexual and practice; it would include learning about the

social rules of sexual practice and the consequences of following or.violating

those rules. However, it would leave the Individual free to engage in any

sexual activity he chooses. Education, in other words, respects no taboos of

thought or action. It encourages the individual to be free, but not to be stupid.



It involves the maximum development of the capacities of intelligence and

choice-maldng, even with respect to socially deviant behavior. In contrast

to ethnicization, therefore, education does not require the use of social

power.. it does require superior knowledge discriminating 'capacities and

.

The model for psychotherapy as an educational experience for the

individual is classical psychoanalysis or autonomous psychotherapy. (29)

In order to understand psychotherapy as an educational rather than a medical

activity it is necessary to view the individuals who avail themselves of it

as distressed by problems in living rather than by mental illness. They

suffer from confusion, uncertainty and ineptness in conduct as a result of

misleading or inadequate rearing. (30, 31, 32)

Freud's early.patients were plagued with dilemmas of conduct (the so-

called "neurotic" conflict) which they resolved with symbolic compromises

that sometimes resembled physical diseases. (4) Cager to have his new

discoveries bear "the serious stamp of science" rather than the mark of

the novel (33), Freud described these conflicts in terms of the natural

opposition of indwelling biological instincts (the id, or in social, language,

the anti-social potentialities of the individual) to the internalized demands

of society (superego.) By employing the rhetoric of biology and medicine

to express the conflict between the individual's expression of his personal

-.freedom and traditional social morality he could appear to be providing a

socially and ethically.neutral theory of human conduct (and'mis conduct.) .

'However, Freud recognized the non-medical nature of his "therapy" and

advocated the practice of it by non-physicians. (34 *By analy;ing his patient's,



Freud provided them with an Understanding of the nature of their social

selves in relation to the demands and opportunities offered by their social

environment; and he piOvided them the chance to learn new patterni of conduct

(working-througn) while their behavior was simultaneously under the scrutiny

of refined examination. Thus, psychoanalysis (or educative psychotherapy)

is actually an education in persona: biography in which unreflective,'un-

'skillful, habitual patterns of conduct are replaced by intelligent, skillful,

flexible choice-making. (35)

In contrast to ethnicizing psychotherapy, educative psychotherapy

. attempts to avoid and reverse repression and.inhibitibn. This requires that

the therapist avoid the use of social power to influence his patient's conduct..

Free discussion will not be possible in the therapeutic situation if the

patient anticipates that the therapist may be either useful or dangerous to

...him outside of therapy; if he does anticipate this, then he will tend to

express that which will be to his advantage, or he will tend to suppress

and repress that which maybe harmful to him. The therapist's assurance

of absolute confidentiality and non-intervention in the life of the patient

Ls thus a prerequisite for educative psychotherapy. In addition, any..

possibility that the patient is identifyingwith the super-e0 (adopting

the values) of the therapist, must be scrupulously brought to his attention.

Since the therapist does; not wish to alter his patient's behavior to

conform to particular cultural standards of conduct, but rather to enlarge

the patient's capacities to act, the patient is the sole.determinant and

judge of his plans, actions and social arrangements. The,therapist's task

is to discuss the historical determinants, situational contexts, consequences
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and alternatives of the patient's actions, including actions which are

socially deviant.

By refusing to employ social power over his patients for the benefit

of their families and society; Freud devised a new function for psychiatry

(29): one in which the psychiatrist acted as the agent of the troubled

individual to help him to attain a greater degree of mastery over the .

problems of his life than was provided by his socialization or school

expeiiences. By refusing to act as an agent of social power, Freud also

contributed to our understanding of it as an influence on human conduct

and social affairs.

Prior to the invention of psYchoanalysisjno educative or socializing

practice had the exclusive goal of liberating the individual from the psy-

chological restraints of repression and inhibition. To the contrary, all

forms of social training involved the, negative learning of prohibitions,

taboos and forbidden thoughts. The process of socialization is intimately

linked to the biological helplessness of the child and the consequent power

of his parents over his life and conduct..(36) in communal life, parental

authority is linked more openly to the authority of the group than in our

and the socialization experience involves the transmission

of cultural values, lore and tradition from the group to the individual.

intrinsic to the success of thii transmission is the respect by the individual

. for the group and its representatives. Obedience, in other words, is the

silent partner in successful socialization. (37) Freud's attention to the

role of pa'rental (particularly paternal) power and authority in the sociali-

3

zation of the child is a reflection of the isolation of the nuclear family .



from the fabric of the community in which (he, as a Jew and) we live.

The Oedipus Complex, which represents the struggle of the individual with

authority, pertains to his struggle with all forms of social authority. (38)

The resolution of the Oedipus Complex, which must be. accomplished in

order to overcome repressions and inhibitions, therefore involves the

critical examination of the influence of all forms of social (including

parental) authority on the life an r.: conduct of the individual. If the

individual is to be the master of his actions, then the automatic Influence

of social powdr on those actions must be unrelentlessly challenged. (To

phrase the same thought in psychoanalytic language: if the ego is to super-

vise conduct then it.must dominate the super-ego.) This does not mean that

all habits must be obliterated, for habits are necessary organizations of

action; however, they should be at the call of-the actor rather than unwanted

and intrusive. (39) From the psychological. point of view, the maximization

of self-mastery over conduct requires the obliteration of the coercive,

dogmatic influence of social institutions on conduct. It requires the trans-

formation of the attitudes of automatic obedience and. respect for social

authority into independent critical judgment and the capacity to be deviant. (40)

Education when it is applied to conduct, is thui potentially psychologically

(rather than politically) subversive to social order and social standards. It

serves the individual by enabling him to develop self-control and unrepressed

intelligence, but it also requires that he be able to choose to be deviant.

without suffering from feelings of shames guilt and anxiety. From the time

of the death of Socrates, purveyors of this kind of educative influence have

been opposed, condemned and punished by society. It is perhaps for this.



reason that the spirit of psychoanalysis has been permitted to thrive only

in the secrecy of the analyst's private consulting room and only to those

who are enough to purchase it in a private-contract; and even this

.has been .tolerated only because its character as a potentially subversive

social instrument has been.disguised from public awareness by the ideology

and rhetoric of.medicine and biology.

This interpretation of psychoanalytic therapy reveals a deep conflict

. in the patterns of education in the modern world. The complexities, con-

tradictions and disharmonies of mass industrial life and the inadequacy of

preparation for'it may be transformed by the individual into confused, con-

tradictory and irrelevant (mad) conduct unless he is able to achieve mastery

and self-control by developing a commanding perspective of his cultural territory

and a psychological liberation from coercive social influences. The achievement

of these social skills requires the institutionalization of educative experiences

which.serve the individual; and it requires an enduring skepticism of social

authority. However, socialization and schooling have always primarily served

groilp purposes and as instruments of the group have tended to foster the

anti-thetical qualities of repression, inhibition and the unquestioning respect

for authority.

There are thus three themes in terms of which the function of psychiatry

in the modern school must be understood. First, the psychiatrist may act as

an instrument of the group to exercise social control over individuals by

means of defacing and committing them. Second, the psychiatrist may serve

the group as supplementary socializer to influence individuals to conform

their behavior to socially acceptable standards. Third, the psychiatrist



may serve as educator of a new and revolutionary type to serve the individmil

by helping him to gain self-control by means of a commanding perspective of

his biography and liberation from the influence of automatic learning.'

PSYCHIATRY, THE SCHOOLS AND CHARACTER FORMATION

The school and social power.

Patterns of schooling are as varied as patterns of culture and may be

conceptualized from as many different perspectives. Generally speaking,

the philosophy, aims and methods of schooling are determined and legitimated

by society. Depending on particular social values, the school experience

may emphasize the indoctrination of its individual members according to

existing traditions, attitudes and modes of behavior, or it may emphasize

the relatively unhinderedgrowth and development of thi individual and even

sanction social .criticism and social innovation from him. (41) These two

possible variations have been formulated into two well known philosophies

of education: the traditional and the progressive. Although neither has

been implemented in pure- form in our culture, .each has received more or less

emphasis at different times. This philosophical polarity is useful to employ

in a disdUssion of mental health and education because it contrasts two themes

which are pervasive and conflicting in modern life: the values, needs and

demands of the group versus the values, needs and demands of the individual.

- Traditional education consists of the systematic, didactic instruction

of information and skills, and the indoctrination and discipline of the

student according to public standards and rules of conduct. The objectives

of -this form of education are to prepare the young to meet socially defined

responsibilities and to achieve socially defined criteria of success.



Progressive education consists of the more or less free development
.

of the child by means of spontaneous encounters with nature, culture,

literature and people. It emphasizes and aims for free activity,. learning

from experience and the self-differentiation of the individual. (42)

Traditional education aims at the moulding of character along specified

patterns, the transmission of cultural lore, attitudes and belief, the

teaching of prescribed didactic material and training in occupational skills.

Each of these aims and the methods'by which they are to be attained are

determined in their fundamental design by an agent other than the student,

namely by school officials and teachers. who represent the wishes of society.

Traditional learning, particularly of patter.ns of conduct, therefore requires

repression and inhibition (of socially deviant patterns) which is fostered

and supervised by school authorities. It also requires a considerable degree

of docility, compliance, reliance on others to provide learning experiences,

and obedience from the student. Progressive education, on the other hand,

(purportedly) involves a lesser degree of "imposition from without and above"

and therefore at least,theOretically, a lesser degree of repression, in-

hibition and obedience.

The two educational philosophies may thus be distinguished from each

other according to the influence exercised by the school on the student.

The traditional method involves the employment of social power by the school

on behalf of society; the progressive method involves the relative restraint

on that power on behalf of the free development of the student. The dis-

tinction between traditional and progressive education is therefore balanced

on the pivot of social power which when exercised represents education from

without and when restrained represents education from within.



With this distinction in mind, we may classify types of psychiatric

. -

influence together with types of educational phildsophy. This will better

enable us to understand the role of mental health practices in the school;

and it will permit us to illuminate educational and psychotherapeutic .

practices by comparing and contrasting them with one another. Psychiatric

social control and ethnicizing psychotherapy both employ social power and

social authority to influence the student to conform his behavior to

socially prescribed patterns of conduct. As a school practice, it therefore

must be classified with the traditional philosophy of education. Educative

psychotherapy requireS the avoidance of the use of social power; as a school

practice it therefore must be classified with the progressive philosophy.

Psychiatry as an instrument of socialization and _social control in the schools.

The school develops as a supplement.to the family and the clan as

they have become inadequate to prepare the young for specialized roles in

social and economic life. in part, the functions of the school are determined

by ideals of adult functioning which vary from culture to culture and from

time to time. (43) As 'a society increases in complexity and refines its

conception of itself, its formulations of the aims of schooling will multiply.

It should be possible to distinguish as many of these aims as it is possible

to distinguish dimensions of adult functioning. Indeed, as Dewey saw, any

Sophisticated account of the aims and functions of schooling either pre-

scriptively or as they exist, will require the full mobilization of man's

knowledge about himself. (44) By and large, such a sophisticated account

is only fully articulated by scholars and educational sub-specialists for



purposes of understanding the school in society and for intelligent

planning of schooling methods and techniques.

Simpler formulae for expressing the aims of education are necessary

for public use. These familiar formulae may be found on any report card,

student personnel file or recommendation form. They capture the essential

elements of the ideals of socialization in simple language. For instance,

"the capacity to get along well with authority" embodies the educational

aims of fostering respect for authority, transmitting' cultural attitudes

and rules of conduct and even creating a spirit of patriotism; "the capacity

to get along Well with peers" captures the. goal of forming social skills

which are necessary for harmonious participation in social life; "the

development of good work habits" represents the aim of providing training

in occupational skills and stimulating the traits of creativity and innovation.

Academic grades codify success or failure in acquiring information about the

physical and social environment and developing skills in reasoning and so on..

Simplified formulae for expressing the aims of education also serve as

a shorthand device for evaluating the student. Such evaluations may serve

two purposes. First, they may be used to call attention to areas of the

student's development which require special attention or remedial work.

Second, they may be:used as a. condensed assessment by which to judge his

fitness for adult roles. This is, in a sense, an extra service which the

schools provide in a competitive society which pays the bill and demands a

high degree of social conformity, skill and talent for specialized jobs.

Thus, we must distinguish two different uses of the school by society; first,

the school is used as a moulder of character; second, it is used as a judge



of character. In the first case, the school serves both the individual and

society as ethnicizer by preparing the young for adult life. In the second

case, the school serves society as an instrument of social control and

personnel management by certifying youth as ready for adult social and

economic roles, by screening potential employees. for social, governmental

and commercial groups and by filtering out and refusing to certify those

who fail to meet socially acceptable standards of performance. These two

functions of the school have predominated over the function of the school

as an educator and is-the primary reason that the philosophy of traditional

education has prevailed over the philosophy of progressive education.

It is in the context of these functions of the modern school that the

role of the psychiatrist must be conceptualized. His primary role is to

serve the school and society as an ethnicizer and an instrument of social

powe r .

The vast majority of students who come to the attention of school psy-

chiqtrists, particularly in primary and secondary schools do not initiate

the consultation. They are; in other words, `involuntary patients, through

overt or subtle pressure. Most often, they are brought to the psychiatrist

. by a school official,. usually the teacher, the guidance counsellor or the

dean. This means that before the student is diagnosed as mentally ill he

has been identified troubled or troublesome by the school: he has demonstrated

delilance from the ideals of schooling.

Anyone who is identified as a problem student may be referred to the

psychiatrist. The following traits exemplify the student as a problem:

sadness,.elation or self-absorption; suicidal ideas, threats, gestures or

.'



attempts; restlessness or apathy and indifference; truancy, vandalism,

theft, cheating, plagiarism or other delinquency; the use of drugs or

sexual deviations; under-achievement.or over-achievement ; peer grOup

problems and disobedience to authority. (45,46) This list demonstrates

the fundamental similarity of psychiatric diagnoses to judgments of social

deviance (in contrast to medical diagnoses which are independent of such

judgments.), it also illustrates the fact that the mental health ethic

derives from the same cultural values.which delineate the ideal of character

development in.the schools and society. (19,47) Behavior which has tradi-

tionally been defined as immoral, criminal, inept, undesirable or obnoxious

has come -to be defined in crypto-morat psychiatric terms; indeed the psy-

chiatric '"diagnosrs" which is probably most frequently used in the schools,

namely "character disorder" may be used to classify any individual who

deviates from any ideal of social deportment.

At the same time, behavior which formerly called for criminal prosecution,

suspension, punishment or remedial work is now often handled instead by a

call for psychiatric intervention. However, close. examination of these

interventions will demonstrate them to be more similar to those taken. by

the school than. to those taken by medical physicians. Thus, one of the

functiOns of the psychiatrist is to assist the school to screen students

who are judged to lack the character to receive the diploma which entitles

them to enter into the higher levels of economic life. De-selection may

be accomplished by declaring a student to be mentally ill and in need of

(involuntary) psychiatric hospitalization or other institutional placement.

Or, the. school authorities, with the psychiatrist's advice or approval, may

suspend the student with the recommendation that he receives psychiatric



care. In other cases, the psychiatrist may justify suspending a student

as necessary for the mental health of others.

These actions alleviate the school's problems with a student by re-

moving him from the premises. -They are equivalent to non-psychiatric

expulsion from school in every important respect except two: the action

is usually defined as for the benefit of the student because he is suffering

from "mental illness"; and the school's function of denying certification

is disguised by the rhetoric of medicine.,

Another function performed by the psychiatrist is to assist the school
.

to evaluate students. These evaluations may be used .to accept or reject

an applicant, to promote a student, to. require remedial work. or for other

administrative decisions. They become a part of the student's dossier and

may be used to make recommendations to future employers,, to more advanced

schools or to governmental agencies, fof instance which request information

for security clearance purposes. As an expert in evaluating human behavior,

the psychiatrist thus assists the school in its task as a personnel screening

agency for society.

In most cases the combined power of the psychiatrist and the school

ara brought to.bear on the troubled or troublesome student to alter his

behavior: to provide:supplementary ethnicizing experiences. This is

accomplished by means of (ethnicizing) psychotherapy, by counselling, by

special classes, by group therapy, by conferring with his family, his teacher

or other school officials about how they may influence the youngster. Some-

times, the student will be required to enter psychotherapy as a condition for

remaining in school. In other instances, administrative investigations or

penalties may be dropped as a reward for the student who demonstrates a zeal



for self-correction by entering psychotherapy. The power of the psy-

chiatrist to soil the student's personnel file, to recommend suspension

from school, to communicate with the school administration, the police,

prospective employers and governmental agencies is a strong factor towards

influencing the student.

Finally, the psychiatrist is often called upon to confer with college

personnel: the deans, the library staff, the. college police, the financial

officers, the registrar, dormitory advisors, chaplains, medical physicians,

teachers and counsellors. in these conferences, his function is to advise

on matters of aCiministrative policy, personnel management and even curriculum

planning in order to help avoid crisis situations and undue stress, in order

to foster the conditions for the optimum development of the student's per-

sonality and in order to " ... improve the level of mental-health of everyone

connected with the institution." (46,p.20)

in addition to the socio-historical factors which have stimulated the

general expansion of psychiatric practices, the dynamics of the modern

school account for the increasing prominence of mental health programs.

Students' are quick to perceive that the *social -power of the' school is employed

ill the service of social order.and social needs. They become aware that the

school may exerfa strong influence on their social and economic destiny

either by certifying them for participation in the adult world or by denying

them this certificate and defacing them. The power of the school is an

important instrument in the socialization of some students; those with.

ambition and opportunity may be strongly motivated to conform their behavior

to the ideals -and standards of the school. Indeed; the possibility of fail-

ing scholastically or as a person and consequehtly of being rejected by the

"college or employer of one's choice," is a source of great anxiety to

ambitious students. Often, they learn how to play a clever con-game in which
they collect a blotless personnel folder, an image of ideal social adjustment
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and a high grade average, by cheating if necessary. Meanwhile,. the

turbulent drama of their lives is driven under-ground into a separate

sphere with which all are acquainted by whispered publicity; but which

is eccessable to the influence of neither education nor social control.

Often, schooling occurs in the context of open antagonism between

the*student and the school.. This is particularly true for "outsider"

groups such as oppressed minorities and the poor. Individuals from these

groups often see .compulsory schooling as captivity in an .alien system which

tantalizes them, with promises of opportunity, demands conformity and offers

contempt, degradation and the scraps of an affluent 'society. If the antagonism

.between the teacher (and ,his main' group of identification) and the student
.

and his main group of identification) has become a public event, for instance

as has occurred in many localities between Negro and white, then the school

experience becomes a thinly disguised civil war; and the insurgent students

are then often defined as culturally deprived and emotionally disturbed and

in need of "special help." Even in a homogenous school the unredeeming

power of the school over the student is often the occasion for his rebellion,

as the contemporary epidemic of school vandalism will testify; or it is

this occasion for his apathy, as the statistics on dropouts will testify.

All of the complexities, absurdities and difficulties of growing up in

the modern world come to a focus in the classroom. (48,49,50,23) However,

teachers as' well as students are unprepared to deal with rapid social change,

challenges to traditional codes of conduct and the cultural intricacies of .

modern life and modern education. This is manifested in their own uncertainty



about how to maintain discipline, how to advise students on moral .matters

and how best to .guide their character development. The numerous and

multiplying fads in behavioral science and psychology tend to undermine

the teacher's sense of confidence to tread where the experts themselves

seem to be confused and in conflict. In addition, the combination of

rapid population growth, the importance-of education for employment and

income, the poor salaries of teachers and other factors have resulted in

the over-crowding of the classroom and the diminution of personal attention

that can be given to the students.

These conditions provide the fertile so:1 in which psychiatry thrives.

In the disguise of another service, the diagnosis, treatment and prevention

of mental illness, the "mental health" teams serve as trouble shooters to

assist the school in its desperate plight. These teams supply "personal"

attention to problem students while the remainder of the student body must

be satisfied with the anonymity of the large classroom. They assist in-

decisive school administrators in the selection and deselection of students.

They provide "scientific" criteria for evaluating the student as a person

to replace the obsolete standards which lack stature in -a technological

society. They ethnicize and reform students by employing social power

disguised as benevolent medical treatment: no small consolation to schools

which recognize the necessity to use social power but are unwilling to use

it openly. Finally, as cadres of character development specialis.ts, they

guide the'bewildered school in all. aspects of its task of preparing the

young for adult life.



Psychiatry as an instrument of education_ in the schools.

The psychiatrist functions in the modern school primarily as an

instruMent.of.ethnicization and social.por4er. Three facts- are responsible

or this. First; psychiatrists Ondeed, all mental. health workers) have

generatly accepted and sought this as their primary social task. Second,

the schobl psychiatrist is employed and paid by the school (and often

therefore, by the state) and is therefore responsible primarily to the

school rather: han to.the student. Third, the main function of the school

is to ethnicize and train the young for participation in adult life.

This does not mean that the psychiatrist cannot or could not con-

tribute to the education of students. However, he. can.make such a contri-

bution in only two ways: as a therapist and as a social scientist. In

'both cases, certain conditions must prevail for this to be possible. As

a therapist, the piychiatrist must exercise no social power over the student.

He must under no circumstances practice psychiatric commitment; for if he

does, then the possibility that the student-patient may lose his freedom by

saying or doing the wrong thing will hang tike-a pall over the entire relation-
.

ship and inhibit free discussion. Also, the psychiatrist must practice

absolute confidentiality; this means he must communicate with no one about

t he student, not even at the student's request. The. possibility that'the

therapist may have a beneficial as well as harmful effect on the student's

life will foster the suppression, repression and inhibition of thoughts and

actions which might work to the student's disadvantage.

Second; the student must be the sole determinant of the'goals of therapy

to the extent that these goals represent specific actions or arrangements he
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may make in his life. It is central to the very concept of education

(as the term is defined here) that these actions or arrangements m be

judgea.to. be. eYiant. This does not mean that the therapist.sanctions or

promotes deviance: it means that he refuses to function as an ethnicizer

or a policeman. Other social agents will function in these two roles and

if the patient chooses to be deviant it will be their responsibility to

apprehend, punish or reform him. The therapist limits his social operations

to discussing the student's life with him. The usefulness of the psychiatrist

will therefore be measured by the student-patient rather than by the psy

to.

chiatrist or society.

The diScussions between the therapist and the patient constitute a
,

certain kind of educational experience. There are many accounts of the

.nature of (psychoanalytic) psychotherapy but any account which is to be

relevant to schooling must be

in these terms, psychotherapy

phrased in socially relevant, ordinary language.

is an education'in the creation of auto-

biography.

- Briefly stated, there are four central elements to autobiographical

education. First, there must be detailed inveitigation of the individual's

history. The significance of this investigation is that for man, historical

events serve as precedents for contemporary behavior. To the extent that an

individual is unaware of these precedents he is the victim of their automatic

(unconscious) influence. To the extent that they are conflicting, stereotyped

And limitingIthe individual's current' behavior will be conflictual, stereotyped

and inhibited. An awareness of one's history, to paraphrase Santayana, pro-
.

Ivides the opportunity to set precedents (to act creatively) rather than to

follow them. (51)
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Second, auto-biographical education elucidates the influences of

present, context on behavior. (52) The discovery of the situational

context of behavior has perhaps been the most important contribution of

psychology to the understanding of man. (53,54) The practical uses of .

this discovery involves acquiring an awareness of the "cultural territory"

in which one operates; an awareness of the impact of other persons (including

the therapist), groups, ideas and social rules on personal conduct.

The first two elements of educative psychotherapy involve the past

(history) and the present (social context). The third involves the in-

fluence of the future on the present and the present on the future. 'To-

gether, these fhree'temporal peripectives take into account the historical

and symbolic-nature of man for whom past, present and future are bound .

to each other by action and meaning: his history is fixed and "determining"

yet it is created as hii present choices recede into the past; and the

anticipation of the future may mould his current actions, yet these actions

may alter the course of events to come. (55)

In educative ..psychotherapy one learns about the influencesof the

future on the present in the sense that-real or perceived opportunities,

possibilities, limitations and restrictions influencepresent choices.

For instance, a middle-z9ed widow who sees no possibilities for _rounding

out the drama of her life as a wife or mother may drift into lethargy and

inaction. (31,56) A negro child from a poor family may strike out at

representatives of a society which has differentially obstructed opportunities

.

for. him to participate in the "Americin dream." (57)

One function of the study of past, present and future is to gain an



awareness of the manner in which they may restrict current choices so that

these restrictions may be counteracted when possible. This is the sense

in which edutative psychotherapy -is psychologically liberating: it aims

at maximizing self-control over the limiting conditions of behavior thus

increasing the range of possible "uses" to which an individual may put

himielf.

However, there is more to education than liberation; there is also

the development of discipline which enables the enactment of choice. It

requires at least as much intelligence, talent and skill to make a personal

decision about one's life as it does to fix a car, to paint a canvas or

to close a financial' deal. In order to make intelligent personal decisions

one must be free of intrusive habits, rigid precedents, dogmatic prejudices

and absolute maxims; one must also possess the capacity clearly to identify

. a problem, to assimilate relevant facts, to formulate possible solutions

and their consequences, to weigh the relative value of the various solutions

in terms of one's biography and to select a course of action without re-

quiring assurance about the correctness of one's choice or the certainty

of the outcome. (25)

We have been hypnotized by the modern "science" of personality into

believing that the correctness of personal decisions will be assured if

only the forces of personality are properly balanced. Intelligence is

treated as if it were a naturally acquired, indwelling capacity which is

won or lost at the moment when sperm and egg fuse rather than a skill which

can be learned and nurtured or suppresied and extinguished by.social influence
, .

and social power.
4



Intelligence is a social quality. Whatever social forces encourage

automatic responses, conformity to pre-foTmulzted maxims, obedience to

authority, repression and inhibition will frustrate the development of

intelligence. In this sense,' rigid social traditions, a morality of

absolute maxims an: attitude of uncritical obedience and the denial of

the opportunity for personal encounter are the enemies of intelligence. (1,58)

This is the ineluctable contradiction of human existence which must be faced

by those who wish to foster both a strong moral consciousness, and the

capacity for.critical intelligence.

The fourth element of auto-biographical education is that it cannot

be theoretical and abstraCt. It involves, in the words of John Dewey,

"Learning to do by knowing and to know by doing." (59) This means that

the student must be permitted the freedom to know and to do. One cannot

master the influence on him of social forces which he cannot identify,

verbalize, examine and evaluate; nor can he master areas of behavior with

which he does not have direct experience. This does not imply that license

is a requirement for learning. it-does imply that the' possibilities for

education are maximized in an open society governed by rule of law in which

education and social control are clearly separated enterprises. Conversely,

educational possibilities are reduced under totalitarian political conditions

and under conditions in which the educator functions primarily as an ethni-

cizer and an agent of social control,

This form of psychotherapy may thus be viewed as an educational experience

by means 0 which An individual learns to apply the methods of science to

the problems of his personal conduct. (35) It is a specialized response tc
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the troubled individual of the modern age who does not find traditional

moral guidelines to be satisfz:tory and who has not developed skills in

autonomous choice-making with which to replace them.

This view of educative psychotherapy suggests three relevant questions

about the modern school. First, if an education in the creation of auto-

biography is useful to some, would it not be useful to all who must cope

with the complexities of modern social life? Is it not possible to provide

this educative experience more broadly through schooling? Second, how is

it possible to reconcile the incompatible conditions.for ethnicization and

.education in the school since the former requires the use of social power

and the latter requires the restraint of it? Third, how can this kind of
Nat

educative experience be incorporated into the school program?

When we de-medicalize the rhetoric. of psychiatry it becomes apparent

that the ideal of "mental health" is. actually an ideal of adult social

functioning; and the 'concern about the relationship of mental. health to

the schools is actually a concern about the aims and methods of character

de;/elopmeht in the school. The alternatives posed are: The extent to .which

the schools should function to develop character according to certain specific

moral standards which are determined by public policy versus the extent to

which they should assist the individual.to develop flexible capacities for

choice-making and to guide his own conduct on the basis of his own autonomous

judgments. To the extent that the latter 'course is selected at all, then the

benefits of educational psychotherapy should be extended beyond the private

consulting room and given, the widest possible'disthbution. In this case,

the psychiatrist should.function as a social scienpst, to study the problems

. . .

. .-.



of the individual in the modern world and to give this knowledge the

widest possible distribution.

There are basic similarities between ethniciiing psychother'apyand

traditional education on the :one hand and between educative psychotherapy

and progressive education on the other. Lessons learned about human nature

. . .

from psychotherapy may have relevance to the school situation and vice-versa.

For instance, it has been learned that people who have not achieved a certain

. degree of ethnicization are not candidates for (cannot engage in) educative

psychotherapy. (60) Simply stated, this implies that an individual must be

ethnicized, he must have a minimum capacity-to participate in social life,

. before he can be educated,-before.he-can.engage in sophisticated refinements

. of choice. This means that traditional (ethnicizing) and progressive

(educative) schooling are not poised as mutually exclusive alternatives.

They represent an increasingly differentiated hierarchy of development in

which the former is a prerequisite for the latter.

The serious question therefore is not which to choose but whether or

not an.educative experience will be provided at all. The-main task of

childhood is to, learn to be a member of the culture in which one lives. NO.

matter :how "spontaneous" a child's early experiences may be, as long as he

grows up in a social group he will not escape from being influenced. by adults

whom he will attempt to emulate, please, anger and disobey. If the standards

of the adult are not made explicit, then the child will merely have to struggle

harder to identify and respond to them. Nevertheless, he will learn their

language, their customs, their prejudices, their taboos and their idols.

The learning of social skills is inseparable.froM learning the particular

ethnic context in which they are used. Therefore, a degree of repression



and inhibition always accompanies a child's learning of the fundamental

social skills of communication and social deportment.. The child who

develops without repression and inhibition will not be a socialized

member of his community. He will be unsocial ized and inept or anti-

social and deviant. In either case his ability to engage in more compli-

cated social choices will be crippled:

The relationship between ethnicization and education is much like

the relationship between discipline and creativity in science, art and

the crafts. :The scientist must be well trained in the theory and technique

of his field before he can engage in independent research; the artist must

first discipline hiMself in the use of.hts materials before.he can employ

theM creatively; and the navigator must first master the use of navigational

equipment, the handling of vessels and the science of the seas before he

,can sail to the port of his choice. In each case, the individual must learn

the capabilities and limitations of his medium within the boundaries of

which he functions. The discipline in these areas of learning is simply a

more specialized version of the discipline involved in:ethnicization. The

*medium of human conduct is the social transaction in which one must be

disciplined and' skilled in order to be able to exercise his freedom and

creativity. (It should not be surprising therefore, that attempts to soften

the use of authority and discipline create more problems than they solve.

(69 )

The necessity of authority and discipline for ethnicization has become

transformed into a moral virtue which is more often used against thendividua

In the service of.the ideology of the state than ft's usect.in the service

of human development. However, the problems of the individual in anomie,
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rapidly changing mass society suggest that learning the skills of

autonomous choice-making is also a necessity for his survival, For

those who accept this necessity, the controversy between the traditional

-41 and progressive theories of schooling should be transformed into one sl

timing. When is it appropriate to shift the school experience from one

which is primarily ethniciiing to one which is primarily educative: i.e.,

at what point should the school relinquish its function as ethnicizer and

agent of social%cOntroll

Whether this should occur at the junior high, the high school or the

. 'college level is open for discussion. Certainly, if we wish our laws to

be relevant to our die age of majority should be considered

to be the appropriate point of transformation. Prior to this point, the

school should function openly as an ethnicizer, employing its social power

to "brief" the' young in the rules of social life. Of course, preparation

for the firial goal of autonomy may be included in this phase of character

development just as preparation for making complicated moves in chess may

be included in the. learning Of-the rules governing the use.of chessmen.

However, it is inevitable that ethnicization will also foster conflict,

repression, inhibition and self-doubt.

A period of education or cultural "debriefing" should therefore follow.

The principles of educative psychotherapy permit us to specify the necessary

conditions for this experience. First, the school must exercise no social

power over .the student. This means the abandonment of the principle of

'"in.loco pirentis" which literally continues the ethnicization (and in-

fantilization) of the young adult. The Influence of. the power of the



school on the learning process has been insufficiently studied (for obvious

reasons); however, there is reason to believ- that just as the social power

of the parent fosters repression and inhibition i.n the child, so the social

power .of the school also fosters these and therefgre interferes with its

'allegedaim of encouraging free inquiry. Schooling is an extremely.personal

process no matter how bureaucratized and maSsified modern public education

has. become. The power exercised by teachers and school. officials over students

will have a dominating influence on their thought and action (either in the

direction of conformity or rebellion); and efforts 'to master the influence

of social power will be overshadowed by the influence .of that power itself..

The laws of the land should be sufficient to regulate the student's behavior.

Attempts to supplement or evade these laws with administrative rules only

promotes ignorance-and-disrespect for law.

Second, the school which wishes to provide educatiye experiences must

cease serving commek4.1, military governmental and social interests by

maintaining surveillance and dossiers on student conduct. Such a system

of spying, let us call it by its proper name, is a subtle method for con-

trolling the student who wishes to enter these areas.of life upon completiOn

of his career. These interests should be capable of evaluating prospective

employees without the aid of the school; and the student should be ,free to

decide for himself that he wishes to be helped with his personal problems.

Thirds at this point in his life, the student should be free to make

his own living arrangements according to his personal preferences and styles

and subject to the controlonly of legitimate social authority. The school



should not regulate or judge his grooming, his personal associations,

. his sexual practices, his use of alcohol or drugs, or any other aspect
. .

of his behavior. Like the educative psychotherapist, the school should

: limit its function to undoing repressions and inhibitions: to refining

the student's perceptions of his life and expanding his capacities to choose

and act.

Fourth, the curriculum should be designed to provide the student with

a commanding perspective on his social world. The burden of this task of

\ course, falls on the social sc ences and humanities; and the formulation of
.

such a curriculum is no doubt the major task of educational research. If
..

it is to serve an educative function, Such a program must have the same

intellectual orientation as educative psychotherapy, albeit on a cultural

rather than an auto-biographical level.

First, it must be oriented to contemporbry problems rather than to

faddist and abstract disciplinary conventions. Second, it must provide an

historical orientation to these problems (contemporary history.) This

serves tha same function as the investigation of personal history in

educative psychotherapy: to prOOde an awareness of culturally conditioned

influences on conduct. ;Third, it must conceptualize contemporary problems

in terms of world issues, cultural context and social situation of the

particula'r students involved their relationship to one another. Fourth,

it- Must include the. future dimensions of life by providing an uhderttanding

of the biological basis'of choice and meaning, the inflUence of social

authority and social power on behavior and the application. of scientific

thinking to problems of conduct.



In its basic design such an educative program embodies the principles,

aims and methods of educative (psychoanalytic) psychotherap. it represents

the broadest possible implementation of the principles of mentarhealth in

the school situationin the sense that the ideal of mental health and the

ideal of-character development both refer to the acquisition of refined

self7knowledge and self-mastery of one's social performance. (62) Of course,

certain individuals may wish a more personal educative experience, but this

would constitute a supplement and not a substitute for educative schooling.

EPILOGUE

The social conditions which are responsible for the alienation of

modern , n are also responsible for his freedom: the loss of community

and primary affiliative structures and the rise-of the industrial democracy.

The search for an antidote to alienation has often involved the organiiation

of social life under the dominion of the state and the collective. Although

social cohesion is no.doubt increased at times by social power and social

. .

authority, there is reason to question whither the harmony and integrity

of communal life can be retrieved by the exercise of government power in

a heterogeneous, complex world society. There is no.doubt that human

freedom can be extinguished by the use of that power.

We must not forget that the schools accomplish their task of forming

and .reforming character-in part, by employing (state Sanctioned) social

power. The invasion of the schools by psychiatric "mental health teams" is

also an instance of the use of state sanctioned power to promote social
a

order, to ethnicize the young and to buttress vanishing moral ideals.



is to be expected in an age of science and humanism, this power is

disguised, as scientifically grounded and humanistically motivated.

Power is power, and while it is necessary for rearing the young it should

not pose for something other than it is. There are disadvantages to the

use of social power the most notable of which are the loss of freedom and

dignity and the inculcation of attitudes of obedience and slavishness.

Therefore, to be intelligently utilized that power should be open and

recognized rather than covert and disguised.
.*%

One major antidote to the disruptive effects of alienation is the

tit . 8.)PC

educational experience in which the individual is informed of his predicament
.

and is provided with the skills to function as a social- unit in a complex

"society. While it is evident that this education is becoming increasingly

Indispensable to the.indiVidual, the reason for our failure to provide. it

for him are also evident.

The transmission of moral values has long been conceived as one of

the main functions of the school. The failure of a school to vigorously

indoctrinate its students in prevailing. moral values, or to prosecute deviance

from those values is often.cited by citizens groups and government of

as subversive to social cohesion and social order. However,.such indoctrina-

tion, if pursued to the exclusion of a period of debriefing,will tend to

duplicate precisely those conditions which incapacitate the individual in

the modern world: it will make him the victim rather than the master of

the conflicts and disharmonies of his culture, it will inculcate repression

and inhibition in critical areas of conduct and it will encourage an attitude

of unreflective obedience to authoritative social influences.



The repugnance and opposition both to psychoanalysis and to "educative"

schooling therefore, stem from a persistent commitment to tradi.tional.

morality and from a commitment to a meta-ethic of obedience (group values)

rather than to a meta-ethic of autonomous, intelligent choice-making

(individual values.) This demonstrates that education, in its basic

design, is not morally neutral: on the contrary, just as in analytic

'psychotherapy the aim is to eliminate the automatic, compulsive influence

of the super-ego on conduct, so in analytic education the aim is to eliminate

the automatic, compulsive influence of cultural values and social power on

conduct.

'This I's the psychological dimension of the old conflict between the

values and needs of the individual and the values and needs of society.

Fromthis point of view, education is potentially socially subversive in

that it involves a challenge to the authority of conventiOnal social guide-

lines and it involves the development of the ,capacity, for disobedience to

all that is sacred in the social order.. This conflict 1 s bbth obscured and

intensified by the rhetoric of mental health. Mental health either represents

the adoption of specific moral qualities which are congenial to social order

in which case i.t is iricompatible with self-control and self-direction: or

it represents the capacity for self-control and self-direction, in which

case it is incompatible with maximum social' order and security. The pursuit

of one or another of these themes is implied in the choice between traditional

and progressive schooling.. And the pursuit of one or'the other of these

themes will indicate whether the: sychiatrist functions in the school as

the agent of society or the agent of the individual.
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CITIZENSHIP OR CERTIFICATION

Thomas GreenI

In the past eighty years or so of American history there have occurred

at least two important transformations in the role and conception of schoolsr.

.

.and" .schooling. The first developed when
.

the conception Of educating the public

became. closely lifiked to public school education so that the education of the

public tended to become coextensive with the conception of public schooling.

Jefferson argUed that "if a nation expects to be free and ignorant in a state

of civilization, it expects what never was and never shall be," and this

remark is often taken to express the fundamental necessity upon which the American.

. -.system of schooling rests. This basic axiom is one way of expressing the con-

viction that whatever else education may accomplish, its fundamental purpose

is political. Its most basic contribution is in the formation of a democratic

public; its most important goal, the development of citizens.. But. not even in his

famops proposal to the Virginia legislature did Jefferson express. the belief

that formal schooling would become the primary instrument in the education of the

public. By way of publiC schooling, Jefferson proposed to offer three years of

grammar school for "every white child of the Commonwealth," more advanced

education for some promising ones, and free higher education for a very select

group, which he referred to as "the natural aristocracy." That is not as

extensive a proposal for public schooling as we might.expect from a man who

believed so strongly. in the political tmportance,of educating the public.
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For Jefferson, the most fundamental function of education was defined in

relation to the formation of a' civic body, But he clearly distinguished

between education and schooling. The basic skills transmitted through the

common grammar school were to be the necessary prerequisites rather than the

definition of one's education. Thus schooling, though necessary, was less

important in educating the public than participation in the polity and the

economy. political' participation and a free press, these were the primary

means of. educating the public. Not even for the generation of Horace Mann

did the demand for mass education imply mass schooling 'over.increasingly

extended periods of one's life. Schooling and education were not synonymous.

"Education" was the more comprehensive term and was tied directly to the

formation of a civic order.

In the same light consider the underlying function of education in the

American encounter with.immigrant groups. The."comMon school" undoubtedly

played a large role in the process of assimilation. Mass education was

required to reduce the dangers of cultural pluralism. The function of the

common schoul was, among other things, to tone down cultural differences and

equip the immigrant with an historical memory which would allow him to find

his identity as an American. This educational goal was pursued through many

kinds of schooling at many age levels, but it was never understood t(

require mass schooling. over very extended periods of time.' The process of

assimilationt.was aided, moreover,. even at the outset:, by the fact that par-

ticipation in the economy and the polity often required the immigrant to
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shed some of .his distinctive behavior in favor of what was. more functional

in American society. And so, not even in the process of assimilation was

the mass education of the public focused in mass schooling: It.was assumed

throughout that, quite apart from schooling, there were many

ways of securing an education, many agencies of education, and a variety

of paths to dignified adult status and full-fledged membership in the public

body. A richly diversified pattern of educating the public was understood

to exist and 'schooling was but a small part of.it.

The first significant shift in these assumptions occurred, or at least

became evident, in the'first'two decades of the present century. Dewey, -for

.example, clearly recognized that education and schooling are not the same

thing. He argued that all of life is educative in the sense that every

experience has consequences in developing habits and therefore in bringing

pattern to the release of human impulse in action. Some experiences, however,

can be miseducative because they tend to develop patterns of habit which

are restricting rather than liberating. They tend to minimize the. subsequent

capacity of the child to respond appropriately to a changing environment.

The.only proper solUtion, he thought, was to develop the habits of intelligence,

the habits of reflection which alone are sufficient to adjust the pattern

of human action to changing circumstances without limit. Education was

growth and whatever tended to limit the capacity to grow was miseducative.

Dewgy's complaint, was' that many of the agencies of deliberate education

were not doing their job. The process of industrialization had contributed

. to the decay of the family and the education of the church was either ineffective
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or inherently damaging in the process of developing people who would partic-

ipate in a democratic society. Neither they nor the press, unions, neighbor-

hoods or shops were effective in educating properly. Some other institution

must take on their educative functions. It became almost a folk assumption

that this, institution should be the school: It was Dewey's view not that the

school played too large a role-in the education of the public, but that its

role was too narrow. He did not deny that there were other forces for educa-

tion, but he turned constantly to the school as the best hope-for assembling

the educational resources necessary for the preservation of a democratic

public.

On this view it became increasingly difficult to separate the education of

the public from the institutions of public schooling. The function of schooling

was no less political in conception, no less directed toward a civic ideal,

. but the role of schooling in education was greatly expanded. Jefferson's

assumptiOns concerning the political necessity of educating the public were

retained, but in achieving those ends, the sphere of schools and schoolin&

was greatly expanded. This. represents a substantial shift in emphaSis.

. The second transformation in the conception of schooling is more radical.

It is.also more recent, and for that reason alone is more difficult to define

and will require more extensive exploration. The fundamental point is that

as the, role of schooling in the education of the public is expanded and insti-

tutional differentiation proceeds, it may turn out.that schools take on

not simply enlarged, but entirely different responsibilities. As their im-

portance grows, their actual social function may be transformed. As such a

change occurs moreover, it would not be unexpected if the course of social
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development would out -run the ideology which is intended to provide the

-rationaliiation for schools and schooling. The traditional rationalization,

though continually appealed to, would no longer reflect what actually is

done in schools and through schooling. It is precisely this kind of trans-

formation tliat has occurred in Ameiican schools and in American society. At

least that is the thesis I wish to explore.

Let us recognize, to begin with, that education, wherever it is found is

always, concerned With three fundamental functions. Education is always con-.

cerned with (1) socialization, (2) cultural transmission, and (3) the develop-

ment of self-identity incthe individual.- These functions, of course, overlap,

but I think it well to treat them as conceptually distinct. .By "social-

ization" i mean to-focus on the structural.aspects-of society and the process

of inducting the young into the adult roles of the society structurally defined.

By "cultural transmission" I mean to emphasize the value component of society

and the process of learning, adopting, and adapting the beliefs and values

which provide some rationalization for the social norms and practices which

.the,child learns. .By "the development of personal identity", I mean to focus
;

upon two fundamental but discriminable requirements of education. The first

is the demand for some meaningful participational roles in a contemporary com-

munity, and the second is the necessity for a sense of identity in some his-

torical community. It seems to me a proposition in no need of demonstration

that schools. wherever they exist should be the institutions through which

society seeks deliberately to.advance the social functions of education. That

is to say.simply.that schools should be educational institutions. Whatever their

role may be, it must be defined in relation to these purposes of education.
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. .The scope of formal schooling was relatively slight in the mind of Jefferson

and was not greatly enlarged in the assimilation of ethnic minorities because

. the social functions of education could be satisfied in other ways than by

formal schooling. The process of socialization did not require extensive

schooling. Adult roles in the polity and the economy were readily accessable

through other means. They were accessible to those with common or elementary

education. Self-identity throUgh some vocation could be achieved without

extensive formal preparation and cultural transmission, being frequently

regional and ethnic, was accomplished through a myriad of local arrangements,

folk clubs, trade associations, Sunday s011oOls, and national celebrations

such as Independence Day. Extensive schooling is simply unnecessary in such

a society in order to satisfy the functions of education.

But we no longer have that kind of society. We are passing from an

industrial to a technological society, from a rural to an urban society, and

intim an individualistic to.a corporate and highly organized society. The

process of socialization is-different. The role of cultural transmission

does not occur with the same clarity and the path to a clear historical and

meaningful contemporary identity is not as easy. !stow the adult social roles

defined in the economy and the polity are heavily loaded with technical pre-

requisites, and the satisi:action of those prerequisites requires tensive

schooling. Consider an example, which is in many ways paradigmatic. Not

longago Governor Rockefeller vetoed an act of the New York State legislature

which would require a college degree as a prerequisite for certification as

a mortician in New York State. Had he allowed the act to become law, then
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access to the position of mortician in New York State would have been un-

available to anyone except through schooling. Again, it was at one time

poisible fOr a farmer,-for example, to "read law" under an attorney 'and .

then through examination, gain admission to the Bar. Abraham Lincoln did

not have a law degree. That was not then the normal method of becoming

an attorney. He read law as a clerk; This path for entrance into the

profession is now virtually closed. "Reading law" iv- takes the form

of schooling-undertaken in pursuit of a law degree. Most law clerks,

a virtually vanishing breed, mustpdr have law degrees. Schooling is

. . . .

becoming an increasingly pervasive path in the process Of socialization..

Not even-by joining the Army can one-avoid the necessity for schooling as

the means of gaining access to adult social- roles in American society.

The point I wish to stress is that under these conditions, the-actual

social functions of schooling became transformed. Schooling was an important

part of the process of developing .a democratic society,.bilt.it.wasonlyApart,.

one among many alternative paths to adult social roles. Now it has become

_very nearly the sole path for gaining access to full-fledged adult member-

ship in American society. The result is that the schools have had to assume

a heavier burden of certain functions which heretofore were accomplished in

other ways. Schools have had to assume a heavier share in the task of certi-

fying, sorting and selecting, the self-conscious process of determining who

will assume which kinds of positions in the work force and which will receive

which forms of subsequent education.
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The.impadt of this change is perhaps most vividly seen in the so-called

"drop-out problem." It seems to me a sobering fact that'prior to 1950 there

... was no drop-out problem in the schools of this country, not because everyone

finished twelve years of school but because we did not define the failure to

do so as a problei, There were youngsters who left the formal school system,

but we did not view this as a serious matter because there were other ways

available for a person to develop his powers and to demonstrate his capacities.

A drop-out froM school did not mean in any sense a drop-out from society. The

term "drop-out" is a fairly recent addition to the vocabulary of education. It

does not reflect an increase in the number of youngsters who fail to finish

high-school: In fact the proportion of students who fail to finish twelve years

of school is probably less now than ever before. The use of the term to designate

an important social problem reflects a profound shift in our conception of

schooling and in our understanding of the social functions of the schools.

The ",drop -out" problem can become a problem only if we adopt the view that the

fundamental function of schooling is to meet the "man-power needs" of the

.economic and military institutions of our society. The failure of students

to complete their education through high school did not, in fact, become de-

fined as a problem until the school system began to be widely viewed in this way..

In short, the growing authority of the schools to perform the function of certi-

fying and sorting has. transformed a drop-out from school into a drop-out from.

Society. Failure in school has become one way in which society has learned

to say to many young people that they are simply no. good.

The important point, however, is that the schools have been made to
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assume a greiter share of_the task of. certifying, sorting and selecting.

The point is not that this is a new function in American society. What is.

-new is that the task is so' heavily bound up with the powers of schools and

schooling. .It is equally important, however, that this change in the

function-of schooling has carried with it corresponding changeSin the assump-

tions within which we:tend to understand the purpose of schooling. An emphasis

upon the certifying function has led to a deemphasis on the political function.

The purposes of schooling have tended to be defined -less in relation to the

formation of a body politic, less in relation to a divic ideal, and more in

relation to the "manpower" demands of our economic and military institutions.

In short, if there is some'tension between the idea of schooling for citizen-

ship and schooling for certification, then in American schools, we have

tended to move away from the former in favor of the latter. This constitutes

a trully radical departure from the assumptions about the function of schools

held either by Jefferson or by the.leaders of the Progressive Movement such

as Dewey; It means in effect that the connection between public schooling

and the education of the public is broken.

I

It might be argued that I have provided a distorted view of the trans-

formation of the role of American schools. If the schools have had to assume

a heavier share in the tasks of certifying, sorting; and selecting and a lesser

share in educating a public, that is due simply to a transformation in the

economic structure of American society. That is a consequence of the schools

reacting appropriately to'a transforming job structure in society. The

:
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number.of unskilled jobs is declining. Increasingly the available adult

roles require technical skills and theSe Can be acquired only through school-
.

ing, and schooling, moreover, carried on over expanding periods of time.

Hence, schooling through high school is a necessity, not because the schools

have made it so, but because the nature of the economy quite objectively"

Niewed has made it so.

Bo doubt these observations are true in some sense and to some extent.

But the vital question is "In what sense and to what extent are they true?"

It is doubtless true that our society requires more education in order for

people to effectively, participate in it.. But where is the connection between

that fact and the conclusion that it must require more formal schooling? The

fact is that there is not and in principle, cannot be any close correlation

between the actual technical skills acquired through school and the Apecific

technical prerequisite for any particular job: There cannot be any very

close, relation between the skills required for a particular job and a high

school or college diploma. In fact, what.is increasingly required in American

society is a diplcima, a proper note of certification and not a particular set

.

. of capacities developed. in school. And what that diploma attests to in fact

is not a specific set of abilities but a certain measure of dependability,

acquiescence and plasticity of personality -- the capacity to take directions

and.to be punctual.. These are important qualities to develop for participation

in the economy, and a diploma or certificate from a school is evidence that

they have been developed. But this, which the schOols'do certify is not a

new thing. It does not result from the increasingly technical preprequisites

for jobs in American society.
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Whether the actual fulfillment of adult roles in modern America in fact needs

to require more extended schooling is a highly debatable point. It seems to

me doubtful. But the fact is that many *people believe it to be true, and

if they believe it to be true, however erroneously, it will turn out structur-

ally to be so. If a garageman believes that a good mechanic must have a

high school diploma, or a banker that the duties of a teller require a college

education, then the fact that their beliefs are mistaken is.no comfort to

a young person seeking a job without a diploma or degree. He must return to

school not to acquire the necessary skills, but to acquire the certification

essential in order.to gain access to.a role where his skills can be displayed.

The school in this sense functions'as a sorting and certifying agency for

admission to adult roles, and this function of the schools is not a consequence

of the growing demand for technical skills in.the economy. It is a consequence

of the way in which we have translated the demand for more education into a

demand for more schooling and have as a consequence transformed the role of

the school. from an institution for the educition and development of-a civic

body into a certifying agency for economic and military purposes.

This then is the second and more radical transformation in the conception

of schools and schooling. We began with the assumption that the education of

the public was essential because we are a democratic society. Schooling had

its role to play in this process, but the purpose of schooling was defined

primarily in civic terms. Then through time the role of the school in the

formation of the public was enlarged though still related to a civic ideal.

Finally, we have managed to expand. the, role of the public schools to a virtual

monopoly in determining access to adult roles in American society. In the
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process the civic function of the public schools, their political role in the

education of the public has atrophied. This development and sits significance

may be a consequence of other changes in our society, more fundamental and

profound changes in the very conception of the public and of politics. In

view of these more fUndamental changes, it is an open question whether the

schools can really turn from a concern with certification to a more explicit

and forthright concern for citizenship.

The.idea that schools and schooling.. should be directed toward the:

formation of a public is a troublesome notion. The concept of a public

or civic body, is one of those fruitful ideas at the same time central to the

tradition of social thought and amenable to endless change. It is an idea

both pregnant and equivocal. And so. when it is said that education must

be a public affair, what public is it that we have in mind? What do we

mean by "public"?

The idea of a public is troublesome, however, net only because it is

so slippery, but because it bat; received so little direct and sustained

. -

attention. There are certain resources upon which to drao, but they are
; .

perhaps most notable for their inadequacy in modern America. There is,

for example, the p1.is of Aristotle, the space where the heads of families

met as equals under no other necessity than their common agreement.to

speak and to act togethef The public in this sense was synonymous 'with

a paliticr' body and membership in it required participation in the affairs

of that body. Membership in it was indistinguishable from being a political
I

agent and was indispensable to being a human being. Aristotle's famous
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principle was not that man is by nature a social being, but that he is by

nature a political animal, not that man is by nature simply gregarious,

or that he-happens to live in the presende of others, but that he is by nature

a member of a. civic body. The opposite of "public" in this sense mould be

"non-political" rather than "private . Typically in the ancient world the

power of the head, the atria wasWilAmit" limit. Relations in

the family were, by definition, relations among unequals, and so the affairs

of the family fell outside the public not because they were private, but

because they were non-political. The public then was a political body and

education could be conceived in no other context than preparation for

entrance into that body of "free .and equals". II was natural that both

Plato and Aristotle should deal with education within' the context of a

concern for citizenship, and that they should see the exercise of citizenship

as inseparable from the cultivation of both civic and human arm. Education

was at once both technical and moral and at the same time civic.

Though the ancient polis remains for us a kind 'of haunting memory of

what we might mean by "the public," nonetheless, it cannot constitute the

-model of what we mean by that word in discussions of "public education" and

"public schools." In the modern city, and certainly in the nation state,

to say nothing of a world-wide ox regional "family of nations," there is

precious little to remind us of the public in the classic sense. Where

is the res publica in a modern city, in Chicago or New York for example?

Both Plato and Aristotle, as well as otherc in the ancient world recogniied

that the :00lis, must be small .because it must be intimate and face to face.

Indeed that was the problem of Rome, how is it possible to govern an empire



''on the model of the civitas? Such a public cannot in principle be expanded

beyond limits permitting a meeting of free and equals and a verbal exchange

among them.
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The polls, insofar, as it provides one model for the meaning of "public,"

is more closely related to apublic defined by the concept of community than

a public defined by the concept of society.

The model of societas is that of a social relation founded on contract,

Si kind of agreement, the result of will, serving sometimes the temporary and

sometimes the more durable needs of men. A contractual relation,however,

is like a promise. *It is something one can enter and froM which, therefore,

one can be absolved. The concept of society, or -societas was frequently

based on the idea that men-may be bound together by a"common" interest.

But, the word "interest" is a metaphore, a metaphore, moreover, which

beautifully belongs to the conception of thz public as societas. For an

interest, (inter est), understood literally is that which is between two

men. It May be understood as that which in coming between them either

separates them or joins them. Between the North American continent and Europe

there stretches the.Atlantic Ocean. Does it separate the continents or unite

them? It depends upon one's point of view. From one perspective the ocean

'IA surely an uncluttered highway which connects the two. The point of view

of societas is that of separate men who are bound together by a kind of common

interest or common fate. But that which unites them, which isbetween them,

is of a different order from kinship or blood,' common religion of long and

mutualy acknowledged historical loyalties. These latter are more of the

nature of cammunitas, for they bind men in a public, a brotherhood as opposed

to a partnership, even when their interests diverge. The point is beautifully
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put by "sonnies when in Community and Society, he writes,

The theory of the Gesselschaft deals with the artificial

-construction of an aggregate of human beings which

.
superficially resembles the Gemeinschaft insofar as

the individuals live and dwell together peacefully.

However, in Gcmeinschaft they essentially

united in spite of all separating factors, whereas in

Gesselschaft they are essentially separated in site

of all uniting factors.'

The classical polls does not provide a useful image out of which to

build a modern understanding of -the "public." The ancient res publica

is not much better. Both are essentially political conceptions and the

modern understanding of public is not. The latter term, moreover, calli

to mind the conception of the legal organization of the public, namely,

the state, and that. is not what we mean by the public either. The notion

of a national society, with its historic relation to social contract

theory and the Roman societqs is too large and indefinite, too much connected

with the idea of polity and too likely to admit many publics in a society

without seriously coming to grips with the term "public" at all.

If we are to understand the meaning of "public" in discussions of

"public" education, "public" schools, and the education of the "public,"

then part of whatis needed is some symbol of the public adequate to express

and to evoke the needed social commitment of our time. What we seek is some

formulation of the idea Of "public" so that through the process of education

men may find it believable, that they are in some sense "united in spite of

all separating factors." In that respect, our understanding of a public

1. Community and Societ Charles Loomis fr, and ed. (New York: Harper

Torchbooks, 1 9.3 pg. 6 4, .(Italics added).
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must bear some of the marki of Gemeinschaft or Communitas. Such a symbol

cannot be discovered in the mere fact that from time to time we are prompted

to associate with one another around some shared interest. Nor can it be

found, as Cicero would have it, in some "common agreement concerning what

is right." The public must contain disagreement. An adequate symbol

of public life must transcend mere interest.

The "sing of thing that is wanted is perhaps best displayed in that

panoply ofsymboli surrounding the Hebrew notion of "the people." When

the Bar Mitsvah declares "I am a Jew," there is called forth the memory

of a long history of belonging to a people or a public, and that public

transcends differences of.interest, geographic boundaries, and economic

and political distinctions. But the important point about this illustration

is that what constitutes the public, what evokes its consciousness in people,

is not a shared interest or an agreement about. what is good. It is a

common memory transmitted through a set of shared symbols adequate to

communicate that membership. And what is even more important, this conception

of a public does not establish any solid division between What is publiC and

what is private. Membership in a public in the Hebraic sense is not set

over against membership in a family. It is in no way confined to political

affairs or civic affairs, yet it leads to participation in'the shared life of

a people.

That is the kind of thing we see in the Hebrew notion of ."the people."

It suggests that what is.required for the education of the public is some

conception of 'the-public and some way of communicating that conception so

that the public is seen to extend back into the past and forward into the

future. This is simply to say that one of the functions of educating the



public is to assist in forming a self-identity not only through participation

in a contemporary community but also through memory of some historical com-

munity. This is one of the decisiire points at which the social function

of certification obfuscates the educational issues; for when it is the

primary function of schools to sort 'and certify, they must be concerned with

modernity above all else, and the necessity to form the kind of memory. which

.establishe& a person in some public is-likely to go not only unrealized but

even =recognized.

There ire, of course, alternative ways of understanding the idea of a

public, approaches which rely less than the. Hebrew. view on the effects of.a

common history and shared mythology. Perhaps the most sustained and direct

attack on the idea of the public is to be found in that most-neglected of

all Dewey's writings, The Public and Its Problems. There he set out directly

to answer the question "What do we mean by the Public?" His answer rests

neither upon the idea of a common interest, nor upon the idea of contract.

Neither'does he suggest that the existence of a public stems, from the

existence of a state or from the way the state is organized. He points out

instead that,amongthe transactions which occur among men there are some

whose effects do not extend beyond the lives of those immediately engaged, but

-there are others whose consequences reach far beyond those immediately concerned.

Here is the germ of the distinction between tublic and private. In the latter-

.case, when the consequences of an act go'far beyond those directly concerned

then it takes on a public character, whether, as he puts it, "The. conversation

be carried on by a king and his prime minister or by Cataline and a fellow



conspirator or by merchants planning to monopolize a market." 2 A

public then is constituted by all those who are in fact effected for good

or ill by actions. Dewey says, "Those indirectly and seriously affected...

form a group distinctive enough to deserve a name, 'The name selected is

The-Public."3

This view has several consequences. In the first place, it follows

that the existence of.a public is a question of fact. It is not something

which needs forming as much as it simply needs recognizing. There are at

least two ways in which a public may fail to be recognized. In the first

place, it may.fail in self- recognition. For example, those whose lives will

be seriously affected by the location of a school may be unaware not only of

bow the decision will influence them, but of the fact that it may touch them

at all. Hence they may.reme,in an incohate public, lacking self-consciousness.

They are, according to Dewey, a public, nonetheless; and potentially an arti-

culate public. On the other hand, a public may fail to be recognized by those

who are. responsible for acting. Hence, the school authorities may fail to

recognize who is touched by their actions or they may simply. ignore-them.

This is a fairly accurate deicription of the relation between the public.and

school officials during the recent controversies in New York over the control

of I. S. 201 and P. S. 36-125. What was for a long time an incohate public in

Harlem has become what Dewey calls a concerned public. But the decisions of

'the school authorities often appear to be made without "reference to that.

2. John Dewey. The Public and Its'Problems, (New York: Henry. Holt and Co.

13.
3. Ibid., p. 35

:



concerned public. Public decisions are then seen as removed from the public,

asin no way expressive of the concerns of the effected public. In any

case, the point is that a public is defined by the actual consequences-of-

actions taken." A concerned public .arises when people are aware of the. con- .

sequences of those actions.

In the second place,-Dtwey's-view implies that there are many publics.

Presumably, there are as many publics as there are consequential issues

calling for action. Here it should be observed that a public in Dewey's

sense is not confined to people who have a common interest, or.the same

interest in some issues. A public contains -people who have divergent or even

conflicting interests. Hence, the public defined in many- current school

controversies such as those so publicized in New York City, includes not only

parents and children, but- teachers and other..professionals, political repre-

sentatives, business associates and many others who see their interests as

divergent and who. are differently persuaded. The fundamental political

task -is to bring into some comprehensive whole-not only the diversity within

each such public, but between various publics which may come into existence.

From within this framework of thought, there are important things that

can be said about educating the public and education for public participation.

To begin with, the existence of a public, is for Dewey a matter of fact and

. not a result of education. But what isoften needed is the transformation of

an incohate public into a concerned and articulate public. That does require

education. One must learn how it is that decisions do touch one's life.

If we were to introduce a distinction of GilberiRyle's between "knowing how"

and "knoWing that," between skills and information, then we can say that the
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creation of a concerned public requires a great many kinds of "knowing that" --

knowing thatSuch and.such decisions are pending, that-they are likely to

have such and such consequences, they they are likely to be made by such

and such persons or offices, that oue has certain rights to information relevant

to these decisions and so forth . But participation in a concerned public

is also likely to require many kinds of knowing how-- knowing how to exercise

one's rights, how to make information widely available, how to influence those

in authority, how to conduct-meetings, how to contact allies, and so forth.

'The point is 'that education of that kind of public for that kind of public'

is heavily laden with instruction in the exercise of skills. For preparation

for citizenship it may become less important to be right and more important

to be effective. It may be that the good man is not in demand Ube be good

for nothing. In short education of the public tends to more closely resemble

technical education, civic action becomes tied to a kind of technical reason,

and civic problems to technical problems.

It is impossible to stress too much how extensive a transformation

these remarks imply for traditional American views of civic and moral

education. Within Western moral theory, there have been three fundamental

metaphores which have tended to guide our understanding of moral education.

an the one hand, there has been the image of man the giver of law, the legislator.

From that perspective the basic moral question has been "What is right ?" That

is the central question in the theory of duty. The second metaphore hasbeen

the image.ofMan as the searcher for and creator of value. From this point

of view the crucial question is always, "What is the good for man?" This

was the basic questcon "which guided *the utilitarians of the nineteenth century

t
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to search for the underlying principle of value. It is also a strong element

in Greek ethics. It is the view of moral theory which takes as fundamental

the problem of value. The third guiding metaphore has been the image of man

the artist, and from this view, the crucial question in the moral life is not

what is right or what is good, but what is fitting: This is the central

focus of the moral sense theorists and is a strong element in the Greek

.conception of hamartia, the notion that.life is an art, that it requires the

cultivation of techne or skill. These are quite distinct though related

approaches to the topics of ethical theory.

The American experience, however,'hasbeen strongly influenced by

the character of life in the New England town and on the frontier. The

prevailing moral understanding has been strongly shaped by religious tradition

and in particular .by Puritan influence with its strong focus

on the theory of duty, and a corresponding rejection of a life based upon

prudence alone. In short, the focus has, for the most part, been on what is

right and good, and relatively less upon what is prudentially wise, effective,

and efficient. But in the world of modern America, more highly organized,

more urban, more technologically oriented, it may be precisely these later

features which must count most heavily. In the setting of urban life, it

can easily turn out that the most fundamental moral and civic question is

no longer what is right or good but that is happening, what is happening to

one's neighbor and to one's self and how,.by whit techne, something can be

done about it. One's duties to-Lneighbo'r may be unchanged, but the context

in which they are discharged is greatly changed. They are more likely to be

4
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referred to as the business of some institution, some agency, or some public

.body,. such as.the police, hospitals, schools, or churches. To discharge one's

duties to neighbor in this sense bscomes.much more a matter of skill and

efficiency. The moral agent becomes much more the public agent. He becomes

a man with a particualr set of skills, the man who is able to "read the signs of

the times," determine what is happening, what can be done about it and by what

means, when action can be taken and when it cannot, and with what permanent

and what temporary gains. This is a much stronger element of prudence,

effectiveness and public involvement than Americans have been accustomed to

associate with the conception of a moral agent. It is a view strongly

reminisent of the traditional moral metaphore of man as an artist, but it

would be better in the American context to view it as the model of man the

technologist.

The problem is too difficult to deal with in detail within the limits

of this essay, but one might hypothesize nonetheless, that it is precisely

this transformation'in the social context civic and moral action. which. hasCe cAppto.vti f.14 ta:c4orti th-7%-(4.). .147. 'irw n
made the concept of responsibilityAin the western. tradition of moral thought.

As.far as I can determine, there are only two paragraphs in ail of Aristotle's

writings which deal with the idea, and those have to do with the problem

of identifying the conditions for free choice. They do not deal with

responsibility in the sense in which moderns understand it. As far as I am

able-to .determine, the term.itself, or its equivalent does not figure 'at all

in any of the writings of classical moralists. One will search in vain for

an .treatment of the idea in the utilitarians of the nineteenth century.

In Durkheim's lectures-on' moral education, in many respeCts the.most mature

expression of his thought; the idea:of responsibility does not enter at all

;=,-%411,11
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as a fundamental category of moral conscience. The idea of duty is there,

but that is not quite what is meant by the modern "ethic of responsibility."

To the best of my knowledge the notion that "responsibility" might be placed

along side the concepts of "right," "good" and "fitting" as a fundamental moral

category is a distinctly twentieth century idea.

As far as I can determine, Richard Neibuhr's book, The Responsible

Self is the first major work of moral theory to make the moral

concept of responsibility more fundamental even than the ideas of the right,

the good,'and the fitting. He understands responsibility to be quite literally

the ability to respond to.what is happening: in a public network of relations.

His thought is based upon the ideas of George Herbert Mead, but the significance

of his work is that he interprets moral behavior in the context of a public

in the modern sense and sees the moral agent as possessing a certain kind of

civic skill. He sees the responsible self as a kind of moral technologist,

the possessor of a technical conscience, no different in kind, however, in

his public and private life. The responsible self is able to respond to acts

of love and intimacy and return them as well as he is able to respond to the

acts of public officials on public qUestions. Neibuhr's conception of.the

responsible self is the conception of a man who lives and acts within a

public in the sense in which Dewey intended, and yet it is not a view of moral

agency which sets up any'hard and fast dichotomy between the social skills

required in public life and the capacity to respond in the.intimacY of ones

private associations.

Such an approach to the nature of civic education might proyide a

means. of preserVing the unity of the Hebrew view between public role arid private

life. It is heavily laden with the political connotations so central in
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the classical view of the public. It also places a premium on the cultivation

*Of the necessary social skills which are so fundtional. a requirement for life

in modern urban societies. But the sphere of intimacy is very limited in the

urban setting, and the social skills essential for participation in the public

may nonetheless be exercised in relation tp.a narrowly circumscribed image of

who is one's neighbor. What is at the same time crucial and also ommited

from these suggestions is any means of representing and communicating in the

process of education the kind of social commitment which transcends temporary

interests and is the basis for a social concern that extends beyond one's

immediate public in Dewey's pense, In short, the education of a public

requires an image of the solidarity of men in a public sufficient to evoke

a social commitment of the suburbanite in the solution or the'problems in the

city, and a social commitment of the rich to the poor, of the religiously

divine to the serrice of those who do not share their peculiar blitory or

their uniquely defined community. What is demanded for the modern education

of the public is a symbol of the social commitment so necessary in our day,

.

a vivid image of how it is that we are united idspite of all divisions,

a conception of the public which bears the marks of communitas in the midst

of urban technologiCal society but which at the same time does not involve

us in the nostalgic return to the small, specially limited community of New

England or the frontier.

It does not seem to me in any sense obvious that this goal is attain-

able in a society whose schools are structurally and culturally devoted to

the. task of selecting, certifying and'sorting. The social, skills essential

for participation in the public might well be strengthened in such a system
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of schools, because such schools, place a premium on the capacity of the student

.to learn.to take. the long view and to manipulate the school. establishment so

as to get the "proper certification." But it is extremely doubtful, in my

mind at least, that such a school system can properly turn its attention

to assist young people in interpreting their lives, and to vividly transmit

the necessary civic mythology essential for the formation of a public. If

there is some tension between certification and citizenship.as the fundamental

function of education it must be most poignantly evident in the struggles of

young and old alike to meaningfully interpret their lives And their place:'

with others in some kind of public. In this sense,, the most fundamental11

protalem of modern education is anthropological in the classic sense.

.11


